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Abstract 
Addressing the environmental challenges that are a result of the ballooning Chinese 

economy is becoming an increasingly important national priority. Today, China has the 

highest number of deaths linked to ambient air pollution of any other country in the 

world. The transport sector contributes significantly to this pollution. To address these 

issues, several Chinese cities have chosen to implement the vehicle quota system 

(VQS). In 2012, VQS was implemented in Guangzhou and the rate of vehicle 

ownership plummeted from 18% to 5% in just over a year. This thesis explores public 

attitudes and the local government’s motivation for implementing this policy through 

qualitative interviews with local experts and residents. It is important to have a better 

understanding of the human dimensions of the steps China is taking to tackle the highly 

intertwined problems of air pollution and traffic congestion. It is equally as important to 

understand that the quota approach is an alternative to other transport policies making it 

particularly interesting to research. There are various local adaptations to the VQS 

policy and I explore various explanations for this to demonstrate the complexity of 

policy implementation in China. In Guangzhou, there are two options for people who 

want a license to own a car registered in the municipality – lottery or auction. 

Guangzhou stands out from other cities with VQS in not restricting cars registered 

outside to enter the city. These adaptations sustain people’s definitional power of own 

car purchase, enabled by a fundamental level of government trust. Additionally, I argue 

that the seriousness of air pollution and traffic congestion is perceived in relative terms, 

calling into question a link between problem perception and policy acceptance.  

Keywords: local politics in China, urban governance, transportation; environmental 

sustainability, vehicle quota system, policy acceptance, air pollution, government trust 
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1 Introduction 
On a Saturday evening in June of 2012, the municipal government of Guangzhou 

announced that a new policy would be introduced, which limited vehicle registrations 

allowed within the municipality. This policy was enacted at midnight on the same day 

that it was announced. As traffic congestion and air pollution have steadily worsened in 

Guangzhou, the vehicle quota system (VQS) became the most recent solution. The 

system was pioneered by Singapore but is now spreading across China. This quota 

system restricts how many people can buy vehicles, an unusual approach to 

environmental and transport policies within China. The policy is designed to restrict the 

purchase of vehicles but interestingly does not address how much a vehicle can be used. 

It is also unique in the way in which registrations are allocated. Registrations are 

distributed via monthly lotteries and auctions. This policy and its implementation are 

therefore drastically different from policies most other transport polices (Chen and Cui 

2014). 

The VQS
1
 needs to be understood within a larger context. As the Chinese economy 

grows, not only does the global power centre shift eastward but the country and its 

economy begin to dominate certain global statistics. In 2013, China surpassed the US as 

the biggest CO2 emitter, emitting 28 percent of the global CO2 emission. It is now the 

largest energy consumer and the second largest oil consumer and importer (Jiang and 

Ouyang 2017). The economic momentum of China has largely been powered by fossil 

fuel, particularly coal. Coal burning is not only the largest source of carbon emissions 

on the national level, it also contributes to local airborne or ambient air pollution, 

intertwining concerns about national emissions with the hazards this presents at the 

local level (Jin, Andersson, and Zhang 2016). 

  

                                                             
1
 The Vehicle Quota System should not be confused with its’s somewhat more famous cousin - the 

license plate restriction (LPR). LPR restrict the use of cars on certain weekdays depending on license 
plate tail number. This policy is also implemented in several Chinese cities, such as Beijing, Hangzhou, 
Chengdu, and Tianjin, but not Guangzhou (Jia et al. 2017: 429). 
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Burning coal does not only increase CO2 emissions but also the emission of sulphur 

dioxide SO2, nitrogen oxides (NOx) and particulate matter
2
 (PM). While some emissions 

have passed their peak and are diminishing, others such as SO2 and PM10 are increasing. 

While being the “world’s factory” is an important part of the explanation, domestic 

consumption is also contributing to the emission problem (Jin, Andersson, and Zhang 

2016).  

The sources of air pollution are shifting in many urban areas. Factories are increasingly 

being moved away from the large cities. At the same time, private auto mobility is 

rapidly growing. China is now the world’s largest automobile market (Tang et al. 2016). 

As a result, the transport sector is responsible for an increasing share of the local air 

pollution. Especially in the megacities
3
 and the surrounding areas, vehicle emissions is 

now the main source of air pollution (Jin, Andersson, and Zhang 2016). This is the case 

for the cities in the Pearl River Delta (PRD) in Guangdong where Guangzhou is located 

(Lee 2016). According to estimates from the Guangzhou Environmental Protection 

Bureau, vehicle exhaust is now the main source of PM2.5 in the city, contributing to 

about 22 percent (Lee 2016, 108). 

The health effects of smog on the Chinese population are well documented (see for 

example: Lai, Tsang, and Wong 2013, Li et al. 2015). Air pollution is now one of the 

greatest health hazards in China, associated with the occurrence of deaths related to 

lung cancer and other respiratory diseases (Xu, Chen, and Ye 2013). The Global Burden 

of Disease Study showed that from only one year of exposure to ambient air pollution, 

1.2 million people died prematurely (Lim et al. 2012). While ambient air pollution first 

and foremost is a public health concern, the economic costs are considerable, and 

estimated to be somewhere between 1 and 7 percent of the country’s GDP (Jin, 

Andersson, and Zhang 2016, 2).   

                                                             
2
 Ambient air pollution is often measured in PM2.5 and PM10. PM is an acronym for particulate matters, 

and the number indicate the size (aerodynamic diameters) of the particles. While the toxic smog 
includes a number of pollutants, PM2.5  is often used as proxy as this is the smallest measured 
particulate matter and thereby has the most severe health effects. The particles are so small that face 
masks do not provide protection (Jin, Andersson, and Zhang 2016). Concentration of airborne 
pollutants, including particulate matter is measured in micrograms (one-millionth of a gram) per cubic 
meter air or µg/m3 (EEA). 
3
 Cities with over ten million inhabitants (He and Thøgersen 2017a). 
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Not only is CO2 and air pollution highly intertwined, so is local air pollution and traffic 

congestion. Carr et al. (2002) found that the level of traffic congestion accounts for “the 

largest majority of the variation in outdoor annual air pollutant concentration” for 

European cities (118). Calculations based on the three largest Norwegian cities also 

clearly show this connection. Depending on the emission standard on the cars (Euro I-

IV), driving on congested roads can up to double the emission of pollutant s such as 

NO2 and NOx. Together with idling, being in a traffic jam requires uneven driving 

which is highly energy intensive (Hagman, Gjerstad, and Amundsen 2011). Moreover, 

congestion is extremely expensive. Creutzig and He (2009) have done a calculation 

internalizing the external costs of traffic congestion in Beijing. The calculation is very 

comprehensive, including aspects such as health related costs, buildings, premature 

deaths an setting a price on CO2. The result of the cost estimation was 7.5- 10 percent of 

the city’s GDP (120).  

It is within these megatrends that this thesis is situated. I explore how the municipal 

government of Guangzhou is approaching the interwoven issues of air pollution and 

traffic congestion through one specific measure and how the public responds to this 

policy.   

1.1 Rationale and Research Question 

In China, as well as the rest of the world, there will be an increasing need to design 

policies addressing both local and global emissions. Car use has been particularly 

difficult to address. Jakobsson, Fujii, and Gärling (2002) conclude that “even 

substantial economic disincentives are unlikely to lead to any large reduction in private 

car use” (367), making it important to consider a wide array of options. However, it is 

important to study how these policies are developed, implemented, and affect the 

public. Marino and Ribot (2012) point out that climate change and local pollution 

produce winners and losers, and that policies to tackle these problems can run the risk 

of increasing these and other already existing disparities in a society. Fiscal measures, 

such as congestion charges, fuel taxes or parking charges are often more easily paid by 

wealthier people. Even when policies seem to pertain to society as a whole, such as 

emissions standards on cars, these measures can impact income groups differently. 

Some subsidies targeting the whole population may without purpose be easier for high 
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income groups to harvest from
4
. As political agendas are focused on reducing pollution, 

it becomes especially important to understand how particular approaches affect different 

groups of people differently. On this basis, I argue that conducting research on the 

human dimension of transport policies and climate measures is key to developing new 

policies. Due to the allocation mechanism and control of ownership rather than use, the 

vehicle quota policy will create a different social outcome than other transport policies 

(Chen and Zhao 2012). 

 

Considering the massive sustainability challenges China is facing, understanding the 

steps the policy makers are taking to address the issue is vital. In China, the quota 

approach is the exception rather than the rule in environmental policies that typically 

consist of standards, regulations, economic incentives, taxes, investment and voluntary 

agreements (Liu 2011, 35). Despite the surprising element of capping car consumption, 

the policy is surprisingly unknown in Europe. For some reason, the license plate 

restriction (LPR) has been more extensively covered in western media, and thereby 

more familiar to people. The vehicle quota policy is one of the less studied Chinese 

policies in international journals. On a more general, we know little about ownership 

restrictions, contrary to user based restrictions. 

In the future, it may spread further within China (Cnet 2016), making it additionally 

relevant to look into. Some academics also suggest implementing the policy outside of 

China, arguing that it could be useful in other large and highly congested cities such as 

Mexico City (Chu 2014, 1550).  

The policy in Guangzhou has two local characteristics that the analysis will focus on: 1) 

allocation of quotas through lottery and auction, and 2) the lack of restrictions on non-

local cars. Ten percent of the lottery quotas are also allocated to new energy vehicles
5
 

(NEV), however the analysis will not focus on this element as it was not considered a 

relevant choice for the resident informants. The first element was chosen to allocate 

quotas in an effective and fair manner. The second characteristic gives the policy a 

somewhat paradoxical element. On one hand, VQS in Guangzhou has been 

                                                             
4
 For example, subsidies for electrical bikes in Oslo, Norway were primarily used by the wealthiest 

neighbourhood in the city (Haugsvær 2016). 
5
 New energy vehicles are electric powered vehicles or plug-in hybrids (Communications Commission of 

Guangzhou Municipality 2013). 
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characterized as a radical policy (He and Thøgersen 2017a, 9). However, it does not 

limit the number of cars that can be driven there. In other words, cars registered in other 

regions can come and go as they please. Both elements will be discussed thoroughly in 

the analysis. Therefore, VQS is not only interesting to study as an alternative approach 

to transport policy in China and beyond, but also interesting to study in Guangzhou due 

to its local characteristics. Therefore it is interesting to investigate the following 

research question: 

Why was the vehicle quota system (VQS) implemented in Guangzhou? 

Why was the policy designed differently from other Chinese cites?  

There is scant empirical data that explains or explores the human dimension of policy 

and air pollution in China (Xu, Chi, and Zhu 2015, 483), and also qualitative 

contribution to transport research (Williams and Arkaraprasertkul 2017, 2236-7). As 

VQS represents a very different approach to transport policy, looking into acceptance is 

particularly interesting, therefore: 

How has the vehicle quota system (VQS) been received by local residents in 

Guangzhou? 

 

What categories are relevant for understanding reactions towards the vehicle quota 

system?  

 

My own interest in the issue was sparked in a discussion with a fellow master student 

researching local environmental policies in China. The interest was further developed 

when living in Singapore for six months, where I talked to people about the policy 

every time I got a chance.   

1.2 Thesis Outline 

The thesis will be presented in 9 Chapters. The next chapter will discuss methods used 

for the thesis. A thorough discussion of the challenges associated with doing research in 

China will be provided, both in general terms and in my fieldwork specifically. In 

Chapter 3 I will discuss relevant background information regarding my topic. Chapter 4 
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is a literature review of the academic discussions relating to VQS in China and 

Singapore. The chapter also treats different concepts and approaches relevant for the 

thesis. Being an explorative study, I explain why I have adopted a contextualist 

approach and how this has influenced my work. In Chapter 5, I present explanations as 

to why the policy was chosen with its specific local modifications, which focuses on 

cultural, geographic and political factors. In Chapter 6, 7 and 8, I analyse categories 

relevant for explaining acceptance towards VQS. These categories are chosen based on 

data coding and literature on transport policy. Chapter 6 will discuss perceived 

infringement on freedom and fairness of the policy. As these are highly interrelated they 

will be discussed together. In the subsequent chapter, I explore the informants’ 

perception of air quality and their perceptions of the effectiveness of the policy. In the 

last analysis chapter, I discuss how trust in the local and national government impact 

how the policy is perceived. Chapter 9 will sum up and conclude the thesis, as well as 

provide suggestions for future research.  
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2 Methods 
In order to answer my research question, I adopted a qualitative research approach, 

which included semi-structured interviews conducted over a six-week period during my 

fieldwork in Guangzhou. I have divided the informants into two categories: local 

residents and expert informants. Accordingly, some of my interviews were elite 

interviews. In addition to interviews, I felt I could learn from observation. For example, 

I gained knowledge about the overall transport system and lottery application process in 

this manner. Additionally, I have extensively used secondary sources such as academic 

literature, newspaper articles, and the official webpages of the Guangzhou Municipality.  

This chapter will focus on how these methods apply in a Chinese context when studying 

transport policy. The chapter will start out by explaining what a qualitative approach to 

transport and air pollution entails. Moreover, I will discuss some of the challenges 

associated with doing research in China. Further, this chapter will look into how 

informants where chosen, and questions around interviewing in China with a translator. 

2.1 A Qualitative Approach  

Qualitative research is “concerned with elucidating human environments and human 

experiences within a variety of conceptual frameworks” (Winchester and Rode 2010: 5). 

Although qualitative methods are used on a range of topics (Winchester and Rode 

2010), transport studies have long been dominated by quantitative approaches, 

including research focused on behaviour and perceptions. This is likely the case because 

research pertaining to automobility was originally done from engineering, transport 

economics, transport infrastructure and land use perspectives (Williams and 

Arkaraprasertkul 2017). Quantitative methods are also the dominant approach used to 

study vehicle quota systems (VQS) in both China and Singapore (see for example: 

Phang, Wong, and Chia 1996, Phang 1993, Barter 2005, Zhu et al. 2013, Chu 2014, 

Chen 2013b, Li, Wu, and Zhang 2015). This approach has influenced the way car 

consumption has been conceptualized, often downplaying or ignoring the ways humans 

ascribe meaning to the car (Williams and Arkaraprasertkul 2017). Travel behaviour 

consists of a complex web of social, personal and structural attributes such as habits, 

beliefs and economic incentives. Due to the complexity of travel behaviour, a deep 

understanding of people's perceptions, attitudes, and behaviour is needed. Qualitative 
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methods are a powerful tool to explore those complexities (Beirão and Sarsfield Cabral 

2007, 480). In this regard, qualitative approaches can contribute to research on cars as 

something more than a source of pollution or the end of a production chain (Williams 

and Arkaraprasertkul 2017, 2236). Research on air pollution in China has also been 

dominated by quantitative approaches, and researchers such as Xu, Chi, and Zhu (2015, 

483) state that scant attention has been paid to attitudes and the human dimension of air 

pollution. However, this seems to be changing
6
. Some perspectives and opinions might 

only be possible to identify through a qualitative approach (486).  

A qualitative lens can therefore deepen our understanding of peoples’ perceptions 

towards transport policy. It enables researchers to provide what Geertz termed as “thick 

description” to the object of study (Appelrouth and Edles 2008). Public acceptance on 

transport demand management (TDM) is also predominantly quantitative (see for 

example: Eriksson, Garvill, and Nordlund 2006, Fujii et al. 2004, Piriyawat, Van, and 

Fujii 2009). As noted by Dreyer and Walker (2013, 356) quantitative approaches and 

surveys do not capture the nuances or reasons behind attitudes. Since I was interested in 

what factors shape public opinion, and how and why, a qualitative approach was 

necessary. In this regard, this thesis seeks to explore the public’s acceptance of TDMs 

and the VQS in particular. Some important dimensions cannot be measured by 

quantitative surveys, such as a young man’s hope to fulfil his mother’s wish to be 

driven around in her son’s car, or the complexity of conflicting views of specific 

measures.   

Qualitative approaches are also useful for studying new phenomena. As this policy 

differs in some fundamental ways from other TDMs, staking out the factors to be 

measured in advance did not appear to strengthen the project. As noted by Mars, 

Arroyo, and Ruiz (2016, 437), qualitative approaches can complement quantitative 

approaches regarding research on transport behaviour, which is precisely what this 

thesis seeks to do. Therefore this thesis can be seen as a contribution to the growing 

body of qualitative research on transport (Mars, Arroyo, and Ruiz 2016, 435). That 

being said, the analysis would have been considerably poorer without the pre-existing 

quantitative contributions.  

                                                             
6
 For example, the research project Airborne at the University of Oslo focuses precisely on the human 

dimension of air pollution (Airborne 2013). Moreover The China Quarterly (2017)have published a 
special issue specifically on the topic. 
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In qualitative research, the emphasis is typically on in-depth understanding and 

interpretation. Because of the limits to generalize qualitative research, the researcher 

must remain cautious about claiming to know the public opinion (Dunn 2010, 102-3). 

With this approach, I can rather give an account of how the interviewees understand and 

give meaning to the policy and related aspects in a given place and time. Moreover, 

qualitative findings in general (Dunn 2010, 102-3), and also findings from this research, 

can be used to counter or to explore the nuances associated with various perspectives 

from quantitative research (Dunn 2010, 102-3). These findings can complement existing 

data and contribute to the understanding of particular issues related to the human 

dimension of air pollution and transport policy. Moreover, the findings on policy 

processes can contribute to the larger understanding of policy making in China.    

2.2 Doing Research in and on China 

Though obstacles related to doing fieldwork in China have become increasingly similar 

to challenges present in many other countries, there are still some differences that are 

worth noting. Perhaps most striking is the presence of China’s Communist Party (CCP), 

which controls freedom of speech and exerts influence over the state’s discourse 

(Heimer and Thøgersen 2006, 12-15). Since Xi Jingping took over the presidency in 

2012,  his administration has led a “crackdown on civil society activities” and has 

reduced freedom of speech (Yuen 2015, 56), making the trend of better research 

conditions in China less clear cut. The trustworthiness of both secondary and primary 

data and sources must always be considered along with the possibility that there are 

various restrictions on sharing information. 

2.2.1 Adaptability  

Solinger (2006) advises researchers working in China to be as prepared as possible, but 

also to be able to adapt quickly if needed. In a similar vein, Gustafsson Jertfelt, 

Blanchin, and Li (2016) highlights the “the importance of being adaptable” (483).  

Before conducting fieldwork, I was advised by a researcher working with China to 

remain pragmatic and open-minded in the data collection process. Such advice does not 

only apply to China, but is applicable to any research involving cultural differences and 

language barriers. However, this advice seems particularly important in China because 
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of the numerous challenges associated with doing fieldwork in an authoritarian unitary 

state
7
. Therefore, I was initially open to various research strategies including conducting 

a small survey. However, during my stay in Guangzhou, the data appeared to be “thick” 

enough with the information I gleaned from expert interviews. I had to prioritize my 

time and decided not to conduct a survey.  

Being flexible when doing fieldwork is critical to successful fieldwork. As Aberbach 

and Rockman (2002, 674) points out, real life research often will require you to do 

things that are not ideal according to textbook standards, yet the less than ideal approach 

is often better than the alternative. Hansen (Forthcoming) argues that academic writing 

often fails to convey the gap between the idealized process and fieldwork on the ground. 

Fieldwork in practice will hardly involve a linear evolution of data collection. Rather, 

one must stay flexible and adaptable to changing conditions, obstacles and opportunities 

(Hansen Forthcoming). These are experiences that I can recognize from my own data 

collection process. Accordingly, I aim to give a sober account of my data collection 

process.  

2.2.2 Sensitivity  

Some topics are still too sensitive to research in China. The limitations on information 

are not clearly defined, making it difficult for researchers to know what they actually 

have access to and what information is and is not sensitive. This is also true for 

informants. In practice, this means that informants may be unsure when they are 

crossing the line and many prefer to play it safe. What information is sensitive at a 

given time depends on who the report is written by, for what audience, and the political 

situation more generally, to mention just a few factors. What is considered politically 

sensitive can therefore come as a surprise (Heimer and Thøgersen 2006, 12-15).  

As I had presumed, VQS was not a particularly sensitive topic. This was confirmed by 

several expert informants. Although it is not possible to be completely sure, my 

translator and my own impression was that informants spoke quite freely about the issue 

and expressed both support and critiques about the government regarding this topic. 

This aligned with my own impression.  

                                                             
7
 “Authoritarian unitary state” according to Aamodt and Stensdal (2017: 117), is the best 

characterization of the Chinese political system. 
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Yet there where circumstances that some informants experiences to increase the 

pressure on what they could say, especially the upcoming Party Congress
8
. One of the 

expert informants, who had multiple roles in politics and academia, strategically 

adopted different roles when commenting to the media. He noted:  

You know it is a very sensitive time now, around the Party Congress.(…)If I say 

the “wrong” thing, some official over me might end up in trouble, everybody is 

very afraid for their position these days, so they don’t want to risk that I am 

saying anything wrong, especially not in foreign media. 

Additionally, I had a hard time gaining access to certain people. Although I met people 

who had regular contact with government officials working on the topic, my contacts 

would not put me in touch with the officials. They stated that if the officials, against all 

odds, were willing to talk to me, they would just repeat official statements. Moreover, 

my contacts feared that putting me in contact with officials could potentially harm their 

own reputation. Yet my inability to interview government officials did not seem to be 

related to my specific research regarding VQS, but rather an ongoing challenge of 

getting government officials to talk to foreign researchers (Heimer and Thøgersen 

2006).   

2.2.3 Secondary Sources 

As I mentioned earlier, using Chinese sources such as media and official publications 

requires a critical approach because of the restrictions on freedom of speech (Heimer 

and Thøgersen 2006, 12-15). This is also the case within academia (Qiang 2015).  

During the research process, I encountered several cases of what appears to be 

restrictions within academia while reading articles published by Chinese research 

institutions. The follow excerpt is from a study on public trust in the Chinese 

government. The article concludes with some suggestions for policy makers:  

“…managers and policymakers need to understand the differences in the determinants 

of public trust in government in China between the central and city levels. For example, 

to promote general democracy is more effective for enhancing trust in the central 

                                                             
8
 The 19

th
 Party Congress was held 18 and 24 October 2017, three months after my fieldwork. The Party 

Congresses are held every fifth year and sets national policy goals and elect top leaders (Tanner 2017)   
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government than city governments, and to improve satisfaction with public services is 

more effective for enhancing trust in city governments than the central government” 

(Zhao et al. 2017, 371). 

This could be interpreted as a strategy to promote a political message wrapped in an 

acceptable framework. Regardless, the message discusses the use of democratic reform 

as a tool to enhance government trust rather than a goal in itself. However, the statistical 

data seems to be legitimate (there was a high number of respondents and the values did 

not seem inflated) for this exact case I have chosen the statistical findings. However, 

one has to be aware that statistical data can be manipulated to convey a specific 

conclusion.  

In a similar vein, government documents can be a problematic source of information. 

“Major concerns include inaccuracy, poor reliability and representativeness, 

obsolescence, and the lack of a proper basis for comparison” (Roy, Walters, and Luk 

2001, 205). Data quality has potentially improved since the reform in the national 

statistical bureau in the 1980’s.  However, data may still be manipulated and researchers 

must be aware of this. Roy, Walters, and Luk (2001, 206) advise foreign researchers to 

interpret data with caution. All the secondary sources used in this project are published 

and open online and thereby meant for the public’s eye. Though that may seem to 

increase transparency, it can also be an incentive for the government to enhance or hide 

certain parts of the data set or outright state inaccurate data. At the same time, data 

modification has primarily been reported as an issue related to economic data (Roy, 

Walters, and Luk 2001, 206). In my research, I have used data that reflects the number 

of participants in the lottery and auction prices, which I believe is not directly related to 

economic data. Thereby, I consider deliberate fixing of numbers from the local 

government’s side to be less likely and feel that the data I have used is trustworthy and 

accurate enough for my purpose.  

A third form of written sources used in the thesis are online Chinese newspapers, 

including Xinhua - the CCP mouthpiece, in addition to other non-Chinese media 

sources. The Chinese state has a firm grip on news and information. The coverage of 

news related to environmental problems has been found to vary considerably between 

American and Chinese reporting on the same incident (Tilt and Qing 2010). I have 

therefore approached these sources critically and statements have been cross-checked. It 
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is important to mention that VQS is quite freely debated in newspapers and online 

forums, where academics and stakeholders voice their opinion on issues such has the 

effectiveness, fairness, and loopholes (For example: Zheng 2012, Qian and Ching 2012, 

Xinhua 2012). 

2.3 Access, Sampling and Recruiting Informants 

The difficult process of gaining access to the field started with contacting researchers 

that study China but are based in Norway and other European countries. Sæther (2006, 

45) notes that: “compared to other fields within the social sciences, it seems that the 

gatekeepers to the China field advocate rather stringent requirements”, especially 

regarding cultural and language knowledge. Although I do recognize my own 

experience in this quote, my requests were mostly met with encouragements and helpful 

advice. This helped me to determine what sort of information I could realistically obtain 

and also strengthened my network of contacts. It was during this process that I began 

finding and contacting interviewees that would become my expert informants.  

My ‘expert-category’ included researchers, policy advisers, and NGO workers. Had I 

been able to meet with government officials, they would have been included in this 

category. I tried contacting the local government through official channels but received 

no response. However, I was able to speak to people who had regular contact with 

officials within the Communications Committee and others who served as expert 

advisers on transport policy. This included an individual who worked for a government-

led research institution. This proved to be very useful information as they could tell me 

about some of the considerations the policy makers had when designing VQS.  

Access is often quite challenging when doing elite or expert interviews, as the people 

you are targeting are busy and sought after (Aberbach and Rockman 2002, 673). In my 

experience, finding a time to meet was often less difficult than finding a meeting time 

with people from my residents-category. The residents were working more or less the 

same hours and could not take time away from their work to speak to me. To solve this, 

various creative solutions were often used to find time in their schedule, such as talking 

to me over dinner or lunch, or even on skype while waiting for a girlfriend at the nail 

parlour. The experts, on the other hand, were less likely to respond to my 
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correspondence at all. Moreover, Aberbach and Rockman (2002, 673) note that having 

some sort of backing when contacting expert informants can aid the process 

considerably. In this process, getting backing from the Nordic Centre at Fudan 

University considerably aided the process for me.  

Reading method textbooks before leaving, it seemed as though getting the first couple 

of interviews was the hard part. After you had one informant, they would give you the 

next name and it would snowball from there. The initial plan was therefore to rely on 

snowballing or chain sampling, to recruit informants of both categories (Bradshaw and 

Stratford 2010, 75). In reality, it felt more like dealing with powder snow. Few 

interviews resulted in anything more than that one interview, especially among the 

expert interviewees. However, I did get two more informants with the snowball method. 

But, most of the time I had to rely on mail, phone and social media applications to 

contact people or organizations. I found my expert interviewees through research 

profiles, environmental non-governmental organization (ENGO) webpages, and through 

my own network of researchers, institutions and acquaintances. 

Most of the resident-interviewees were recruited through acquaintances. I drew upon 

my social network from my exchange program in China, friends in Norway, my stay in 

Singapore as well as people I met during my fieldwork. Staying at different homes 

through Airbnb turned out to serve the intended goal of gaining access to informants 

from different life situations. Staying in peoples’ homes allowed me observe my hosts 

as they applied for the lottery online. This considerably altered my impression of the 

process which has been described as inconvenient in the literature (for auction wepages 

in Shanghai see:Chen and Zhao 2012).  

For the residents-category of informants I applied purposive sampling within a loosely 

defined category: middle-class people affected by the policy in various respects. This 

included people who had either acquired a car after the policy was implemented, 

planned to buy a car in the future, or were currently participating in the auction and 

lotteries. In addition, I also spoke to two car owners who had acquired a car before the 

policy was implemented and another person who was renting a car from a friend. 

Following Chen and Zhao’s (2012) quantitative study of perceptions towards VQS in 

Shanghai, this study targeted informants representing:  
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... a middle-class population who are well-off enough to consider having a car, 

but not too rich to disregard the cost of a license. They are thus likely the group 

most affected by the car license auction policy. Such focus limits the study from 

being generalized to represent the acceptance of the whole population – 

particularly those who are unemployed or very low-income. (41) 

At the same time, who comprises the “middle class” in China is difficult to define, not 

the least because definitions of the groups vary considerably affecting estimates of how 

large the middle class in China actually is. A state led research institution estimated it to 

be somewhere between 15-23 percent of the total population in 2010 (Chen 2013a, 2). 

Chen notes, 

Unlike the middle class in the West, the development of China’s middle class 

was heavily influenced by the state. Given the preponderant role that the party-

state has played in the post-Mao socioeconomic transformation, the newly 

emerged middle class has been created and shaped by the state, and hence is 

considered to be closely associated with the state (39). 

An overview of the informants is presented in the two tables below. All the interviewees 

have been assigned a letter according to the order in which I interviewed them. I did this 

to enable the reader to easily find information about a specific informant. Interviews 

conducted with two people have additionally been given  ‘1’ or ‘2’ to indicate that the 

information was given under one interview from two different informants. In the 

resident-category, information about occupation has been provided to give an indication 

about socioeconomic status.  
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Tabell 1: Overview over resident interviews 

Nr Date Occupation  

# of 

vehicles 

/# of 

people in 

household 

How the 

vehicle was 

acquired or 

will be 

acquired: 

Interview 

conducted in: 

A 08.05.2017 Finance   1/3 Auction English 

C 10.05.2017 

Retired; previously 

held various 

government positions  1/2 Rent* English/Chinese 

E1 15.05.2017 Banking  1/3 Non-local** English/Chinese 

E2 15.05.2017 

International business 

consulting 1/1 Lottery English/Chinese 

F 15.05.2017 Clerk 0 / 1 Lottery English/Chinese 

G 18.05.2017 Clerk  1/3 Before 2012 English 

H 21.05.2017 Government planning 0 / 1 Lottery English/Chinese 

J 23.05.2017 Teashop owner  1/2 Non-local Chinese 

L 25.05.2017 Clerk  1/2 Auction English/Chinese 

N1 30.05.2017 Software engineer 0 /2 Lottery English 

N2 30.05.2017 Software engineer 0 /2 Lottery English/Chinese 

O1 02.06.2017 Sales 0 /1 Non-local Chinese 

O2 02.06.2017 Car dealer 0 /1 Non-local Chinese 

Q 05.06.2017 HR   1/3 Before 2012 Chinese 

R 07.06.2017 Anonymous  1/3 Lottery Chinese 

*The car is paid for by the informant but registered in another person’s name. 

**Registered outside of Guangzhou municipality I Overview over residents interviews 

 

Although, the aim was to talk to a varied group of people within the pre-defined 

category, there is likely a sampling bias. For example, compared to the average in 

Guangzhou my informants where young adults, highly educated, and English-speaking. 
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The resident category consisted of people with an urban and rural hukou
9
. The 

interviews where mostly done in public places, such as cafés and restaurants, with three 

exceptions. One interview took place in the informant’s home and another was 

conducted via skype. Interview 3 was also partly done while driving around with an 

informant. 

Tabell 2: overview over expert interviews 

Nr Date Role 

Interview 

conducted in: 

B 09.05.2017 Researcher English/Chinese 

D 11.05.2017 Researcher English 

I 22.05.2017 NGO/multiple roles English 

K 24.05.2017 Researcher/multiple roles English 

M 26.05.2017 Reseacher English 

S 03.06.2017 Industry observer English 

R 09.06.2017 

ENGO employee: Ja Jia Jun Chen at 

"Green Bike-Transit" (Bàikè 拜客) Chinese 

 

Some of the expert informants had multiple roles, providing information about all of 

them would compromise my promise of anonymity so I have provided basic, non-

identifying information about these informants. All of the expert interviews were 

conducted at the informant’s office, with the exception of interview 11 which was 

conducted over skype because the informant was traveling.  

2.4 Semi-structured Qualitative Interviews 

For both interview groups, I chose semi-structured interviews consisting of primarily 

open-ended questions (see Appendix 2 for interview guides). Semi-structured 

interviews are in between structured and unstructured interviews. An interview guide is 

                                                             
9
 A local or rural or urban hukou, or household registration system, is determined by your family origin. 

The system controls movement, social welfare provisions and work – among other things.  Zhang and 
Treiman (2013) notes that it is ”the most important institution affecting inequality” in China (71). 
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often utilized, but the informants have the possibility to talk quite freely about the 

predefined topic. This makes the interview “content focused” (Dunn 2010, 110) but 

provides flexibility to the informant. In practice, this meant that I guided the 

conversation. When it strayed too far from the topic, I brought the conversation back to 

the subject I originally asked about. An advantage with face-to-face qualitative 

interviews is that the informant can tell the researcher if she is completely off track 

(Dunn 2010). This increases the informants’ possibility to have defining power over 

what is important within the given topic, which in turn can improve trustworthiness of 

the research (Aberbach and Rockman 2002). Throughout the interview process, I was 

able to determine which topics were not significant to the interviewees. For example, I 

had expected that the high number of government vehicles in China would be 

contributing to discontent about the policy, as suggested by Chen and Zhao (2012), yet 

this proved to have low relevance in Guangzhou.  

Some of the interviews were done in pairs, of either an engaged or marries couple (M, 

J
10

), or friends (E, 1O). At times, this contributed to consensus building between 

informants. On the other hand, the dynamic discussion between the interviewees 

brought up issues that otherwise might not have come up. It also increased the 

confidence and relaxed the informants in the interview setting.  

During the interview process, I found myself repeatedly diverging from the academic 

ideal within qualitative interviewing, particularly when trying to ask open-ended, non-

value laden questions. This was particularly a problem when interviewing residents
11

. 

Often such questions were answered very shortly or with simply “I don’t know”. More 

than once, I was told by Chinese people that many people feel uncomfortable or are 

unfamiliar with open-ended questions. I was not previously aware that difficulties in 

utilizing such questions are commonly reported from research projects in China. 

Gustafsson Jertfelt, Blanchin, and Li (2016) point out that many qualitative techniques 

are developed within a western context and are not always adaptable to all places. One 

should therefore be cautious to think of methodology as universal (485). To cope with 

this I developed different strategies. To get the conversation flowing, I often started the 

                                                             
10

 Although two people were present at the interview, the husband did more or less all of the talking, 
therefore it has been referenced as one informant  
11

 Aberbach and Rockman (2002, 674) note that elites and highly educated people often respond better 
to open-ended questions, which also has been observed to be the case in China (O'Brien 2006, 35). 
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conversation with closed-ended question or a statement from government officials. I 

followed this with an open-ended question or asked the informant to elaborate. Similar 

to Gustafsson Jertfelt, Blanchin, and Li (2016), I also experienced that people where 

cautious of answering if they did not feel comfortable with their level of knowledge. 

Therefore, I started the interviews by clearly expressing that the aim of my research was 

to map attitudes towards the policy, which I also repeated during the interview when it 

felt natural. It helped when I mentioned that I also was talking to researchers about the 

policy. This seemed to ease their worry of misinforming me.  

2.4.1 Using a Translator  

The interviews were conducted in English, Cantonese or Mandarin. When they were in 

Cantonese or Mandarin, they were translated by a translator. In some cases, a 

combination of Chinese and English were used throughout the interview (see Table 1 

and 2, or Appendix 3). My Chinese skills did not help me much further than presenting 

myself as interested in the country and language. Hansen (Forthcoming) points out that 

using a translator presents both challenges and opportunities. The possibility of 

information being lost is definitely present yet using a translator also provided me with 

access to information and perspectives that I would have otherwise missed. In my own 

experience, when using my translator, having someone else step in as translator, or 

conducting interviews in English, issues related to vocabulary in English was at some 

level present throughout the field work– also on my own part. Gustafsson Jertfelt, 

Blanchin, and Li (2016, 497) point out that using a translator in China can help to build 

a trusting relationship with the informant, which in turn can ease the problem of asking 

open-ended question.  In my experience, it was advantageous to have someone from 

China who was familiar with the culture and could guide me on what questions were 

appropriate to ask and what is better left unsaid or what should be rephrased. After each 

interview, I made sure to sit down with my translator to compare notes. In this manner, 

he functioned as more than a translator. He was also someone I could throw ideas 

around with and a he had valuable input regarding my interview guide.  Also, he helped 

me to find information on Chinese webpages and he translated the relevant parts. 

Even though I had a regular translator throughout the fieldwork, he was not always 

available and other people stepped in. At one point, the woman I was staying with acted 
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as my translator for my interview with her fiancé. She was also an interviewee. This 

could be a textbook example of how not to do research. Yet this example illustrates how 

important it is to remain pragmatic in the field. In this situation, I weighed the value of 

losing an interviewee against the obvious drawbacks of having his fiancé translate. If I 

were to pick and choose from the top shelf or trustworthiness of data, the project would 

just not have been possible. Moreover, overlapping roles is not uncommon and is 

sometimes encouraged in qualitative research. For instance, living with people in their 

homes as you are researching can give you information you otherwise would not have 

gained access to (Gustafsson Jertfelt, Blanchin, and Li 2016). 

2.5 The Field 

2.5.1 Why Guangzhou? 

After deciding to study the vehicle quota system (VQS), I was faced with a number of 

decisions, one of them being which city I would focus on. My choice to study 

Guangzhou was based on a combination of pragmatic and academic reasons. My initial 

research interest was to compare the allocation models (lottery and auction) so the 

natural choice seemed to be a city with a hybrid allocation model because comparing 

two cities would have been too large of a project for a masters’ thesis
12

.  

Guangzhou is particularly interesting to study as it has the automotive sector has 

been chosen one of three pillar industries since the announcement of the 9th Five-

Year Plan (FYP)13 of Guangzhou (1996-2000) (Lee 2016, 107). A pillar industry is 

a politically decided key development industry types and national, province or 

municipal level. The appointment of them is followed by considerable resource and 

state-led support (He, Zhou, and Liu 2017, 18701). Today Guangzhou is one of the 

most important bases for automobile industry, and it is one of the most important 

driving forces for industrial development in the city (Lee 2016, 107). This makes 

                                                             
12

 During the initial phase of the interview process, I discovered that comparing the two models did not 
make much sense to people as they rather understood it as one system they navigated within. This 
realization led me to change the focus of the research 
13

 The Chinese government develops five-year plans (FYPs) in order to communicate the intended 
direction of policies during a given term (Hu 2016). 
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the contradiction between China as a growing car producer and capping car 

consumption even more striking. 

 

Guangdong province and Chongqing municipality are at opposite ends of the political 

spectrum in China. The Guangdong ‘model’ is characterized as liberal with more 

market oriented development and a withdrawn state. In a Chinese context, it is seen as 

converging towards western democracies and has allowed ‘civil society’ to blossom 

(Mulvad 2014, 210). This categorization is not only apparent in the academic literature 

and the media but there has been an open ideological debate between political leaders 

from the two provinces since 2007
14

. Guangdong has also made cautious attempts at 

political reforms, such as making the local government budget open for public scrutiny.  

As one of the most open and prosperous economies in the country, Guangdong province 

where Guangzhou is province capital, is a Dengonomic success story. As a coastal 

province, Guangdong was an easy point for transporting goods, and was a particularly 

suitable location for foreign-investment and designated a ‘Special Economic Zone’ in 

the beginning of the economic reforms in the 1978 under Deng Xioaping. Shenzhen, in 

particular, but also Guangzhou has also been an important economic driver for the 

country as a whole. Today, the province is a primary motor of China’s transformation  

into “the world’s  factory” (Mulvad 2014, 208). Guangdong was one of the first four 

“Special Economic Zones” and since has been transformed into an important motor for 

China’s economic growth (Lim 2014, 236). From 1992 to 1996, the province absorbed 

one quarter of the countries’ foreign investment (Moavenzadeh and Markow 2007, 

200). Measured in absolute GDP, it was richest province in China in 2016 and 

Guangzhou ranked third in GDP per capita among Chinese cities in 2015 (China 

Internet Watch 2017). With 13 million inhabitants in 2011, it is one of China´s six 

megacities, and a typical first-tier city
15

 (He and Thøgersen 2017a). 

                                                             
14

 This conflict was fronted by party secretaries from Wang Yang in Guangzhou and Bo Xilai in 
Chongqing.  They have been performing public rivalry through the media advocating their respective 
side of the ‘cake debate’ - the left-right political debate in a nutshell. The rivalry between the two came 
to an abrupt stop when Bo Xilai was sentenced to lifetime in prison on corruption charges (Mulvad 2014, 
203)  
15

 The classification of first, second and third tier cities was introduced by the government in the 1980’s 
as a tool to direct the government’s development priorities. However, it is also been adapted by 
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The city thereby has a reputation, but also empirically observable aspects, of being 

‘outward-looking’, international, English-speaking, and having less stringent control on 

civil society. As a novice in China studies, these aspects about the city were not without 

importance in guiding my choice. Moreover, as “the capital of the south”, it has one of 

the three Norwegian foreign missions in China and a stronger international research 

environment than other regions which was helpful in finding informants. Compared to 

the other cities with a hybrid allocation model, this was the only city where I already 

had personal contacts that I had met while living in Singapore, Yunnan in Southern 

China, and also through my friends in Norway.  

2.5.2 Doing Fieldwork 

The interviews were conducted during a six-week visit from May-June 2017. During 

my fieldwork, I stayed at four different locations around the city. Moving around was a 

conscious choice because I wanted to experience “commuting” from different parts of 

the city. It enhanced my network - both socially and academically.  

Being physically present as the field can increase the researchers cultural understanding 

and create a contextual backdrop for the analysis (Hansen Forthcoming). I found this to 

be true. Staying in Guangzhou allowed me to get an idea of the everyday obstacles 

related to urban transport, both by public transport and car. This gave me a frame of 

reference and enriched my understanding of others’ evaluations and choices, including 

which mode of transport they took or if they expressed a desire to drive. Thereby, I have 

first-hand experience with the positive and negative aspects of getting around the city. 

For example, the irritation of leave two hours early for a meeting, just to end up rushing 

in last minute, or being physically lifted by the crowd into the metro or the frustration of 

the complete lock-down on heavily rainy days. Alternatively, I had a very pleasant 

experience while riding in an informant’s car with a/c in elevated highways, or biking to 

the local food market with my host. What I have learned is that research is about more 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
commercial actors, and it also serves as a proxy for socioeconomic development across the country. It is 
based on characteristics such as economic development, transportation system, infrastructure and 
cultural significance. First-tier cities are characterized by high immigration from other parts of the 
country, high-quality resource aggregation and extensive purchasing needs, and often higher prices and 
higher quality social welfare services. While second tier cities score lower on these indicators, they have 
more potential for future growth and often well-developed transport systems. The population in third-
tier cities are usually under 1 million, and the economic development and market consumption in third-
tier cities are even lower than in the second tier cities (Zhang et al. 2016: 25). 
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than the words of informants. It is intertwined with sensory experiences, which can 

enrich findings, sometimes in subtle ways.  

 

Figure 1: Platform in a metro hub at rush hour 
Source: private 

The Implementation stage has long been described as the Achilles heel of policy 

processes in China (Jin, Andersson, and Zhang 2016). There are many challenges, 

including a lack of sufficient funding for building capacity or an unwillingness to 

cooperate at the lower administrative level (Qi and Wu 2013, 3012). Because there 

are many reasons for why it is challenging to implement policies, it is important to 

explore how these policies are actually manifested in time and space. This requires 

moving beyond official statements and talking to the people who deal with the 

repercussions of policies every day. It is necessary to hear these perspectives in 

order to better understand how implementation has taken place and what the 

consequences have been. This is why I carried out fieldwork in the way that I did.  

In qualitative research, not only where you are but also when you are there can impact 

data collection. .One thing that stood out in regard to perception of air pollution was the 
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season. The field work was conducted in May-June, when the temperature is usually 

above 25 ºC, affecting the level local air pollution
16

.  

2.6 Positionality  

Positionality refers to the possible social roles a researchers has when doing fieldwork. 

As a student many of these roles are inferior (Sæther 2006, 44). Some of these roles or 

characteristics cannot be fully controlled or changed by the researcher. Therefore, 

striving to be aware of the implications of your research is key, or using critical 

reflexivity (Dowling 2010).  

An aspect of positionality is the insider/outsider dichotomy. Because I do not look 

Chinese, I was clearly defined as an outsider. This shaped the research process in a 

number of ways. Being an insider might grant you more access to information as people 

might feel freer to open up to you, and your understanding of the information might be 

more nuanced. On the other hand, being an outsider might imply that events and 

perceptions are articulated to you in a clearer and detailed manner. Being from another 

country can also increase access (Dowling 2010, 36). As a foreigner, talking to me was 

seen by some as valuable in itself. At times, I got the impression that being European 

“compensated” for not having higher academic rank when contacting expert informants. 

However, looking non-Chinese is definitely more nuanced, and all foreigners might not 

recognise this experience, for example with reference to the increased pressure on the 

African community in Guangzhou (see for example: Liu 2017). Being an outsider might 

have changed the type of information I was given. For example, a Chinese research 

might have been given less emphasis on cultural factors.  

Harries (2016) rightfully points out that “broadly speaking then there is little discussion 

taking place on what happens in ‘regular’ research interactions…in research where 

eliciting understandings of issues relating to gender or sex is not the principle purpose 

of the interview”. Accordingly, unpleasant experiences when doing field work are 

probably  highly underreported and hardly ever included in discussion of methods in 

                                                             
16

 In Nanjing, a survey was conducted in both in winter and summer due to the great variations in air 
pollution, and the researcher found higher levels of worry and familiarity with air pollution during the 
winter. Moreover, across cities, higher levels were also found during severe haze days (Huang, Zhang, et 
al. 2017) 
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academic work or in textbooks (Hagen and Skorpen 2016). During my own field work, 

I found myself striving to walk the fine line between being open, polite and 

approachable when recruiting informants and at the same time not being seen as 

sexually available. An important and relevant balancing act made explicitly clear to me 

in the start of the interviewing process as I had an unpleasant experience when 

interviewing without my translator.  The interviewee made references to my gender, 

skin tone and appearance in inappropriate ways. When asking questions I was 

repeatedly cut off by a touch on my hand – as a signal to be quiet. After the interview, it 

was difficult to express my gratitude and be polite, while turning down his dinner 

invitations. This experience was probably not only due to my sex and age, as a younger 

woman, but also might have been due to my outsider status. A Chinese friend pointed 

out to me that as a married man, having contact with a young, foreign, woman outside 

of his social circle seemed to further enforce my status as “available”. As noted by 

feminist scholars such as Patricia Hill Collins (Appelrouth and Edles 2008), power 

relations consists of a web of attributes such as gender, age, ethnicity, bodily capability, 

and nationality. We are understood as a result of such attributes, with different 

characteristics emphasised in different situations, serving as a source of power in some 

situations and disempowerment in others.  

No doubt, the quality of the interview was compromised due to this diversion, but also 

impacted decisions later in my process. As a social activity, doing fieldwork involves 

some of the same assessments that a woman faces in her everyday life. However, the 

difference lies in one’s search for information. As a result the researcher has to weigh 

the possibility of being sexualized with the possibility of gaining information.  To 

illustrate, I made the following assessment later on: “How will my attendance at this 

dinner be understood? Is it worth the information I might possibly gain?” It goes 

without saying that this can impair the information gathering process, and influence the 

data. That being said, gender can both aid and restrict access to information (Dowling 

2010, 36), and it is important not to downplay the advantages. For example, being 

female might have improved my access to young, female prospective car buyers and 

made talking about topics such as marriage and family easier. There are a number of 

things that can impact your data collection. Some you can control – such as the timing 

of the field work, your social capabilities, your wellbeing in the field, the timing, and 

your cultural awareness – and some you cannot. Gender, age, and ethnicity are some of 
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the less controllable factors and researchers have to be aware of how this influences 

their work.   

2.7 Ethical Considerations  

I suggested anonymity for all the informants, presuming that this allowed them to speak 

more freely, particularly given that China is a one-party state. The wariness of 

censorship varied considerably among the informants. Some were very particular about 

anonymity and, according to their wishes, I have revealed less information about these 

people. At the other end of the scale, one informant preferred to use his full name and 

the name of where he worked.  He was given the chance to change his mind about this 

until the very end of the project but did not do so. He also got the chance to look over 

the statements, which was in the end done by a representative from the same 

organization as he did not speak English.    

At all the interviews, I had a consent form with me (see Appendix 4). Although I 

showed it to the informant and offered to read through it with them, it was never signed. 

It was regarded as too formal. People preferred to look at it rather than sign it. Before 

starting the interview I also presented recommendation letters and my name card. 

Moreover, I told the informants about the purpose of my research, where the material 

would be published, and how I would delete the audio recordings after the end of the 

project. As most of the people I spoke to were familiar with this method within 

research, my impression was that they had a good understanding of what it meant to be 

a part of the research project. Several of the informants expressed excitement to be a 

part of the project and asked me to send the final thesis. There were, of course, 

exceptions. One informant suspected me to be a representative of the car industry but 

was willing to work with me anyway, though they would not give me their given name.  

In the expert category, I never asked permission to tape the interviews due to sensitivity 

considerations. Most of the people in the resident-category agreed to be taped. Yet, at a 

point I also had to delete an audio tape directly after an interview, because a clausal in 

the work agreement prohibited recording.  
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3 Background  
This Chapter will provide background information on relevant aspects; environmental 

policies in China, and the state’s incentives towards the automobile industry and 

domestic market. Chapter 2 has already provided information on Guangzhou relevant 

for considerations related to method, this Chapter will further elaborate on issues 

particularly important for the understanding of the implementation on VQS, followed 

by an introduction to VQS in Guangzhou. To my knowledge, a through discussion 

defining VQS does not exist, I have therefore defined the system based on different 

contributions from the literature. 

3.1 Environmental Policies with Chinese 

Characteristics 

Similar to most countries, Chinese environmental policies vary and consist of a mix of 

“soft” and “hard” policies. Taking forms such as “regulations and standards, taxes and 

charges, subsidies, financial incentives, voluntary agreements, etc.“(Liu 2011, 35). The 

perception, implementation, and enforcing of air pollution and climate change measures 

has evolved considerably over the last three decades in China (Jin, Andersson, and 

Zhang 2016). Since the turn of the century, the process has gained momentum, from no 

climate measures in 2000 to introducing peak targets and constructing a carbon market 

by 2015 (Stensdal 2014). Chinese environmental policies are described as easy to make 

but hard to implement. In recent years, however, policy implementation has transitioned 

from weak to strong as the legal and political goals have grown more stringent (Jin, 

Andersson, and Zhang 2016)
17

.  

The five-year plans (FYPs) can serve to give a good indication of policy directions and 

efforts. Climate change was first mentioned in the 10
th

 FYP in 2001 (Stensdal 2014). 

Yet it was not until the 11
th

 FYP (2006-2010) that several quantitative environmental 

and energy targets became mandatory (Kostka and Mol 2013, 4). By the 12
th

 FYP 

(2011-2015), it is clear that at Chinese leaders recognized the globe’s environmental 

constraints. The plan included goals that focused on increasing the relative use of 

                                                             
17

 For a more thorough review on air pollution policies from the 1980’s in China see Jin, Andersson, and 
Zhang (2016) or for an explanation of climate policies from 1988 to 2013 see Stensdal (2014). 
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renewables in the energy mix, reducing overall energy use and reducing CO2 emissions 

per unit of GDP. The plan also included a reduction of CO2 in absolute numbers 

(Kostka and Mol 2013, 4). 

In 2013, the Air Pollution Prevention and Control Action Plan, hereafter the Clean Air 

Action Plan was launched. The plan pinpoints the main strategies for reducing air 

pollution until 2017. However, the plan reflect the focus in air pollution reduction, 

namely to enhanced energy-saving and emission-reduction approaches, as energy 

conservation and emission mitigation (Gao et al. 2016, 308). Interestingly, air pollution 

measures were included in the national energy-saving and mitigation plans in 2014, 

illustrating the wider framing of climate change, linking it to air quality (Aamodt and 

Stensdal 2017, 120). The 13
th

 FYP (2016-2020) marked another mile stone as the first 

national plan to set a target for limiting PM2.5-pollution (particulate matter) (Jin, 

Andersson, and Zhang 2016, 8). China, thereby, not only sets targets on absolute 

reduction in CO2, but also in terms of reduction relative to production.  

Public concern is a quite recent phenomenon in China. Air pollution control has been 

seen as a task for the government, where the public should have minimal interference. 

2011 marked a shift in this attitude, with a national campaign on the issue (Zhang and 

Barr 2013, 66). Since then, the focus on air pollution in the media and public discourse 

has increased. The air pollution crisis in Beijing in 2012-13 considerably increased the 

political pressure to deal with the issue. Although the documentary ‘Under the Dome’ 

was banned, it was seen by millions, and contributed to the increasing public discourse 

on the issue (Hatton 2015). In 2015, air pollution topped an online public survey 

conducted by China Daily (2015) before the annual parliamentary sessions. 

As the public concern for the issue is increasing, the possibilities for civil society in 

China to impact policy processes is also changing. The forms of control of the 

population have become somewhat looser (Liu 2011). The number of Environmental 

Non-governmental organizations (ENGOs) has increased, and together with the media 

they have become important channels in voicing concerns about pollution. This raises 

the question to what extent Chinese environmental politics is truly made in an 

authoritarian context today. Yet, Qi and Wu (2013, 301) contend that we still need to 

take a hierarchical perspective to understand the political system. Formulation of 

political goals is certainly a product of a top-down process. Much of the opposition to 
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climate measures comes from inside the state apparatus, and thereby the tug of war and 

conflicts of interest happen behind closed doors (Aamodt and Stensdal 2017, 122-3). 

The process of policy building usually starts with building consensus among those at the 

very top of the hierarchy (Stensdal 2014, 129-30). Moreover, the possibilities for the 

civil society has also been debated due to recent developments under the rule of Xi 

Jingping, such as stricter conditions for ENGOs (see for example: Yuen 2015). 

Moreover, ENGOs’ possibility to directly critique the government is more or less non-

existent, rather they suggest solutions, provide channels of information and frame the 

views of the population (Stensdal 2014, 113). 

Even though the focus on climate change has been increasing rapidly, it is portrayed by 

the government as something that can be combined with economic developed, thereby 

not defining them as opposing goals (Aamodt and Stensdal 2017, 120). This idea is 

optimised though the concept of Ecological Civilization - a central part of the soft 

power discourse of environmental politics in China (Jin, Andersson, and Zhang 2016, 

9). By and large, climate change is still defined as a scientific and non-political issue. 

Policy makers aspired to make climate policies as scientific based as possible, which is 

done, for example, by channelling expert advice straight to the policy maker (Stensdal 

2014, 130). 

3.2 Perception of the Car in Transition 

Both in terms of production and consumption, the perception of the car has changed 

dramatically in China over a relatively short time span. From being morally condemned 

as a bourgeois commodity under the communist rule, to being a vital part of the 

development strategy and object of desire (Gerth 2016). Government measures to 

stimulate the market has been important in making China the world largest automobile 

market in 2009 (Chen and Zhao 2012, 39). In 1990, the automotive industry was 

included in the 8
th

 FYP. The goal was to incentive the growth of national brand to 

compete on the domestic market as well as for export (Gerth 2016, 135). According to 

the Ministry of Environmental protection in China, car ownership reached 170 million 

units at the end of 2015 (Stanway 2016). The national development strategy generally 

favours the use of private vehicle transport (Lee 2016), as put by Gerth (2016, 134) “the 
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Chinese government needs its citizens to want cars and has consciously created policies 

to promote private car ownership”. 

Today we are seeing yet another change. Even though the car is a vital part of the 

economic strategy - both in terms of production and consumption - there seems to be a 

geographical shift developing in the state’s encouragement of car consumption. Simply 

put, this strategy provides disincentives for car ownership and use in urban settings, 

particularly in the first-tier mega cities, and provides incentives in poorer and more rural 

places (Zhu et al. 2012). This also reflects the spatial east – west unevenness of China’s 

economic development. The cities that have implemented VQS are generally rich 

coastal areas. In alignment with China’s perspective that environmental policy is 

dependent on innovation and technology, New Energy Vehicles
18

 (NEV) have been an 

important part of the answer, both in regards to the national transport sector and as an 

export commodity. NEVs can therefore be understood as a part of Ecological 

Civilization. In the 12
th

 five-year plan (2011-2015) electronic vehicles and NEVs has 

been highlighted as one of seven strategic industries to be promoted (Aamodt and 

Stensdal 2017, 120). The vehicle quota system thereby aligns with these political 

priories, both by discouraging urban car use and promoting NEVs.  

3.3 Air Pollution and Transport in Guangzhou 

Guangzhou
19

 city (Guǎngzhōu shì 广州市) is the capital and administrative centre of 

the coastal province of Guangdong and the regional centre of southern China. It is 

centrally located in the Pearl River Delta (PRD), a massive economic hub also including 

Shenzhen, Macau and Hong Kong. Guangzhou and the surrounding cities have long 

been main commercial centres in China, and historically served as an important port for 

external influence to China.  

                                                             
18

 New energy vehicles are electric powered vehicles or plug-in hybrids (Communications Commission of 
Guangzhou Municipality 2013). 
19

 The traditional Romanization of Guangzhou is Canton. Today, Canton is sometimes used to refer to 
the city, but is more commonly associated with the local Chinese language; Cantonese. Cantonese is the 
most widely spoken language in PRD together with Mandarin Chinese (Encyclopædia Britannica 2017) 
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Figure 2: Map of the Pearl River Delta. 

Source: Wikimedia Commons (2017) 

PRD is defined by Tang et al. (2016) as an “high emitting region” and produces a 

significant proportion of  the total national pollution. For example, in 2010 it was 

responsible for 9.6 percent of national CO2 emissions and 8.4 percent of PM2.5 (Tang et 

al. 2016, 186). However, in recent years the levels of PM2.5 in ambient air has actually 

improved in the PRD-region in recent years (Huang, Zhang, et al. 2017, 62) but the air 

pollution levels can vary from region to region and are the most severe in Eastern and 

Central Guangzhou, (Jin, Andersson, and Zhang 2016). 

While being an important manufacturing base, especially for automobile production 

(Kuo and Gong-fu 2017), Guangzhou is also trying to be a pioneer in environmental 

standards. It is not uncommon for Chinese cities to formulate more ambitious 

environmental standards than the national guidelines dictate. Since 1998, Guangzhou 

has been a part of National Environmental Protection Model City program (MCP) (Lee 

2016, 108) and in 2007, Guangzhou met the requirements to be a model city (Ministry 

of Environmental Protection). One of the city’s programs, the “Blue Sky Project”, 

specifically addressed the reduction of vehicle exhaust. The project kick-started a 

number of command-and-control measures to reduce emissions from transport. Among 

other things, this included switching to LPG (liquid petroleum gas) on public buses and 

taxis and improving the rate of compliance on road-side vehicle emission inspection 
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programs (Lee 2016, 108). This has also been the case with regulations on pollution 

from vehicles. Since 1997, Guangzhou has gradually tightened its regulations of 

automobile exhaust (Zhang and Barr 2013). Since January 2017, all vehicles on the 

Chinese roads must comply with the China V standard, equivalent to the Euro V
20

 

standard (Rapoza 2016). However, by mid-2020 all vehicle must comply to China VI in 

China (Stanway 2016) .Together with other major cities, Guangzhou implemented the 

China VI standard in 2015 (Yan 2015). Stricter emission standards and the 

improvement of oil quality have had a high environmental impact. “Pre-China I and 

China I vehicles were the main contributors to all emissions, except NH3, which was 

mainly from China III and China IV vehicles.”(Tang et al. 2016, 189) Even though the 

number of vehicles has increased dramatically in the period 2006 - 2010, total emissions 

of all pollutants except NH3 changed little (Tang et al. 2016, 179).   

Compared to other Chinese provinces, Guangdong province is in the mid-range in terms 

of growth in car ownership per capita GDP (Hao, Wang, and Ouyang 2011, 1018). In 

Guangzhou, in the period 2002 to 2014, the number of cars grew from 0.29 to 1.79 

million, with an annual growth rate consistently above 15 percent until 2012, where it 

slowed down to 10.6 percent, dropping further to 4.9 percent and 3.8 percent in 2013 

and 2014. This drop in the private vehicle growth was primarily due to the 

implementation of VQS (He and Thøgersen 2017a, 4).Yet might possibly also be 

explained to increasingly saturated market. Even though the total number of cars is still 

growing, Guangzhou has managed to stop the increase in the share of trips made by 

private vehicles at just over 40 percent of daily trips as the metro line is increasingly 

developed (Newman and Kenworthy 2015, 85). The growth in absolute numbers can be 

seen in Fugure 3. 

                                                             
20

 requires sulphur content in fuel to be no more than 10 parts per million 
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Figure 3: Ownership of passanger vehicles, Guangzhou city 
Source: Authors own diagram based on numbers from Guangzhou Statitical Yearbook (2017) 

There seems to be considerable political will to tackle the interconnected problems of 

air pollution and traffic congestion in Guangzhou. This pressure is coming both from 

within the region and from the national level. Implementing measures to reach goals in 

the Clean Air Action Plan is an important responsibility for local governments (Gao et 

al. 2016, 308). Also, as already discussed, Guangzhou has more stringent environmental 

requirements than the national standard. According to one of the expert interviewees 

(P), one person is one of the primary drivers for an environmental agenda. Former 

Communist Party Chief and Mayor of Guangzhou, Lin Shusen (林树森) has been a key 

player, and particularly an important driving force for speeding up the development of 

sustainable transport systems. Among other things, his academic background is in 

transport studies, and he has written a book on city planning called Guangzhou Records 

(广州城记), covering the topic of public transport and sustainable city development 

(Zhejiang University Library). The interviewee commented that “sometimes we are 

lucky with the people in charge, and sometimes not, but for the most part, in Guangzhou 

we have been lucky, and especially with this one” (P). The previous Mayor, Chen 

Jianhua (陈建华) was also pointed out as an important player by Ja Jia Jun Chen at 

Green Bike-Transit (Bàikè 拜客). Partly due to public pressure, there was an increase in 

openness around air quality data in 2012 when he was in office (2011-2016). As a part 
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of a national campaign, ‘I Monitor the Air for My Country’ (for furhter discussion see: 

Zhang and Barr 2013, 70-77), a local version ‘I Monitor the Air for Guangzhou’ was 

implemented. This increased public awareness that came with the campaign increased 

the pressure on the government to deal with air pollution (Green Bike-Transit). Before 

turning the attention to the VQS, I will map out some earlier attempts to address the 

issues.  

3.4 The Vehicle Quota System  

It is not uncommon for Singapore to pioneer transport policies. In 1990, Singapore was 

the first country in the world to control the growth of the vehicle pool through the 

vehicle quota system (Phang, Wong, and Chia 1996, Tan 2003). In 1994, Shanghai 

followed as the first city in China to implement the system. Both Singapore and 

Shanghai allocated the quotas by auction. In 2011 Beijing implemented a monthly quota 

of 20,000 (Chu 2014: 1542). While Beijing was the forerunner in allocating licenses by 

lottery, Guangzhou was the first city to implement the hybrid allocation mechanism, 

combining lottery and auction (Chen and Cui 2014). Since then other cities have 

followed in restricting vehicle ownership (see Table 3), resulting in VQS being one of 

the country’s main ways of controlling  growth in vehicle ownership (Newman and 

Kenworthy 2015, 82). The table also illustrates some of the local modifications of the 

policy across cities.  
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Tabell 3: Cities in China with VQS 

City Implemented 

Allocation 

mechanism Restrictions on Non-local Vehicles 

Shanghai 1994 Auction Inner ring road 

Beijing 2010 Lottery 5th Ring Road, rush hours 

Guiyang 2011 Lottery* Inner ring road 

Guangzhou 2012 Hybrid None 

Hangzhou 2014 Hybrid Citywide, rush hours 

Shenzhen 2014 Hybrid Citywide, rush hours 

Tianjin 2014 Hybrid Outer ring road, rush hours  

*“Two types of vehicle licenses are issued under the new scheme. The first type of license 
entitles the vehicle to enter into the inner city area, but the licenses are restricted in 
number and allocated by lottery without any charge. The second type of license has no 
restrictions in quantity but is not permitted to enter the inner city area” (Chen and Cui 
2014, 13). 

Sources: based on (Chen and Zhao 2012, China Daily USA 2014, Chen and Cui 2014, Yang 
2016b, Han 2017, Global Times 2011, Reuters 2014, Zhang 2016, China Daily 2013) 

The literal - and quite instructive - translation of the policy in Guangzhou is 

“restriction/regulation of small and medium passengers cars” (Zhōngxiǎo kèchē, 中小客

车 )
21

. However, I have chosen to use the somewhat more catchy translation “vehicle 

quota system”
22

. The downside of using this translation is that the Chinese term refers 

specifically to “cars” and not “vehicle” (Chēliàng 车辆).  The term “vehicle quota 

system” stems from the policy in Singapore (Tan 2003, Li, Wu, and Zhang 2015), 

which also controls motorcycles. Guangzhou implemented a full ban on motorcycles in 

                                                             
21

 In everyday life xiàn pái lìng限牌令 (limited license) is more commonly used  
22

 Other translations used in academic literature: “car ownership restrictions” (Yang 2016a), “new plate 
auction system” (Zhu et al. 2013) or “vehicle quota restriction policy” (Li, Wu, and Zhang 2015). 
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2007 (Xu 2015), thereby the policy in Guangzhou refers more specifically to “cars”. 

Despite this drawback I have chosen to use VQS, as it encompasses both lottery and 

auction, and it makes drawing lines between Singapore and China easier.  

Guangzhou city is a municipality administered by Guangdong province, which in turn is 

governed by the national level. In China, laws implemented at national levels have the 

highest juridical authority, laws on province level thereby needs to abide by them. 

Municipalities, again, can implement regulations but not laws (Congressional-Executive 

Commission on China 2007, 4). Accordingly, as VQS is adopted on municipal level, it 

is regarded as a regulation and not law
23

.  In Guangzhou, the Communications 

Commission 
24

  is responsible of VQS. Yet the day-to-day administration of the lottery 

and auction system is done by the office for regulation of small and medium-sized 

passenger cars (Guangzhou City 2017b). The Communication Commission is mainly 

responsible for traffic systems and public transport, but also have responsibility for 

environmental protection, energy saving and emissions reduction within the transport 

sector (Communications Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 2010). Therefore, 

both in policy objective and in regards to administration, the VQS is primarily a 

transport measure. However, as with many transport polices, environmental protection 

(and thereby public health) and energy saving are closely intertwined goals. Even 

though energy saving is integral part of VQS, the analysis will focus on VQS as an air 

pollution and transport measure, as this is the main focus of the policy both in policy 

document, official statements and has the most immediate effect on the informants’ 

everyday life.  

3.4.1 TDMs in Guangzhou 

To grapple with air pollution and traffic congestion, both push and pull measures have 

been implemented. The following section discusses some of the approaches Guangzhou 

has adopted for a more sustainable transport system. This should not be read as a full 

overview of TDM and air pollution measures in recent years, but rather as an attempt to 

                                                             
23

 There has been debate about the legitimacy of VQS as it can be interpreted as conflicting with goals at 
the higher administrative level (D), yet I will not touch upon this debate in the thesis.  
24

 The Communications Commission of Guangzhou Municipality (广州市交通委员会) is the official 
English translation of the department (Communications Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 2010) 
but the informants commonly used “the transport commission” to refer to the same government body. I 
will stick to the official translation.   
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give an impression of the range of approaches. First, the most prevailing alternatives to 

the car will be presented, followed by a range of push measures.  

One of the most striking things when arriving in Guangzhou is the city bikes. Various 

private companies are flooding the city with cheaply produced city bikes. Since April 

2016, one company alone  - Mobike only one of 3-4 large companies in the city -  added 

100,000 bikes to the already big selection in Guangzhou (van Mead 2017). The lion’s 

share is non-rack based systems (or “dockless”) and instead are accessed with a QR-

code provided by an app. As a result, functional and non-functional bikes are spread 

everywhere – on sidewalks, parks, and bridges over highways
25

. This is a part of a 

national boom, and today 13 of the world’s 15 largest bike sharing systems are in China. 

Although it is hard to assess the full impact of the system at this point, (van Mead 

2017), it appears to be an important part of the solution to the  “last mile” and might 

serve as an impetus for better bicycle infrastructure (interview, Green Bike-Transit). 

Moreover, even though this development is encouraged and facilitated by the city 

(Tang, Pan, and Fei 2017), the huge revenues associated with the system has been 

controversial (van Mead 2017). 

Guangzhou is one of the cities in the country that has invested very heavily in public 

transport. The public transport system has accomplished some major milestones, but 

also faces considerable challenges. Since 2000, five new underground railway systems 

have been built, making eight in total (He and Thøgersen 2017b, 4). By 2020, the city 

aims to have over 500 km of Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) (Qian 2008). However, it is the 

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
26

, which is the most important means of public transport in 

Guangzhou based on the number of passengers. As of 2012, the capacity of the BRT 

system was the best in world, with a capacity of 27,000 passengers per hour in one 

single direction, and more than 800,000 boardings per day. Moreover, the BRT-system 

in Guangzhou has the world’s highest number of passengers per bus, the highest 

frequency of buses, and the longest platforms (WWF Global 2012). 

 

                                                             
25

 According to own observation during fieldwork (May-June 2017) 
26

 A BRT-system differs from a normal bus system in that buses run in bus lanes and usually higher 
frequency, and often platforms that require payment to enter (Roby 2014). 
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Figure 4: Enclosed BRT-platform  
Source: private 

Even though some parts of the BRT system are impressively efficient, with constantly 

arriving buses (see picture) this is not the whole story. Dedicated bus lanes are not city 

wide. Even though you embark on a bus from a neatly functioning platform, this is no 

guarantee that you will not be stuck in traffic a few blocks away
27

. Despite frequent 

departures on the MRT and BRT, local residents are by no means guaranteed a 

comfortable or rapid trip. Interviewing two friends, they agreed: “When we started 

driving, we don’t want go back the use the metro – it is too crowded” (E1&2). The 

quality of the public transport system was clearly a part the considerations of whether to 

drive or not. In addition, public bikes, taxis and didi
28

 is a common mode of transport.  

The Guangzhou government has also implemented a set of push-measures to encourage 

people to choose more sustainable modes of transport and improve local air quality. 

Among other things, there are restrictions on parking. The city is divided into three 

parts where parking is restricted, moderately restricted, or encouraged. The level of 

restriction depends on proximity to the city centre (Weinberger et al. 2014, 23). 

                                                             
27

 According to own observation during fieldwork (May-June 2017) 
28

 Chinese car sharing service, similar to Uber 
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Moreover, In 2007, the city introduced a full ban on motorcycles, reportedly to fight 

crime and prevent air pollution (for a discussion on the social construction of the 

problem see: Xu 2015). As mentioned before, the city has standards that are more 

stringent on cars compared to the national standard. There are also national measures 

that have an impact on the local level, such as the petrol tax. Between 2003 and 2015, 

China had the highest rise in petrol tax in the world (Darby 2017). Yet a comprehensive 

discussion on national measures cannot be included due to the scope of the thesis.   

International events in China often serve as an arena of experimentation with new 

policies, especially to address air pollution. Some of the more well-known events are 

the Beijing Olympics in 2008 and the G20-meeting in Hangzhou in 2016. It is 

prioritized by both local and national leaders to provide a blue sky for such events to 

showcase the international community. Such events also provides authorities with a 

form of a trial period as they serve to legitimise restrictive policies for the public (Shen 

2017). In a way, the Asia Games in 2010 was to Guangzhou what the Olympics were to 

Beijing – just with less international media attention. Some measures implemented in 

connection with the event were temporary, while others were kept as lasting policies 

after the Asia Games. The license plate restriction (LPR) was ended after the event 

(Hao, Wang, and Ouyang 2011, 1017). While a project to decrease the energy use and 

air pollution from trucks was kept (World Bank 2014). The Asia Games thereby gave 

the local government an opportunity to run a test period on restrictions on car use. It is 

interesting to note that two years later the government chose ownership restrictions 

instead. 

In the 201-2016 work plan, the national ministry of transport has urged local 

governments to investigate the possibility of congestion charges (Stern 2017). A natural 

alternative to VQS, implemented in several European cities (Eliasson and Jonsson 

2011). Yet it still has not happened in Guangzhou (as of October 2017). Sun, Feng, and 

Lu (2016) states that congestion charges have not been implemented more widely in 

China “mainly due to low level of public acceptance” (Sun, Feng, and Lu 2016, 104). It 

is not uncommon for local governments in China to test acceptability of a policy before 

deciding (Sun, Feng, and Lu 2016, 104-5). A national survey showed that 80 percent 

where against congestion pricing (Sun, Feng, and Lu 2016, 105). In 2009, the 

Guangzhou government proposed a fee for driving on the inner ring road but it was 
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stalled after 95 percent of the respondents to an internet survey gave negative responses. 

In another survey, congestion charges in Guangzhou was disapproved by the surveyed 

population (Sun, Feng, and Lu 2016, 105) .  

Thereby, the previous measures Guangzhou implemented contributed to a more 

sustainable transport system and primarily were related to infrastructure development 

(bus lanes, public transport, and bike lanes), public transport development and 

restrictions on downtown parking. Moreover, instead of primarily charging the use of 

cars, they have chosen to restrict ownership, with an important part of the explanation 

being related to acceptability. This might indicate that VQS might have been regarded 

as a more acceptable measure than congestion charges.  

3.4.2 VQS in Guangzhou: Policy Description  

Each year, Guangzhou city issues a maximum of 120,000 new license plates through the 

vehicle quota system (VQS) (Xiàn pái lìng  -限牌令). The allocation happens on a 

monthly basis (China Daily Europe 2012, Communications Commission of Guangzhou 

Municipality 2013). Winning the auction (pāimài 拍卖)or lottery (yáohào 摇号) grants 

a Certificate of Entitlement (COE)
29

, a document stating your right to register a license 

plate to a car. Once the COE is received, there is a six-month deadline in which to 

register a car before you lose the COE. However, you can apply for an extension of this 

period (Communications Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 2013). Even though 

VQS targets ownership of cars, and I will define the policy thereafter, the regulation is 

based on vehicle registration and not purchase. Meaning that you are free to buy a car 

in Guangzhou, however registering a license plate is restricted. This point will be 

elaborated on through the chapter. 

In Guangzhou, vehicles are grouped into the following categories: new-energy vehicles 

(NEV), energy-efficient vehicles
30

 and normal vehicles
31

. New-energy vehicles are 

exempted from the policy though purchasers might be eligible for a subsidy but there is 

no fixed sum (Communications Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 2013). Ten 
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 “Certificate of entitlement” is the word used in Singapore referring to a similar document, therefore I 
chose to use this translation.  
30

 To qualify as an energy-efficient vehicle, the vehicle must have an energy-saving rate at minimum 20 
percent (Communications Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 2012b). 
31

 small and medium-sized passenger cars. 
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percent of the quota is reserved for the energy-efficient vehicles, which are distributed 

through the lottery system. The rest of the quota is allocated to normal vehicles through 

the lottery (50 percent) and auction (40 percent). Despite these incentives, the sale of 

electrical vehicles is low. High prices, expensive repair, and few charging stations are 

likely be important explanations (China Daily 2012). In comparison, Beijing has 

allocated 60,000 of its 150,000 quotas for electrical cars. Because the number of bidders 

in the electrical vehicle quota is lower than the quota, they will automatically be given a 

COE. If the aspiring buyers of electrical cars should exceed 60,000, the bidders will be 

given priority in the following year (Liu 2016b). 

The combination of lottery and auction is hereby referred to as the hybrid model or the 

hybrid allocation model. The hybrid model is a policy invention of Guangzhou, which 

has since spread to Tianjin, Hangzhou and Shenzhen (Li, Wu, and Zhang 2015). The 

quotas are also divided into individual and company bidders, where 88 percent is 

allocated to individuals (Li, Wu, and Zhang 2015, 93, Communications Commission of 

Guangzhou Municipality 2013). The bidding processes for companies and individuals 

are separated to avoid them competing for the same quotas. From 2015 to 2017, the 

average successful bidding prices are a thousand RMB lower for companies than for 

individuals. To avoid people setting up companies just to apply for the company quota, 

there are certain requirements that have to be fulfilled. For example, a company needs 

to be registered within Guangzhou city and have paid a minimum of 10, 000RMB in tax 

or made over 500,000RMB worth of investments. However, there are exemptions for 

non-profit organizations (Communications Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 

2013). Once a company gets vehicle, it can also be used privately (B).  

In order to participate in the lottery or auction, an individual or a business needs to fill 

out an application form. Which is processed by an authorized organization within the 

Communication committee,  the office for regulation of small and medium-sized 

passenger cars (Communications Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 2013). The 

bidding and lottery process is done online although one can chose to do it by phone or 

in person at the office, to make sure the process is inclusive. Moreover, an individual 

can only participate in the lottery or the auction at a given time (Communications 

Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 2013). To be eligible to participate in the 

bidding or auction rounds, the individual cannot own a car registered in Guangzhou 
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(Communications Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 2013). Moreover, the 

applicant needs to have a resident permit in Guangdong province
32

, and have a driver’s 

license. Moreover, one needs to have been paying basic medical insurance for over two 

years (Communications Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 2013). In addition, to 

qualify for the auctions, the bidders need to pay 2000RMB as a deposit which will not 

be refunded if the sum they bid is not paid after a winning bid is placed. This is done to 

keep people from making bids they do not intend to pay, or do not have enough money 

for. In 2016, the Guangzhou municipality earned 140 million RMB on these non-

refundable deposits for losing bids - alone (Guangzhou City 2017a). The minimum 

bidding price for both private and company bidders is 10,000RMB and there is no 

maximum bidding price. If you do not register a vehicle, you get a quarantine period 

before you can re-enter in the lottery (Communications Commission of Guangzhou 

Municipality 2013). Starting in 2013, the validity of the license is limited to a ten year-

period (Kao 2013). Different types of vehicles used for social services such as school 

buses, ambulances, and fire trucks are exempted, as well as taxis and diplomatic 

vehicles, and official vehicles (Communications Commission of Guangzhou 

Municipality 2013).  

3.4.3 Defining the Vehicle Quota System in Guangzhou 

As a transport measure aiming to reduce vehicle use, VQS should be defined as 

Transport Demand Management (TDM) which refers to a range of actions, such as 

policies, programs, and projects that aiming to improve the efficiency of the transport 

system rather than increase the capacity of the infrastructure. Yet increasing the 

capacity of public transport and non-motorised forms of travel are generally often 

considered to be forms of TDM (Stead and Susilo 2011).  

Most TDMs are directed towards vehicle use and not ownership (Barter 2005, 525), 

such as road pricing, construction of bus lanes and congestion pricing. VQS, on the 

other hand, is a direct TDM-tool as it targets the number rather than use of vehicles 

(Zhu et al. 2013, 2868). Moreover, instead of incentivising alternatives, it penalizes 

polluting activity. VQS is therefore penalties-based as opposed to rewards-based, or a 

stick, rather than a carrot, push rather than pull. Moreover, it is aimed at changing 
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 In other words, you do not need a Guangzhou hukou (household registering system) to participate. 
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behaviour, rather than technologies, with the exception of encouraging the NEV 

purchase.  

Quantity-based ownership approaches to TDM are rare, and VQS is the prime example 

in this small category. It controls the total number of a certain good, thereby making it a 

quota (Barter 2005, 525). It can be understood as a quota on both an individual and a 

societal level. On the societal level, it is a cap on the number of Guangzhou vehicle 

licenses issued every year. For the individual, it is a cap on the number of cars that can 

be registered in a single person’s name (one). The auction is a price-based quantity 

approach (Chen and Cui 2014, 2-3), while the lottery is a randomized waiting system. 

VQS sets a price on the externalities of driving though time (lottery) or money (auction). 

Therefore, I would argue that VQS is an attempt to internalize externalities (see for 

example: Chen and Cui 2014). It charges emission of pollution and use of space –

thereby congestion and time - through money or an unknown length of waiting time in 

the lottery.  

In summary, in this thesis will treat VQS in Guangzhou as a direct form of transport 

demand management (TDM) that pushed residents to internalize externalities of having 

a car though money or a randomized waiting system.  
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4 Literature Review and Theoretical 

Approach  
The following Chapter will include a discussion of the analytical approach to the 

thesis, the contextualist approach. Moreover, it will provide theoretical background 

discussions topic relevant for the thesis, namely, acceptance, acceptability and 

support, as well as perspectives from consumption studies on the meaning of the 

car. The last part of the chapter is a literature review of literature particularly on the 

vehicle quota system in both China and Singapore.  

4.1 A Contextualist Approach to Studying VQS  

The contextualist approach or position argued by Mjøset (2009) based on 

sensitivity to a specific case. Rather than setting out to test or validate a theory or 

generalized statement, a contextualist approach seeks to explain a single case by 

comparing it to other cases. That is, it is focused on a certain problem rather a 

theory. Yet, as Mjøset (2009, 20) points out, specifications and generalization are 

not opposites; “specification is only possible through more general knowledge”. 

We must therefore assess one case in comparison to similar cases.  

For the vehicle quota system, however, cases of comparison are not readily 

available, and social acceptance of VQS is hardly studied in China and Singapore. 

Yet if we “pick the policy apart” and analyse the different elements of it, we 

certainly find many relevant findings and analytical categories to draw from in the 

literature on acceptance of environment and transport policy. Bearing in mind that 

this is an explorative study, the analytical tools should accordingly stay for 

empirical input. However, I have chosen to strategically lend terms from the TDM-

literature, which was chosen after the data coding process. Using categories will 

make the results more available, comparable and enable the data to contribute to 

general knowledge to build “denser and broader typologies, concepts and models of 

contextualized social interaction patterns” (Mjøset 2009, 20).  

A word of caution should be mentioned before the further discussion - also relevant 

for being case sensitive. Although research from a western setting can be relevant 
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to draw upon, it is important to stay aware of its limitations. For example, in the 

literature from democratic states, choosing transport polices are made with different 

considerations, such as re-election. This does not mean, however, that policies in 

China are made without considerations about the public’s response, rather that they 

are constructed in very different political reality.  

4.2 Acceptance, Acceptability, Support and 

Public Perception  

In the literature on TDM, acceptance is often used to refer to peoples ‘‘attitude” or 

‘‘degree of support” towards the policy after it is implemented, while acceptability 

is used to refer to people’s evaluation before implementation (Cools et al. 2011, 

780, Jia et al. 2017, 429). In other words, there is a temporal dimension separating 

the meaning of the two terms (Dreyer and Walker 2013, 355). Perceptions both 

have a cognitive and affective, or emotional, basis (Xu, Chi, and Zhu 2015, 483). 

This means that our perception of an issue both consists of a conscious reasoning 

and emotional attributes (Cools et al. 2011, 781). Moreover, we can distinguish 

between support and acceptance.  While acceptance refers to a more passive form 

of agreement or compliance, support indicates some level of active behaviour. For 

example the difference between an unspoken opinion and casting a vote (Dreyer 

and Walker 2013, 355). Contrary to acceptance, support of a policy can occur both 

before and after implementation (Dreyer and Walker 2013).  

There are non-electoral channels of voicing support or opposition towards a policy 

in China, for example through social media, protest, NGOs, hearings or lobbying, 

and local-level elections. There has also been open opposition towards the vehicle 

quota system in Guangzhou. For example, several hundred car dealers protested 

against the policy in Guangzhou (Radio Free Asia 2012), and as I discuss in the 

next chapter, the possibility for voicing opinion through online forums has been 

used. Yet these are of course limited and the residents interviewed for this thesis 

expressed that they had not participated in any such action. For this context, 

acceptance is therefore a more relevant term than support. The expert informants on 

the other hand have a larger say in policy outcome and some of them are consulted 

by policy makers. Both support and acceptance is therefore relevant for this 
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category of informants. Moreover, as the policy came as a surprise to the 

population – and to the experts – acceptance, rather than acceptability will be 

analysed.   

This thesis will focus on factors shaping acceptance related to the evaluation of the 

measure and political system. Still one has to keep in mind that acceptance is 

shaped by a number of social and psychological factors such as moral principles, 

social environment and peer pressure (Sun, Feng, and Lu 2016, 105).  

4.3 Owning a Car in China: Perspectives from 

Consumption Studies  

The car stands out from other commodities. In its environmental impact, highly 

conspicuous characteristics, economic significance, and importance for everyday 

mobility (Hansen 2016, 24). To some extent this thesis will treat the car as a source of 

pollution, as an object taking up common space – a problem to be dealt with. While its 

impact on decreasing the average age among Chinese, contributing to global emissions 

and hampering economic activity should by no means be downplayed, the car is also so 

much more. Sheller (2004) argues for an inclusion of emotional aspects when theorizing 

and analysing car consumption, noting that “car consumption is never simply about 

rational economic choices, but is as much about aesthetic, emotional and sensory 

responses to driving, as well as patterns of kinship, sociability, habitation and work.” 

(222). Academics, such as Sheller and Urry (2006) and Newman (2012), have 

contributed to the motilities paradigm which attempts to understand social identity and 

mobility in relation to each other to offer a more comprehensive perspective on the car 

(Cohen and Gössling 2015). In other words, there are strong and diverse meanings 

ascribed to the car – making it that much harder to design both effective and acceptable 

transport policies.  

The desire to own a car in China is in many respects similar to the world at large, 

providing the owner with social status, independence and privacy – among other things. 

In addition, as the home-grown brands are increasingly competitive, they are also a 

source of national pride. Moreover, as desire to own a car has been suppressed in China 

during the Mao area, this might have contributed to an increased importance of the 
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symbolic value of the car (Gerth 2016, 136). Several authors have observed the 

conspicuous aspects such as price, model, size and appearance to be of great importance 

in China (Williams and Arkaraprasertkul 2017, Gerth 2016). For example: 

Owning a car is often seen as equivalent to having a ‘face’ and the car has thus become 

a symbol of social status: the more expensive the car, the higher social status the owner 

appears to have. The car is even seen as a household necessity when young people 

marry” (Zhao 2014: 59). 

Zhu et al. (2012) found that the intention to own a car was motivated by a psychosocial 

value of private car ownership (322). Qualitative research from Shanghai focusing on 

mobility as a cultural phenomenon conducted by Williams and Arkaraprasertkul (2017) 

found that residents perceive car ownership as a form of freedom, but also as a right. 

Moreover, they found that wanting a car is not only based on the need to move around, 

but also to show material success. These social aspects may compromise the public 

transport system’s competitiveness in relation to the car in China (He and Thøgersen 

2017b, 2). Still the car should also be understood as protection from air pollution, 

accidents and weather, as well as a practical way of carrying goods and people (Hansen 

2016). 

When analysing the acceptance of car restriction measures, we also need to appreciate 

what the car means to people. In other words: “from an academic point of view it is 

necessary to take the positive experiences associated with cars and automobility 

seriously” (Hansen 2016, 24). Although, the scope of the thesis does not allow for a 

comprehensive discussion, the topic was incorporated into the interview material 

including questions about the meaning of car mobility. Despite the symbolic 

significance ascribed to the car in China in the literature, the resident interviewees were 

focusing on the practical dimensions of having a car, not only in commuting but also in 

leisure activities. Interviewees also valued the privacy of the car which was different 

from the crowded metro. For some, the car was a symbol of success to display within 

the family. Another informant listed appearance at the top of her priority list when 

choosing a car model. Yet, the practical – and sometimes more efficient - aspect of 

using taxi, car sharing services, (didi), public transport and shared bike systems were 

also emphasized. Meaning that both the practical and more symbolic aspects where 

highlighted.  
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4.4 Literature Review of VQS 

The research on VQS in Singapore in English is extensive compared to the research on 

VQS in Chinese cities. This is hardly surprising as Singapore was the first country to 

implement the system and English as the most common language in academia in 

Singapore. However, in recent years there has been a growing body of literature on 

VQS in China
33

. The literature on Singapore is instructive because the country has made 

a number of changes to the policy in response to various adverse effects. Singapore has 

particularly struggled with speculation, making high gains, revenue seeking, loopholes 

and above average bidding prices – and there has been some public discontent about 

such issues (Phang, Wong, and Chia 1996, 150). The bidding prices in Singapore often 

exceed the price of the car (Chen and Cui 2014, 17). Chinese cities have shaped their 

own VQS policy on the policy in Singapore (Chen and Zhao 2012, 39) and it is 

interesting to see what aspects Guangzhou has chosen to follow. In this discussion, 

however, it is important to keep in mind that there are some fundamental differences 

between Guangzhou and Singapore. Especially, the fact that Singapore is a city state 

(thereby no non-local cars) without any automobile production. Moreover, compared to 

China, the literature on Singapore provides more insight into the considerations made 

by the political leaders.  Even though Singapore has some democratic deficiencies – 

human rights violations occur regularly; restricted freedom of speech and press (Human 

Rights Watch 2017) – the political process is arguably more open than in China
34

.  

Singapore  

A large bulk of the literature on VQS in Singapore reviews the policy changes through 

qualitative analyses and economic modelling. There are three aspects that are 

consistently considered: 1) Transferability - the possibility to transfer a Certificate of 

Entitlement (COE)
35

 a document stating your right to register a license plate to a car, 

from one person to another. COEs was previously transferable but are now non-

transferable; 2) Sub-categorization - vehicles are categorized based on the motor 
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 As one of few western research institutions publishing on the topic, the “Urban Mobility Lab” at MIT 
have interesting upcoming papers on the fairness aspect of lotteries in Beijing, and even on the 
distributional effects of lotteries and auctions in Guangzhou (Zhao 2017)  
34

 According to the ranking a ranking of 180 countries by freedom of press by Reporters without Borders 
(2017), China is listed 176, while Singapore is number 151.  
35

 “Certificate of entitlement” is the word used in Singapore referring to a similar document, therefore I 
chose to use this translation  
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capacity and vehicle type in order to address the issue of fairness. This aspect is meant 

to reduce the possibility of the wealthy competing with lower income groups for the 

same quota vehicle. There is also an open category to allow flexibility (Tan 2003, 441); 

and 3) sealed to open bidding – the change from sealed to open bidding allows bidders 

to modify their bid after seeing the results from the first round. 

Phang (1993) concludes that the shift from transferability has not been adequate in 

solving the problem of rent seeking. This is consistent with Koh and Lee (1994), 

arguing that it has contributed to intensified market competition among car distributors. 

(Phang 1993) also notes that this change in regulation has shifted insecurity from the 

government (in infrastructure planning) over to the market (in price uncertainty). Phang, 

Wong, and Chia (1996)  recommend ownership taxes or non-transferrable ownership to 

avoid speculation. 

Tan’s (2003) qualitative analysis on subcategorization found that the system has 

disproportionately higher tax on smaller cars. She states that subcategorization has not 

achieved its stated purpose of equity but instead contributes to the trend of larger cars in 

Singapore, undermining the very purpose of the system (Tan 2003, 445-7). Therefore, 

Tan (2003, 447) argues for repealing subcategorization and replacing it with a system 

where bids are placed as a percentage of the cost of the price on vehicles. Similarly, 

Koh and Lee (1994) conclude that the subcategorization has a regressive outcome, 

forcing the buyers of small cars to pay a relatively higher price, and that the open 

category is designed for large cars. The regressive effect of subcategorization is also 

mentioned by Chin and Smith (1997). They discuss the adverse effects of increased car 

size on the increased national fuel consumption. Chu (2014) concludes somewhat 

differently about the subcategorization system, arguing that it has allowed for flexibility 

in the vehicle mix. 

Koh, Mariano, and Tse’s (2007) econometric analysis indicates that going from sealed 

to open bidding has served the policy well in terms of lowering quota prices. They 

conclude that car buyers are better off with greater transparency and openness. Similarly, 

Chu (2014) asserts that it has improved transparency and mitigated price volatility. The 

possibility for car dealers to bid on behalf of costumers is convenient for costumers and 

enforces price stability and better deals for the buyer. Chu (2014) concludes that open 

bidding had led to less aggressive bidding behaviour and open bidding reduces prices.   
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These three topics are treated in much of the literature, yet other researches focus on 

different aspects. Barter (2005) discusses the potential for combining VQS in Singapore 

with increased usage-based fees in order to lower the quota prices and tackle other 

major drawback of the system. Chin and Smith (1997) discuss the economic 

justification for VQS and develop a model of determinants for automobile ownership in 

order to evaluate the effectiveness of the system compared to other TDMs. They 

conclude that VQS has undoubtedly been successful in controlling ownership growth 

with an estimated ownership rate that was 7-11 percent higher in 1993, before the policy 

was enacted. However, one cannot exclude the possibility that other measures would 

not have scored better on a variety of socio-economic indicators. They also note that 

VQS has likely been an important factor in enabling fast development of the MRT-

system (metro). Phang, Wong, and Chia (1996) look into the motivation for 

implementing VQS and the efforts to reduce unintended consequences, speculation and 

loopholes. They also conduct a statistical analysis of the effectiveness of efforts to curb 

bidding prices. They conclude that the lesson for other countries is that there is a 

possibility of an asset market for motor vehicles. Hon and Yong (2004) looked at 

drivers for the changes in bidding prices over different months of the year, and 

demonstrate a correlation between increased prices and bonuses payment from 

employers.  

Some policy aspects have clearly been drawn from Singapore to Chinese cities. For 

example, to counter speculation, the policy restricted individuals from submitting more 

than one bid a month. We also find a deposit arrangement for bidding in both counties. 

When placing a bid in Singapore, half of the amount must be handed in (Phang, Wong, 

and Chia 1996, 148, Tan 2003, 439). Also, the lesson of making quotas non- 

transferrable to avoid speculation in Beijing (Chen and Cui 2014), is probably done 

because of the policy changes in Singapore. Moreover, having sealed instead of open 

bidding (Tan 2003) is another hard earned lesson from across the sea. Shanghai has 

changed from sealed to open bidding in 2008, allowing bid revision after the initial bid. 

In Shanghai, this seems to have reduced the average bidding price, though not 

substantially (Chu 2014, 1542, Chen and Cui 2014). 

However, several aspects remain different and various cities in China have picked up 

different aspects of the policy. Although both Singapore and Shanghai only have 
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bidding, Shanghai has not adopted the categorization system (Tan 2003, 441). Moreover, 

the weekend license scheme in Singapore (Phang 1993) is not adopted by Guangzhou. 

Another important distinction between the system is that Singapore allows for car 

dealers to bid on behalf of the costumer (Chu 2014, 1550), contrary to China (at least 

Shanghai, Beijing and Guangzhou). Importantly, licenses in Singapore and Guangzhou 

has limited  validity to 10 years (Communications Commission of Guangzhou 

Municipality 2013).  

China 

Possibly the most relevant study to compare my own findings with was conducted by 

Chen and Zhao (2012). They measured the level of public acceptance, and factors 

affecting acceptance to VQS in Shanghai. They found that 27 percent of the population 

are positive to the policy, 43 percent are negative, and 30 percent state that they have a 

neutral attitude (Chen and Zhao 2012, 43). When asked about the relative level of 

acceptance and effectiveness of the VQS policy compared to parking charges, 

congestion charges and fuel tax, congestion charges were the only policy measures that 

scored higher among non-car owners (Chen and Zhao 2012, 48). It is interesting to note 

that when asked to evaluate the auction policy independently, the policy achieved a 

poor result, but when compared to other policies it scores quite well in relative terms.  

There are also additional studies looking at other aspect of VQS in China. Hao, Wang, 

and Ouyang (2011) estimate the growth of the number of vehicles and fuel in Shanghai 

and Beijing up to 2020, comparing business as usual as of 2009 – which is VQS in 

Shanghai and license plate number driving in Beijing
36

 - with a scenario without these 

policies. They find that, in the scenario without the policies the vehicle population 

estimated to reach 7.1 and 7.9 million in Beijing and Shanghai respectively in 2020. In 

the business as usual scenario, number of passenger vehicles in Beijing is estimated to 

be 7.9 million, while only 3.1 in Shanghai. This indicates that license plate restriction 

(LPR) actually incentivises car purchase, while VQS reduced the growth dramatically. 

A part of the explanation is that many chose to buy a second car to obtain a different 

license plate number – to facilitate driving on all weekdays. This rebound effect would 
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 Before implementing VQS, Beijing implemented License plate restriction (LPR). In this business as 
usual scenario, VQS is not implemented. 
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over time reduce the effectiveness of the policy (Hao, Wang, and Ouyang 2011, 1018-

1019). 

Zhu et al. (2013)  built a theoretical model to quantitatively analyse and compare the 

lottery system in Beijing and the auction system in Shanghai. They concluded that the 

auction system gives the highest net social impact (Zhu et al. 2013, 2882). However, 

this conclusion is bases on the following assumption; auction winners will on average 

have a higher desire for driving than lottery winners. The auction teases out the people 

with the highest desire to drive, while the lottery winners have not demonstrated equally 

high desire of driving through willingness to pay. Following this line of reasoning, 

auction winners will be the group with the highest net welfare gain (Zhu et al. 2013, 

2879-2880). Thus Zhu et al. (2013) do not consider economic differences in a society in 

this analysis. Moreover, they assume that the segment of the population with the highest 

preference for driving will be the same segment that will use their car the most. 

Resulting in the adverse effect of congestion, rendering auctions the least favourable 

option in terms of congestion (Zhu et al. 2013, 2880). 

Li, Wu, and Zhang (2015) also compare allocation models; lottery, auction and non-

local licenses. Based on a stated preference survey they construct a model to forecast 

behaviours when facing risks under three scenarios: 1) waiting time exceeds desired 

limit, 2) auction price exceeds perceived value and 3) restriction to non-local vehicles 

(Li, Wu, and Zhang 2015, 96). They find that the residents are patient while waiting in 

the lottery. Still, when people do experience urgency, urgency plays an even bigger role 

than income in determining people’s choice of an allocation method.  

There is thus, to my knowledge, only one academic contribution focusing specially on 

attitudes to VQS.  
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5 Implementation and policy design 
As already noted, the motivation for implementing VQS is similar to the motivation 

behind most TDMs, namely to reduce traffic congestion by reducing the number of 

private cars on the roads rather than increasing road capacity. However, restricting 

ownership over use is an exception within transport policies, also in China. Based on 

secondary sources and expert interviews, the following will seek to give an account of 

the motivation behind the implementation, the reasons for choosing ownership 

restrictions and also why certain local modifications where made to the policy.  

5.1 The Sudden Implementation  

At a press conference on June 30
th 

2012, a one-year trial period of VQS was announced. 

The policy took effect that same evening at midnight. About a year later, it was 

announced that the policy would be a formal policy starting July 1
st
, and would continue 

for five years (Li, Wu, and Zhang 2015, 93). Chen and Cui (2014, 14) argue that an 

extension was planned all along, but it was framed as a trial period to ease opposition.  

Despite the sudden implementation, it was hardly a bolt from clear skies. The policy 

was already put in place in Shanghai, Guiyang and Beijing. According to two expert 

interviewees, there had been rumours about the possibility of Guangzhou being next (B, 

D). Still, it came as a surprise to a large part of the population, which was the municipal 

government’s intention according to a researcher. This immediate way of implementing 

policy is not uncommon in China (I) and is frequently done with new regulations for the 

housing market (D). This policy was regarded as especially important to keep secret in 

order to prevent a rapid increase in car purchases between announcement and 

implementation (D). It should be noted that the Singapore government solved this issue 

in an alternative manner by implementing an interim regulation increasing the cost of 

registering a car from 1,000SGD to 6,000SGD (Phang, Wong, and Chia 1996).  
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5.2 Why VQS? 

5.2.1 Officially Stated Purpose  

The policy notice states that the reason for implementing VQS in Guangzhou is to 

alleviate traffic congestion, prioritize buses on the roads, save energy and improve the 

urban air quality (Communications Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 2012b). 

Rightfully, it is first and foremost the problem of traffic congestion which has been the 

stated reason for the policy, however air pollution is also mentioned (Communications 

Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 2012b). Moreover, VQS is presented as 

measure taken in order to buy time and raise revenue to upgrade public transport 

systems, especially the metro and BRT-system (Guangzhou Government 2012). 

According to official sources, the revenues from the auctions are “exclusively” used for 

public transport development (Communications Commission of Guangzhou 

Municipality 2013). This statement is backed up by Li, Wu, and Zhang (2015, 100): 

“By June 2013, the auction income of Guangzhou was more than 1.3 billion and all of 

them were used in the public transportation development of the city”
37

. To increase 

openness around the policy the government publishes what the income are used for (see 

Figure 5).  
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 Chen and Zhao (2012) does not deem it equally straight forward in Shanghai, where the government 
revenue from the auctions in 2010 (4 billion RMB) grossly exceeded the subsidy to public transport the 
same year (2,5 billion RMB). They also note that, since the specifics of the revenue spending are kept 
secret it might indicate that is “simply another government funding source.” (45-46)  
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Figure 5: Expenditures used from auction income (2016) 
Source: author’s diagram based on numbers from Guangzhou City (2017a) 

  

“Traditionally, public attitudes have played a very weak role in the design, 

implementation, and evaluation of TDM policies in China” (Jia et al. 2017, 438). Yet, 

given the surveys on acceptability of congestion charges (Sun, Feng, and Lu 2016, 104-

5), the possibility of a similar survey on VQS cannot be ruled out. Moreover, a transport 

researcher pointed out that such a survey has probably been conducted, yet not meant 

for the public’s eye – and certainly not foreign researchers. A researcher on public 

policy said that he invited a government official to discuss the policy after it was 

implemented. When asking on who invited who, he was particular in emphasizing that 

nobody contacted him for his advice prior the announcement due to the high level 

secrecy around the policy (D). This is also consistent with Yang’s (2016a, 4) findings 

from Hangzhou, that the policy process only involved top bureaucrats and not non-

government actors.  

The government strives to avoid discontent and friction among the population. The 

notion of having a harmonious society is of key importance to contemporary policy 

making (Jin, Andersson, and Zhang 2016, 9). We can therefore assume that the 
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perceived gains outweighed the disadvantages. Examples of disadvantages are, 

hampered of economic activity, and public opposition. As expressed by Chen Haotian, 

the vice director of Guangzhou’s top planning agency: “of course from the 

government’s point of view, we give up some growth, but to achieve better health for all 

citizens, it is definitely worth it”(Bradsher 2012).The weighing of different interests was 

presented by former mayor, Chen Jianhua. In an interview with a local newspaper, he 

stated that implementing VQS was a difficult choice that the municipal government had 

to make on behalf of the Guangzhou population. The municipal government would 

rather do preventive measures rather than increasing the number of roads that could end 

up just as heavily congested. He added that:  

In the process of public policy making, public interests take precedence over personal 

interests. When there is confliction between collective rationality and individual 

rational, individual rationality needs to obey the collective rationality
38

 

(Communications Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 2012b) 

This quote can probably be applied to the rationale behind Chinese policymaking, or 

even policy making more generally. However, the statement is quite informative 

regarding the municipal government’s ideas on people’s right to own a car.  

The interview data from the expert informants support the local government’s concern 

with air pollution and traffic congestion (B, M). Yet, there might be more to it. The 

officially stated reason can also be applied to other TDMs. The following discussion 

will aim to shed light on these aspects. 

5.2.2 Urgency and Effectiveness 

Urgency is a key word in explaining the implementation of VQS over other measures. 

As VQS is a strategy for slowing the growth in private vehicle ownership fast, while the 

municipal government gains time and funding for more long term solutions, especially 

development of public transport system (D, M). This is consistent with the experience 

of Seoul, Hong Kong and Singapore, under the fast growing motorization during the 

70’s and 80’s; breaking path dependence and giving ‘breathing space’ to develop 

                                                             
38

 In Chinese: 在公共政策制定过程中，公共利益优先于个人利益。当集体理性与个体理性出现冲

突时，个体理性需要服从集体理性   
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alternative modes of transport was an important motivation for implementing ownership 

control (Barter 2005, 526).  

However, urgently dealing with the air pollution is also an important motivation. The 

representative from the ENGO Green Bike-Transit also noted that the increased 

openness around air pollution data around 2012, contributed to the pressure on local 

government officials to deal with the issue fast. Thereby, arguing that VQS was a 

manner of adapting to public opinion. A transport researcher noted that officials feared 

that Guangzhou was becoming “another Beijing”, with similar smog levels and the 

negative media attention it creates. Still, he also brought up that this is not the most 

important measure for reducing air pollution caused by traffic. Renewal of the car pool 

initiative and getting rid of high-polluting old vehicles through upgraded emissions 

standards have been much more important for local air quality improvement (B).  

Although there are other ways of addressing the issue urgently, other measures have 

proven to have some major drawbacks and rebound effects. For instance, the tail plate 

number policy implemented in other places in Beijing, has proven to be an incentive for 

households to acquire a second car (Hao, Wang, and Ouyang 2011). As the driving and 

purchasing of a car has very high price elasticity (Barter 2005, 256), increasing taxes 

might not be regarded as sufficient with a population that is gaining purchasing power. 

A consideration made in Singapore at the time of implementation, was that VQS was 

regarded as more effective, predictable, and reliable than existing measures (Phang, 

Wong, and Chia 1996, 147-8). Moreover, as He and Thøgersen (2017a) concludes, 

when people first have acquired a car, it is very difficult to make them change their 

transportation habits. Therefore, it has been regarded as critical for the Chinese 

government to develop strategies that prevent people from getting a car in the first place 

(65). Due to the rapid rate of urbanisation and the increase in car ownership, combined 

with densely populated cities and complex transport networks, adapting similar policies 

to western countries might not be sufficient to deal with the rapid increase of challenges 

of the traffic system in China (Feng and Li 2013, 40). In other words, a good alternative 

for a policy with the same effect might be difficult to find. 
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5.2.3 Fulfilling Directives and Targets 

Fulfilment of political goals within environmental protection (as formulated in the 

national and provincial FYPs), is one of the most decentralised policy processes in 

China (Jin, Andersson, and Zhang 2016, 6). These goals are often formulated as 

reduction in pollution (for example CO2) per unit of produced GDP-capita (Kostka and 

Mol 2013). However, what measures are chosen to accomplish these goals at the local 

level is less centralized. Therefore it is often up to local policy makers to design policies 

within their jurisdiction. The degree to which these goals are met by local bureaucrats 

and leaders will determine largely whether they will be promoted in the following 

policy cycle. Environmental standards have traditionally not been included in the 

promotion assessments. However these standards are becoming increasingly stringent 

and difficult to get around,  and the important for policy makers, and bureaucrats’ 

careers are increasing
39

 (Jin, Andersson, and Zhang 2016, 6).  

One of the informants has an advisory role for the Communication Commission and 

was convinced that this type of personal gain was an important reason why VQS 

became the TDM of choice. He explained this argument by describing how the building 

of metro lines takes years and even longer to see results in terms of reducing traffic 

congestion (if any), while with VQS you can see a drop in car sales over night which is 

easily ascribed to the policy and the policy maker in question. This makes it easy to 

connect the results to a policy and the policy maker. In addition, it should also be noted 

that VQS is a cost-effective policy to design and implement (Li, Wu, and Zhang 2015, 

100), contributing to making it a lucrative choice for local policy makers. 

However, the municipal government of Guangzhou also formulates their own, and often 

more stringent goals to be met at the local level, which is likely to have influenced the 

implementation of VQS. For example, the goal to have 70-80 percentage of the 

population commuting daily using public transport, or having target for the average 

traffic speed
40

. At the same time, such goals formulated at the municipal level can also 

be internally contradictory. For example, as of 2011, just one year before VQS was 
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 “Local governments at or above the county level are responsible for environmental protection in their 
jurisdiction and the responsible persons will be assessed on this in cadre evaluation” (Jin, Andersson, and 
Zhang 2016, 9) 
40 According IDTP (2014: 26) this is 25 km/h, but according to a researcher 30km/h (B) 
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implemented, there was an economic goal for the Guangzhou government to continue 

incentives for car purchases in order to support the three automobile manufacturing 

plants in the city (Weinberger et al. 2014, 26). However, when asked about the policy’s 

negative impact on local automobile plants, the Mayor answered in an interview that the 

new market for private vehicles should rather be implemented in second and third tier 

cities. Moreover, he pointed out that increased production on new energy vehicles was 

part of the solution (Communications Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 2012b). 

This outlook is thereby in line with the recent shift in the Chinese’s government 

approach to the national car market, as described in Chapter 3. This can be interpreted 

as inconsistent goals, or maybe rather a fast shift in priorities from one year to another.  

There are also policies that are implemented today that might be regarded as 

contradictory. One of the researchers mentioned such example: on one hand the city is 

trying to restrict vehicle purchase through VQS, on the other hand they are encouraging 

shared parking systems aimed at using space more efficiently. However, this also makes 

owning a car more convenient. He therefore presumed that the government was working 

towards conflicting goals (M). Moreover, Weinberger et al. (2014, 30) note the 

following in their overview of transport policies:  

The major findings of this analysis are that parking policy in Guangzhou is inconsistent 

and seemingly ad hoc. There are many agencies involved in setting the various parts of 

the policy, and there is insufficient coordination among these agencies (30) 

To summarize, such standards may have contributed to the policy maker’s decision to 

introduce VQS for both selfish and altruistic motives. Secondly, it can be difficult to 

trace the direct political motivation for a certain policy because the goals guiding 

political change might not even be consistent.  

5.2.4 Economic Considerations 

Discussing the municipal government’s motivation for implementing VQS, a 

researching on public policy brought up the economic aspect of the policy. He told me 

he had been nudging for a PhD on the issue, yet nothing thus far. This illustrates how 

little we know about how the policy turns out financially for the local government, yet I 

can note some of the possible considerations made. The vehicle quota system may 

hamper local economy in two interrelated ways, by hampering vehicle sales (tax 
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revenues and economic activity) and thereby also the local automobile industry. As 

already noted, in PRD, the automobile industry is one of the most important sources of 

income (Lee 2016, 107). A researcher noted:  

It is a big dilemma for the local government, with the car production. Because the 

revenues are just too big for them to lose. They just cannot do without that money (D). 

Regardless of which administrative level that receives tax income from vehicle 

purchase, it is in the interest of the manufacturers themselves, but also the local 

government to maintain economic transactions within their municipality. A researcher 

with regular contact with the Communication Commission mentioned that “the car 

industry was strongly opposing this policy”. This interest therefore, can have been 

fronted both from within and outside the state apparatus. In China, private companies 

often use informal channels to voice their opinion on policies, outside of public debate 

(Aamodt and Stensdal 2017, 117).However, how much these considerations have been 

emphasized, in both implementation and in the considerations of restricting non-local 

cars, are unknown. On the other hand, PRD is not alone in this regard; Shanghai also 

has a significant car industry, which has a more restrictive policy both in terms quota 

size and non-local license restriction (M). 

To what extent the VQS policy actually harm the local industry is also unknown. 

Firstly, as the policy only restricts vehicle registration within the municipality, cars can 

still be bought inside the city limits. Although the total car sale is likely to have 

decreased considerably – judging from the drop in vehicle registrations - I have not 

been able to determine how much. Moreover, as stated by the former Mayor, the new 

vehicle market is to be developed is less developed regions of the country 

(Communications Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 2012b). The focus for 

Guangzhou thereby, might be to produce cars but not sell them locally. 

Discussing economic considerations by the local government, it should also be noted 

that the efforts of local policy makers are often measured in reduction in CO2 relative to 

pollution (CO2 per GDP-unit). Therefore reducing emissions in itself if often not a goal 

in itself, only of it is coupled with growth (Kostka and Mol 2013, 4). 
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5.3 VQS for the Future? 

The official length of the VQS policy is limited to five years from 2012 

(Communications Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 2013). According to the 

research by myself and my translator, an extension of this period as never been formally 

issued. This left us with no confirmation on whether the policy will be extended or not 

after July 2018. However, I argue that the most likely outcome is that the policy will be 

continued, based on the following: 1) No city that has implemented VQS (Singapore 

and China) has so far abandoned the policy,2) Guangzhou is still in dire need of 

effective TDMs due to heavy congestion (Li, Wu, and Zhang 2015),3) The funding of 

public transport relies on income from VQS , and 4) It is difficult to pinpoint a political 

motivation for abandoning the policy. Abandoning the policy would probably cause a 

lot of dissatisfaction among the people waiting for a license and for those who have 

already paid for their license. Policy extension is also backed up by the expert 

interviewees. As one of the researcher put it: 

Once you implement this policy, you cannot change it. You can make it tighter, 

but you cannot remove it. So, if changes are going to be done to the policy, they 

are going to make more restrictive (M) 

Making it more restrictive can be done in several ways, for example, by the number of 

quotas, and the validity time of a licence. However the most pressing issue about 

making the policy more restrictive is the lack of restriction on non-local vehicles, which 

has happened in all other cities with VQS in China. It will therefore be discussed in the 

following.  

5.4 Policy Revision - restrictions on Non-local 

Vehicles 

The policy implementation has been shrouded with secrecy yet the policy has been 

revised after implementation, specifically regarding the restriction of non-local cars. I 

refer to this restriction ‘non-local restriction’ (NLR) as termed by Li, Wu, and Zhang 

(2015). Guangzhou authorities have stated that registering a car in other municipalities 

to be used in Guangzhou goes against the VQS-regulations. At the time, (as of 

November, 2017) any sanctions where not put in place, in effect meaning that there is 

no restrictions on non-local vehicles. To this day, the Guangzhou residents are kept 
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unsure about the future of the NLR-policy  The only reference to the continuation of the 

policy from an official source (that my translator helped me find) was that the policy 

will be implemented if the traffic congestion becomes severe enough (Guangzhou 

Government 2012). This statement aligns with a statement made by the former mayor, 

Chen Jianhua, in 2012, according to an official press agency. When asked about NLR, 

he said that the consideration should be made according to the actual traffic situation 

(Xinhua 2015).  

In the following I will discuss some ways the government have received input on the 

questions from outside the state apparatus. Several of my interviewees mentioned that 

the process of policy revision has been open when compared to the revision process in 

other parts of the country. Yet it is not possible with the data at hand to determine 

whether this reflects actual difference in policy processes, or if this is the perception of 

the local political culture and identity.  

5.4.1 Input From the Public 

Online feedback 

About half a year after implementation, November 1
st 

to 30
th  

2012, the government 

open up for comments online for feedback from the public on the question of restriction 

non-local vehicles (Communications Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 2012a). 

Although the policy suggestion is taken down (as of August 2017) the responses are still 

online. According to the webpage, only five people expressed their opinion 

(Communications Commission of Guangzhou Municipality 2012a). This webpage was 

also mentioned by an industry observer. Her view was that such input would be taken 

into consideration if a large enough number of people voiced their opinion.  She also 

noted that the government’s openness for such input has increased over the last years 

(P). No information is provided on efforts to make the online feedback form available to 

a larger set of the population, or what the information has been used for.  

Hearing 

On April 19th 2013, a hearing (tīngzhèng huì 听证会) was held on the possibility of 

restricting non-local cars (Depeat 2016). The intention was to let the government get 
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input from different stakeholders – and not to determine the final outcome. Before the 

hearing the Communication Commission published a draft of restriction non-local 

vehicles (Li, Wu, and Zhang 2015, 112) The proposition was to ban non-local cars from 

driving in the central parts of the city during morning and evening peak as well as major 

arteries linking Guangzhou and neighbouring Foshan during weekdays. According to 

the proposed regulations, defying the ban would cost three points (of 12) on the driver’s 

license and a fine on 200RMB (He 2013).  In other words, similar restrictions as 

imposed in the other citifies with VQS (Table 4).  

An expert interviewee with close connections to the Communication Commission 

mentioned that the policy draft was sent to various interest groups, including 

representatives from the satellite cities. The hearing was also mentioned by several of 

my expert interviewees (I, K, and P). One confirmed that it was not open for the general 

public, only specially invited representatives form interests groups (P) as well as the 

media (Depeat 2016). 15 participants were selected by the municipal government to 

take part in the hearing. Of which 10 represented different groups, and 5 represented the 

general population. The representatives of the general population were chosen after they 

had applied to participate though an online application form
41

(Depeat 2016).The 

distribution was the following:  five citizens (of which two where public transport 

commuters), one representing public transport sector, one intercity transportation 

representative, one logistics industry representative, one vehicles sales representative, 

one vehicle maintenance and repair representative . In addition to five specially selected 

by the municipal government (Depeat 2016). 

One of the most pressing issues at the hearing was whether residents living in the border 

area between Guangzhou and Foshan would be subject to the potential new restrictions. 

To which a representative for the municipal authorities answered that if such cars were 

exempted from the policy the intention of the policy would be somewhat lost. Therefore 

this group would not be exempted. Instead, he stated that the public transport system 

would be upgraded to meet their transport needs (Depeat 2016). Even though 

representatives from satellite cities where not formally represented at the hearing, they 

could express their demands and get a formal response at the hearing by submitting 

their opinions to the delegates (Communications Commission of Guangzhou 
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 It remains uncertain whether these five are the same as the respondents in the online feedback form 
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Municipality 2012b). According to one of the expert informants with a policy advisory 

role for the Communication Commission, the suggestion met particular strong 

resistance from representatives from the satellite cities, especially for actors involved in 

trade. He pointed to representatives from satellite cities to be one of the major players 

blocking the restrictions. He concluded that, in the end the restrictions on non-local 

vehicles where just not acceptable enough to go through. 

It should be emphasized that these representatives where not picked to decide the future 

of the NLR policy, rather these where voices that the government wanted to hear before 

making their decision.  Even though 14 of the 15 representatives where in favour of 

tighter restrictions, the policy draft fell through (Depeat 2016). After the hearing, the 

proposed policy changes were sent to the municipal and provincial government to be 

considered (He 2013, Depeat 2016). Then, the following October, the mayor announced 

that unless the traffic situation was serious, restriction of non-local vehicles would not 

be implemented.  

5.5 Local Policy Outcome  

Cities in China are doing a number of local modifications to the policy (see Table 

4). For example with regards to quota size, when and where non-local cars are 

restricted, how often auctions and lotteries are held, and requirements for 

participation. The hybrid allocation model also has various local specifications in 

the allocation key between lottery and auction (Chen and Zhao 2012, China Daily 

USA 2014, Chen and Cui 2014, Yang 2016b, Han 2017, Global Times 2011, 

Reuters 2014, Zhang 2016, China Daily 2013). However, as the national exception, 

the NLR-policy appears most pressing to address. Understanding why Guangzhou 

has chosen not to restrict non-local registered vehicles is challenging. This is 

especially true since the official attitude to the policy has changed several times 

since 2013 (Li, Wu, and Zhang 2015: 100). Yet some of the explanations where 

reoccurring among the expert informants, accordingly I have placed them into two 

categories; urban structure and demographics and Socio-political culture. 

However, the latter explanation were also used by the expert informants with 

reference to the hybrid allocation model, accordingly I will also discuss this as a 

part of the local policy outcome.  
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5.5.1 Urban Structure and Demographics 

The cities in PRD are highly integrated, especially Guangzhou and Foshan, but also 

Guangzhou and Shenzhen (Li, Wu, and Zhang 2015, 95). Together, Guangzhou and 

Foshan, are classified as a first tier metropolitan area by the Chinese state, a title shared 

with Beijing and Shanghai. Together they are sometimes referred to as “GuangFo”, due 

to the high degree of interconnectedness (OECD 2010, 49). A large population resides 

on the border between Foshan and Guangzhou (OECD 2010, 39).  As discussed above, 

this population would not be exempted from the proposed restrictions. A researcher told 

me that restricting non-local licenses would be a great drawback for regional integration 

(D). He noted that: “The former mayor of Guangdong wanted the whole region to 

integrate. On one hand PRD functions as one city, on the other it is cluster of cities.” A 

similar sentiment was shared by an industry observer, who noted that “there is great 

pressure to not restrict the non-local vehicles. Canton is a very united region, with a lot 

of activities across the cities, so it is very difficult to restrict them” (P). Moreover, as the 

capital of this region, restricting non-local cars was seen as especially problematic by 

several informants. The city serves as the hub for a lot of cultural and economic 

activities in PRD (I, K, M).  

Guangzhou is not only important for PRD, but also the greater south-eastern region of 

China. A transport researcher pointed out that Guangzhou has a large floating 

population, i.e. people working in Guangzhou without an urban hukou. The floating 

population of China is commonly associated with poor factory workers. However, the 

researcher pointed out that this category can include a wide variety of people, also 

small-scale business owners, which depends on private cars for transport (I). Therefore, 

it was easier to restrict non-local cars in the neighbouring city of Shenzhen because the 

population is less mobile (I). Another researcher pointed out that the city centre of 

Guangzhou is just too small for restricting non-local cars. Commuter from Foshan 

significantly adds to the number of non-local vehicles. According to his assertion, 

implementing NLR would therefore be too problematic (B).   

Although, the NLR can partly be explained by regional integration, it also relates to 

regional competition. A researcher told me that there is tension between the two cities 

with VQS in PRD, namely between Guangzhou and Shenzhen. Historically, Guangzhou 

has been the centre of the region. However, Shenzhen, dubbed ‘China’s Silicon Valley’ 
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has experiences formidable economic growth supported by a booming tech industry 

(Flynn 2017). For many of my resident informants and acquaintances in Guangzhou, 

Shenzhen was seen as a modern place with an attractive labour market, higher wages 

and bluer skies
42

. Two of the expert informants mentioned this aspect of regional 

competition. For Guangzhou, the threat of its booming neighbour seems very much real, 

especially when it comes to attracting young, highly skilled labour. Therefore, 

Guangzhou is trying different strategies to attract young adults. Not restricting non-local 

licenses is one of these strategies. As an informant who has regular contact with the 

Commination Committee said: 

Guangzhou wants to be more attractive for young people, especially in competition with 

Shenzhen. You need the young people - they are more productive, and they bring a lot 

of positive things to a city. Guangzhou has more elderly people than Shenzhen. 

Shenzhen has many companies that people want to work at. 

Considerations of regional integration seem to have been backed both from within the 

city and by representatives from the satellite cities. As said by an expert informant,  

“representatives from the satellite cities could not accept restriction of non-local 

licenses” (K). Although, representatives from satellite cities were not included directly 

in the hearing in 2013 and they did not decide on anything relating to the future of the 

policy (Depeat 2016). They appear to have influences the process in other manners. 

Moreover, we cannot exclude the possibility that considerations to their interests and 

regional integration have happened within the municipal government  

5.5.2 Socio-political Culture  

The local socio-political characteristics of Guangzhou were frequently mentioned in 

discussions about both the hybrid model and the NLR policy. Here, the term ‘socio-

political culture’ is used to refer to the local cultural characteristics ascribed to 

Guangzhou, and how it relates to the political climate in the city and vice versa. Terms 

such as ‘the spirit of the people’ and ‘cultural background’ were frequently used to 

explain the policy outcome of VQS. The link between policy outcome and ‘Cantonese 

culture’ was often mentioned. Yet, the understanding of what geographical areas this 
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 When discussing this description with a foreigner working in he pointed out that  in Shenzhen, 
Guangzhou is perceived to have other, attractive aspects for young adults such has a more vivid cultural 
scene and urban life. 
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local socio-political culture belonged to differed between Guangzhou Canton, PRD and 

Guangdong. For example, while some explained the policy outcome in contrast to the 

situation in Beijing or Shanghai, others saw differences within the PRD region, 

contrasting Guangzhou to Shenzhen. To illustrate the character of the Cantonese people, 

an expert interviewee talked about the “ocean character” of the people of Guangzhou.  

Historically, Guangzhou has had a lot of contact with the rest of the world. Both 

through people moving abroad and returning, but also due to extensive trade. Therefore, 

the people of Guangzhou have been exposed to ideas from the outside over generations. 

Which as lead to an openness of new ideas and a somewhat more liberal culture then the 

rest of China (P). Although never explicitly mentioned in the interviews, these ideas are 

consistent with the Guangdong ‘model’ as presented by Mulvad (2014) presented in 

Chapter 2. 

The difference between Guangzhou and Beijing was particularly striking, and pointed 

out by an expert informant: 

In Beijing you can implement almost any policy, and people will thinks it is ok, 

because that is what they are used to. In the south, it is different. People will ask 

for more. Especially in PRD, here we have had the opening-up reforms which 

has an important impact on the population. So, people expect more from their 

private rights. (P) 

This notion was backed up by another informant: “There are very big cultural and 

political differences within China. In Beijing they have much more policy space.” (I) 

This was contrasted to the southern regions, where people are more used to having a 

larger say and ask for more (I).  

The terms ‘soft’
 
(in English, not translated) was used to explain the municipal 

government and its policies, in contrast to politics in Beijing which were described as 

‘hard’ (D, K). One of the transport researchers told me that the Guangzhou government 

has a cautious attitude to policy implementation – they do not want to be the first nor 

the last implementers of policies. They prefer to wait and see what experiences other 

local governments are having before making decisions. This also allows the Guangzhou 

citizens to get familiar with the idea of the policy in other cities, making the transition 

easier and hopefully causing less public resistance. This was also the case with when the 

implementation of VQS – after Shanghai and Beijing, but before several other cities. He 
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also used this description when referring to the hybrid model as well as to the NLR 

policy (D). An alternative – and certainly more negative - way of framing the approach 

was to jokingly call the municipal government ‘lazy’ - that the government was afraid 

of resistance and thereby took the easier way out by not restricting non-local licenses 

(K). Moreover, one of my informants linked the local characteristics of people to the 

hearing in 2013, discussed earlier in the Chapter. Pointing out that the Guangzhou 

municipal government was particularly open to input from the public (I).  

A transport researcher stated that the choice of the hybrid model was a way of adapting 

to the local culture. The hybrid model is seen as a middle-way, which is more easily 

acceptable and speaks to the local way of thinking. She asserted that “Shanghai is a 

very market-based city, while in Beijing the planning economy is more predominate.” 

As a result, Guangzhou places itself in the middle, choosing a policy that mixes these 

two political traditions. The hybrid model is seen as a less risky option by the 

government as it is believed to cause less resistance (D, I). A researcher argued that the 

government does not really know whether auction or lottery is the best option, choosing 

both might therefore be the safer alternative (D). Another researcher explained that 

choosing the hybrid model is more acceptable in Guangzhou. Residents are used to 

having more freedom of choice than in other regions in China so the hybrid models is a 

good fit to Guangzhou (I). In Shanghai, people accepted that money can buy you more 

rights and goods. Shenzhen was also portrayed as differing from Guangzhou in this 

respect, as a more market-oriented city (I) 

Freedom of the press 

An aspect of the political culture emphasized by some of the informants was the role of 

the media in Guangzhou. This freedom of press was argued to considerably influence 

the policy outcome. According to most of the expert informants, the local press was 

perceived to have more freedom of speech when compared to the rest of the country. 

One informant told me that the local TV and newspapers are much more critical of the 

government’s action than in other cities. Moreover, the local government leaves more 

room for the freedom of the press and in turn adapts to public opinion channelled 

through the media (I). Accordingly, Xu (2015) argues that newspapers in Guangzhou 
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are taking a leading national role in pushing the boundaries of freedom of the press 

(136), giving the city a relatively liberal media “image” (122).  

Still, not all my informants agreed on this. One of my expert interviewees with 

particular knowledge of the subject, told me that the press might have been more open 

in Guangzhou than other places in the 1990’s, but the media has gained similar 

freedoms in other cities such as in Shanghai. According to her explanation, the growth 

of social media has also contributed to increased openness in the whole country, 

evening out regional differences.  

5.6 Effectiveness of VQS 

When discussing transport and environmental policy, addressing the question of 

effectiveness appears pressing. In this regard, I will emphasize that this is not within the 

scope of the thesis to demine, yet I will offer some aspects on the issue.  

Firstly, the important thing to keep in mind about the VQS is that it only slows down the 

growth in private vehicle ownership. The policy does not decrease the total number of 

cars in Guangzhou or completely halt the growth
43

. Yet, it is very efficient in slowing 

down the growth. From 2011 (the year before implementation) to 2013, the growth rate 

plummeted from 17, 8% to 4, 8 % (Li, Wu, and Zhang 2015, 99). This gives a monthly 

decrease of over 10,000 vehicles. In Guangzhou: “The quota of vehicle licenses 

represents a reduction of approximately 47 percent of the average monthly vehicle 

growth from the previous year” (Chen and Cui 2014, 14). However, this number only 

includes locally registered cars, how many drive non-local cars is thereby not included 

in these numbers. 

At a national level, there has even been speculations about the consequences of the 

policy for ‘peak auto mobility’ in China (Cnet 2016). In their estimation of vehicle 

ownership in 2030, China Ecola et al. (2015) point to VQS as one of the main policies 

likely to affect the outcome. However, this depends on how much the policy will spread 

across the country (22). Moreover, a big difference between Beijing and Shanghai, in 
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 Though it is possible to completely cap the number of vehicle registered within an area within the 
VQS-framework. In 2017, Singapore implemented even tighter regulations, setting a total number of 
registered vehicles in the city at all times. A new quotas is thereby not released before another is 
expired (Alsenes 2017) 
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terms of vehicles per person, is partly ascribed to the VQS. Even though both cities had 

high vehicle growth rates, Beijing was almost double that of Shanghai’s growth rate. 

“Shanghai and Beijing each had about 2 million motor vehicles in 2004, but by 2010, 

Beijing had 4.8 million motor vehicles whereas Shanghai had only 3.1 million” (Chen 

and Zhao 2012, 39). Chen and Cui (2014, 11) deem VQS as “generally effective” in 

addressing the congestion level which is overall better than in Beijing. The policy had 

facilitated subsidies that are important for public transportation initiatives. Newman and 

Kenworthy (2015, 83) contrast VQS to transport policies in western cities, they state are 

rarely effective 

However, this massive reduction in the growth rate is not the whole story. The 

representative from the ENGO Green Bike-Transit pointed out that the policy does not 

control vehicle use. Thereby, how much a vehicle is used can not only increase, the 

policy also concentrates the possibility to use a car on fewer people.  Despite, this, the 

goal of VQS (at least in Singapore) is not to reduce vehicle ownership per se, but to 

have fewer cars on the road (Chin and Smith 1997, 139). In other words, while the 

growth rate of cars has decreased, the average use of cars may very well have increased. 

A way therefore to measure policy effectiveness is through average traffic speed. Li, 

Wu, and Zhang (2015, 99) finds that from 2012- 2014 there is no significant change in 

traffic speed, measured at both major and minor arterials at evening peak and during the 

rest of the day. They conclude, “the traffic conditions have no significant improvement” 

despite the VQS (99).  

The lack of restrictions of non-local cars undoubtedly reduces the effectiveness of the 

policy. According to the Guangzhou municipal government´s estimates, a restriction on 

non-local licenses would reduce traffic by 10 percent during peak-hours in the morning 

and evening. However, they did admit that it is difficult to predict the effects of the 

measure (Depeat 2016). At the same time, implementing tighter restrictions might not 

have completely dealt with the problem. In Shanghai, non-local license “reduce auction 

policy effectiveness, resulting in revenue loss, difficulties in traffic management, equity 

concerns among local car owners, and damage to the trustworthiness of the entire 

auction policy  (Chen and Zhao 2012, 48)”. There are policies to make driving with a 

non-local license difficult in Shanghai, such as ban in the downtown area and on 

elevated highways. Yet Shanghai is also trying to balance such concerns with its role as 
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a metropolitan centre for the country (Chen and Zhao 2012, 48). In other words, tighter 

restriction on non-local licenses is not necessarily a quick fix to dealing with reduced 

effeteness due to non-local license.  

5.7 Shortcomings in Policy Analysis  

It is not uncommon for Chinese policymaking to be subject to substantial disagreement 

- especially on climate policies - within in state system. Such disagreements, in most 

cases, is kept out of the public’s eye (Aamodt and Stensdal 2017, 117). We can 

therefore not exclude the possibility that choosing VQS without restrictions on non-

local vehicles is, to some extent, a product of such compromise. Therefore, the 

somewhat suboptimal policy outcome in terms of effectiveness may be product of 

internal political disagreement and/or influence from stakeholders outside of the state 

apparatus. For further research on the policy process, stakeholders such as 

representatives from satellite cities and the automobile industry could be relevant 

candidates for influencing the policy process.    

For some of the expert informants, the VQS with NLR seemed as the most logical 

outcome – a good fit for Guangzhou. Others again, where more puzzled by the local 

policy outcome. Firstly, the range of explanations offered is limited by restricted access 

to information due to the “hidden” character of Chinese policy processes. Secondly, 

though the factors presented in this Chapter have explanation value, the research design 

in this thesis falls short in its lack of basis of comparisons. In other words, though NLR 

should be understood in relation to urban structure in Guangzhou, it is outside of the 

scope of this thesis to compare this to for example Shanghai, which also have highly 

integrated urban structure.  

The same goes for socio-political culture, i.e. how different is it really from other place? 

The possibility that such explanations has been emphasises to me as a foreign researcher 

cannot be excluded. Furthermore, Mulvad (2014, 202) notes on the Guangdong ‘model’ 

that it can be difficult to separate political discourse from realities on the ground. Yet he 

concludes that there are empirically observable changes between Guangdong and 

Chongqing which seem to be consistent with the established political differences on the 

leftist -liberal scale, as well as the openness-censorship scale. At the other hand, even 

though the openness of Guangzhou was illustrated by the hearing, In Hangzhou, there 
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have also been efforts to include public opinion in the revision of the VQS. This has 

been done through official channels such as something called the Mayor’s hotline. 

Scholars, the local population, local car dealers and the media were involved in the 

policy revision meeting held by the transport bureau. Yet it is hard to state anything 

about the details and the level of involvement (Yang 2016a, 30).  

Regardless of the political motivation behind the local policy characteristics, it certainly 

influences acceptance towards the policy, to what extent and how will be analysed in 

the following Chapter.  
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6 Policy Characteristics and 

Acceptance  
This chapter will focus on two of the four analytical categories, namely perceived 

infringement on freedom and perceived fairness. These two categories will be discussed 

together as they are highly intertwined. There are several discussions relevant for these 

categories, namely restriction on ownership over use, allocation public goods by lottery 

and auction, and quotas as a way of restricting ownership. These categories will be 

discussed in relation to my own empirical data on local characteristics of the policy; 

price, chances of winning the lottery, the hybrid model and absence of restrictions on 

non-local vehicles. First off, I will provide a description of the acceptance of VQS in 

Guangzhou.  

6.1 Acceptance Level 

It is important to note that the literature regarding the acceptance of VQS in China is 

limited, but the findings are still important. Generally, the literature indicates that the 

policy is unpopular. This seems to be the case in in Shanghai (Chen 2013b, Chen and 

Zhao 2012) . In their qualitative study on the car culture in Shanghai Williams and 

Arkaraprasertkul (2017) find that the high auction compromises some informants 

perceived ‘right’ to own a car. For Guangzhou He and Thøgersen (2017a, 9) deems the 

policy “quite radical”. Moreover, one of the biggest media companies in China asked 

Beijing residents about the most effective measure to reduce traffic jams. The vehicle 

quota system only received 6.87 percent of the votes. Increased use of bikes and public 

transport was rated highest (Tang 2011). Even though the residents were asked about 

effectiveness, it seems that acceptance for different measures are reflected in these 

numbers. Moreover, the press coverage from Guangzhou, at least in English, reports 

negative sentiments (See for example: Xinhua 2012), with the use descriptions   

“crackdown”  and “most restrictive” (see for example: Bradsher 2012). On this basis, I 

expected negative comments in my interviews. However, high levels of discontent with 

the policy were not reflected in my data material. Only a few informants expressed 

mostly negative sentiments and only one interviewee categorically dismissed all aspects 

of VQS. While several expressed negativity, this was often combined with statements 
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indicating acceptance, or the weighing of pros and cons carefully. A quota from teashop 

is descriptive:  

It is a double edge sword, the good thing is that the policy will ease traffic 

congestion - it is good way of dealing with traffic jam. The bad thing is that it 

will waste people's time and energy to get a car; it will be much more difficult 

(J). 

Negativity was also modified with reference to lack of a better policy; 

This is the best policy we have so far. But I think in the future we will have an 

even better policy, so the best is yet to come when it comes to policy for the 

traffic situation, but today it is the best we know (R )  

To some extent, this reflects the findings of Chen and Zhao (2012). While 43 percent of 

the surveyed population in Shanghai expressed negativity to VQS, the policy was given 

the second best score when compared to a set of other policies. Therefore, based on the 

data collection, I would not describe the policy as popular among the interviewees, yet I 

will argue that it is acceptable – maybe to a surprisingly high degree.  

Increased acceptance over time 

As discussed in Chapter 4, the difference between acceptance and acceptability can be 

of importance. Dreyer and Walker (2013) argue that acceptance generally increases 

over time as familiarity and experience with the measure increases. Regardless, the 

measure has to be perceived as fair and effective overall. An interesting example is the 

introduction of congestion prices in Stockholm, Sweden. The policy was first 

introduced on a trial period, however whether it would be a lasting policy was to be 

decided through a referendum. At first, the trial met massive public opposition and was 

labelled as “political suicide”. Yet, surprisingly, the majority of people in the 

referendum supported the policy. Eliasson and Jonsson (2011) found that the most 

important reason for this change in public attitude was that people experienced the 

effectiveness of the congestions charges. This, combined with peoples’ level of 

environmental concern, their dependence on the car and their transit satisfaction, all 

influenced the attitude shift. One of the several likely explanations might be related to 

the physiological mechanism of accepting the unavoidable (Eliasson and Jonsson 2011: 

637). Similar results have been found in China. In Shanghai, 44 percent of the 
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respondents reported that their acceptance of VQS has increased considerably over the 

years  (Chen and Zhao 2012, 43).  

Several of my informants expressed that their acceptance had increased over time. 

When asking a lottery participant, who is in her twenties, about how her views on VQS 

have changed, she answered:  

I think, because I grow up! (Laughs) No really, really, when I was young, I just; 

“why you don't give me the ownership? I can buy a car, I can drive a car by 

myself, why I can't get an ownership?!”, I think it is an easy thing, but when I 

know more about it I think it is important because the traffic is bad and it get 

worse, and worse (F)
44  

Her impression of the policy changed because she felt she had matured, and not 

necessarily because of her experience or perceptions of the effectiveness of the policy. 

In other words, policy acceptance is often observed to increase over time, which also 

seems to have been the case for VQS in Guangzhou. This considerations should be 

regarded as a backdrop for analysis on policy acceptance.  

6.2 Perceived Infringement on Freedom  

Due to the increasing constraints on common resources, some goods and practices that 

used to be legal, unrestrained and free have become illegal and/or are charged. These 

changes happen through government regulations and market mechanisms, depending on 

citizen demand. For example garbage disposal, chemical dumping in nature, plastic 

bags, and - to an increasing extent - CO2 emissions is going through such process. A 

general resistance to paying for something that used to be free is often observed in the 

empirical literature (Chen and Cui 2014, 8). Such processes can therefore be 

experienced as infringement on freedom. The vehicle quota system in Guangzhou is a 

way of charging a good that used to be free which could be interpreted, hypothetically, 

as an overstep on individual’s freedom of choice. The quota system itself, the cost of a 

winning bid in the auction, the lottery, the waiting time it often entails, and the lack of 

restriction on non-local cars are all factors that likely contribute to perceptions of 

infringement on freedom. 
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 Recorded, English 
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Several studies look at the relation between perceived freedom of choice and acceptance 

of TDMs. For example, de Groot and Steg (2006) find that when a policy seriously 

threatens people’s freedom of choice it is often perceived as less acceptable. At the 

same time, perceived infringement on freedom is related to a preference for independent 

thought and action, freedom of choice, creating and exploring, and is therefore, to some 

extent, also a cultural value (Chen and Cui 2014). In this regard, it is hardly surprising 

that political orientation and people’s opinions on the presence of the state in a society 

has been found to be an important factor for acceptability (Dreyer and Walker 2013, 

348). When the state is perceived as ‘too big’ it is not only a highly political statement, 

but a cultural one as well. Moreover, the extent to which owning a car is perceived as a 

right or a benefit, may vary across cultures. We should therefore be careful when 

making cross country comparisons. Yet, Jou et al. (2010) found that perceived 

infringement on freedom was negatively correlated with acceptance and willingness to 

vote for road pricing in Taiwan and Japan. This was also supported by Sweden Fujii et 

al. (2004). 

Effective measures are usually perceived as having a high infringement on freedom. 

Yet, effective measures and perceived effective measures are not the same. Empirical 

studies often find that perceived effective measures are correlated with low perceived 

infringement on freedom, while effective measures are correlated with high perception 

of infringement on freedom (Thorpe, Hills, and Jaensirisak 2000). Measures that are 

effective and have a high infringement on freedom are often categorized as push-

measures. Accordingly, several observations indicate that push-measures are perceived 

as less acceptable compared to pull-measures. For example, in a European study, over 

90% of the car users supported the improvement of public transport and park-and-ride 

schemes, while less than 20% approved of reduced parking space and congestion 

pricing (Eriksson, Garvill, and Nordlund 2006). Similarly, results from a survey on the 

acceptance of energy policies in the Netherlands shows that pull-measures are seen as 

more acceptable than push-measures, and this is one of the most important features 

determining acceptability  (de Groot and Steg 2006). As already discussed in the 

definition of VQS, it is a push- rather than a pull-measure. It is a stick rather than carrot 

which should give some indication about the expected level of acceptance. 
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6.2.1 Restricting Ownership over Use 

Acceptance of a policy or measure is likely affected by the way in which consumption 

is restricted because this has an impact on people’s perceptions of how it may infringe 

on their freedoms. Controlling ownership versus controlling use is therefore important 

to consider in the analysis of perceived infringement on freedom. Chen and Cui (2014) 

argue that varying views of public property in different countries fundamentally shape  

what sort of policies different countries chose. An example would be the regulation of 

vehicle use in the US, Singapore and China, arguing that:  

A key justification that resonates in the Singapore policy-making process is that 

the government has a responsibility to collect fair value for regulatory permits or 

public resources allocated to private entities. This seeming obsession with 

preventing the squandering of public resources by transferring them to private 

entities is common in a socialist regime such as China, where public property 

has been elevated to near-sacred status. That said, the market mechanisms 

championed in Singapore under the banner of public property protection are 

conspicuously absent in China’s traffic congestion policies. (Chen and Cui 2014, 

3)  

These kinds of juridical considerations and traditions are built on cultural constructs 

(Chen and Cui 2014, 20). Their analysis of public property contributes to the 

understanding of why restricting use is a much more widespread approach than 

restricting ownership. Congestion charges, parking restrictions and fuel taxes are widely 

used as TDMs in Europe for controlling use, while a quota on buying cars seems to be 

beyond the political reality of Europe
45

. Therefore, there seems to be a difference in the 

cultural/juridical possibilities regarding regulations of driving and acquiring a car. This 

might shed light on the views people hold towards different regulations. As public roads 

have been “the poster child of accessible public property since Roman times” (Chen and 

Cui 2014, 4), cars are, on the other hand, a private commodity. Restricting the former 

over the other might therefore seem more acceptable, also across different cultures. Yet 

there is also evidence that the idea of the “right to own a car” is strong in urban China 

(Williams and Arkaraprasertkul 2017).  
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 It seems also the case for the pro-environmental political parties. For example, when the 
spokesperson for the Green Party in Norway was asked about the Party’ s views on implementing similar 
vehicle ownership regulations put in place in Singapore, she  stated that it was “completely out of the 
question” arguing that cars are important for mobility in Norway (own translation)  (Alsenes 2017) 
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6.2.2 Allocating Public Goods by Lottery and Auction 

The allocation mechanism can also start a discussion on the divide between private and 

public. The allocation model of the quotas can be seen as a violation the public/private 

dichotomy. This has an impact on the perceived infringement on freedom. Non-price 

mechanisms, such as lotteries, are often seen as more legitimate when allocating public 

goods and services, such as health care or education (Evans, Vossler, and Flores 2009). 

For example, when the US decided to allocate spectrum rights for radio by lottery, it 

was based on the logic that these where defined as public goods and should thereby be 

done by consideration of the public rather than profit-making
46

 (Chen and Cui 2014, 34). 

Price-based mechanisms such as auctions, on the other hand, are often associated with 

private property.  

The perceived fairness of lotteries and auction extends beyond concepts of public-

private ownership. The debate on how appropriate lottery allocation is can be 

summarized as follows: lotteries are fair as they do not favour participants with pre-

required capital. Opponents argue that lotteries do not allocate goods to the participants 

who value them the most, making the system ineffective. One could choose to improve 

this by allowing goods that are acquired via a lottery to become transferable. However 

this often attracts speculation, undermining the initial intention (Boyce 1994). While 

lotteries are accused of being ineffective, effectiveness
47

 is often presented as the 

auction’s foremost advantage. However, this perspective is based on the assumption that 

the willingness to pay is equal to the desire/need for the good (as discussed in the 

literature review). Evans, Vossler, and Flores (2009) notes that “in general the choice 

between a price and a non-price mechanism implies a trade-off between efficiency and 

equity” (311-12). A possibility then is a combination of price and non-price mechanisms 

through what they label “hybrid mechanism”. Precisely what has happened in 

Guangzhou. 

The empirical literature comparing the acceptance of lottery and auctions is limited. 

Glass and More (1992) studied hunting licenses in the United States and found that 

lotteries were preferred over a “first come, first serve” approach, with the auction as the 
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 The system was changed to bidding based on allocation (Chen and Cui 2014, 35) 
47

 In this context effectiveness refers to “ the allocation of resources to their highest valued use” (Chu 
2014, 1542). 
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least favoured of the three allocation systems. Chen and Cui (2014, 24) argue that 

redistributive goals are not necessarily met in a better way through non-market-based 

allocation. When VQS is solely based on a lottery, there are no monetary resources 

collected by the state and thereby nothing to redistribute. Therefore, this sort of 

mechanism may not benefit the lower income segments of society. Rather, it is prone to 

favour segments of the population that are already good at exploiting the system. When 

Singapore initially implemented the system, queuing and balloting was dismissed 

through the legislative debates as it was considered to favour those who were merely 

quick to line up or were lucky, and the possibility for the government to gain revenues 

was lost (Chen and Cui 2014, 18). Moreover, Chen and Cui (2014) argue that, lotteries 

incentivize corruption and rent seeking to a larger extent than auctions. When allocating 

the resources to the highest bidder, the main reason for “improper activates” would 

disappear – although this of course would not eliminate corruption.  

Chu (2014) takes a somewhat similar stance, arguing that the lottery system attracts 

people who do not really need a car but are trying to get a license for someone else, 

inflating demand. He argues that this can be illustrated by the difference in attendance 

between lottery and auction. In Shanghai, June 2012, the auction attracted 24,774 

bidders for the 9,500 license plates. In March of the same year, Beijing had 990,806 

people competing for 17,600 private vehicle license plates. It should be noted that this 

number went down about 120,000 when unlucky participants had to re-enter their ballot 

to stay in the lottery (Chu 2014, 1542). Yet, it is difficult to conclude how much of this 

difference in numbers can be explained by the need or desire of a car and people’s 

ability to pay. 

6.2.3 Restricting Ownership through Quotas 

Even though quotas are not a unique way of distributing resources, it is quite rare on the 

individual level. Quotas on companies’ emissions are discussed much more often in the 

debate on climate change. For example, China is now aiming to have a nation-wide 

Carbon emissions trading (CET) scheme to be implemented in 2017. Pilot schemes have 

already started (Buckley 2017). Similar to VQS carbon quotas, these are a quantity-

based instrument (Tang et al. 2015). However, because they differ in most other 

respects, the basis for comparison is slim. Rather, the existence of other types of 
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“quotas” in China can help shed light on the acceptance of VQS. Similar to other large 

cities in China, Guangzhou is restricting house purchases. Since March 2017, only a 

couple of months before I started my fieldwork, the city tightened its restrictions on the 

housing market.  The new regulation restricts households with a local hukou to two own 

houses, and non-local families to one house (China Daily 2017). Moreover, one of the 

best-known policies from China is the restriction on how many children
48

 couples can 

have- ultimately a quota. However, the goal with the two-child policy and the housing 

restrictions is to have one or two children and homes, but VQS aims to avoid everybody 

from having a car. In other words, the logic goes; everybody should have the right to 

have a child and a home – but not necessarily a car. Thereby, VQS differs in that it puts 

a cap on the number of cars registered within a municipality, contributing to a 

competition for the licenses.  

Thereby, there is few parallels to draw on in restricting individual/household level 

consumption through quotas. Yet we might find an interesting parallel if we go to the 

history books. Theien (2009) draws on the experiences of food rationing in Norway 

after WWII for lessons and inspiration on sustainable food consumption today. Despite 

the “immediate unappealing nature of quotas” (Theien 2009), research indicates that 

quotas are not necessarily unacceptable. Rather, she notes that the complaints about the 

rationing system were primary directed towards how the system functioned and not the 

system in itself. To a large extent, the lack of protests against the system can be 

explained by the apparent connection between food shortage and rationing. She argues 

that there is a strong link between the problem and the quotas – as a solution to that 

problem – that might pave the way for similar policies, for example on limiting red 

meat consumption.  

6.3 Perceived Fairness  

The actual material and monetary disparities of VQS is beyond the scope of this thesis 

to measure. However, I will argue that perceived social inequalities are an important 
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 In 2016, the one-child policy was changed to a two-child policy, moreover the policy has a number of 
exceptions for rural and minority families (Hanrahan and Baculinao 2017). Nie and Wyman (2005) 
qualitative study of the one-child policy in Shanghai found that people accepted the policy when it was 
implemented (1979) partly due to fear of the state and also due to cultural factors and views of the 
gender that had arisen after the Cultural revolution.  
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measure of well-being. This is supported by the “relative deprivation theory”, presented 

by Verme (2013), stating that the feeling of inequality can be as significant for people’s 

happiness as their actual material possessions. Therefore, the perception of the fairness 

of a policy is likely to have an impact on acceptance. Perceived fairness is “the degree 

to which a policy measure is seen as ethically just” (Cools et al. 2011, 781). The 

connection between perceived fairness and acceptance is well established in the TDM 

literature from Europe (by for example: de Groot and Steg 2006, Eriksson, Garvill, and 

Nordlund 2006). Yet this has also been found across cultures. Among the factors they 

tested, Fujii et al. (2004) found that fairness had the largest effect on acceptance of road 

pricing and that “acceptance varies directly with fairness” (290). Fujii et al. (2004) also 

tested the importance of fairness across countries (Sweden with Japan and Taiwan). 

Even though perceived fairness was lower in Sweden than Japan, it still was the single 

most important factor for explaining acceptance of road pricing in all countries (290). 

Jou et al. (2010, 180) found a positive correlation between the perception of fairness 

and acceptance for road pricing in Japan and Taiwan. Similar results have also been 

found in Nanjing, China, where perceived fairness and freedom were key determinants 

of the acceptability of road pricing (Sun, Feng, and Lu 2016, 110). The study of VQS 

from Shanghai also considers an equity aspect, measured across the following indicators: 

prices in the private vehicle auctions, restrictions on government vehicles, fairness 

compared with other cities, and transparency in revenue usage. The authors note that 

“respondents’ perceptions of equity in the private vehicle auction are consistently 

negative” (Chen and Zhao 2012, 44).  Perceived fairness therefore seems to be 

important across countries. In her discussing the rationing system during WWII,   

Theien (2009) notes: 

The trust in the fairness of the system might help explain why there were 

surprisingly few protests against it, even though the rationing in Norway as in 

several other countries continued well into the post-war era 

Dreyer and Walker (2013, 346) emphasize that two components of perceived fairness 

are important to consider in this regard, distributive justice and procedural justice. 

While distributive justice refers to the outcome of the policy, procedural justice refers to 

the process in which the policy was formulated. People’s opinion of the two forms of 

justice is conceptually independent. Both components of justice may affect acceptance 
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independently, or complement one another or work against each other. Normally, they 

are correlated but people can perceive their level of importance differently.  

Various aspects of the vehicle quota system can be linked to the concept of fairness. For 

example, the policy creates a division between car owners and non-car owners at the 

time of policy implementation. Moreover, the policy complicated car registration in 

comparison with other parts of the country. Chen and Zhao (2012, 45) found that over 

half of the population reacted negatively to the increased expense of purchasing a car in 

Shanghai than other cities. The auction system favours the wealthier segment of the 

population.  

6.4 Local Characteristics of the Policy 

In this section, I will explore how the characteristics of the policy described in Chapter 

5 have been locally adapted in different contexts. The rest of the chapter will analyse 

different aspects of the policy in relation to perceived infringement on freedom of 

perceived fairness. The analysis will focus on the hybrid allocation model, the absence 

of restriction of non-locally registered vehicles, waiting time and price. I have chosen 

not to include the new energy vehicle quota (10 percent) in the analysis as it was not 

considered as an option of the near future by the informants. This was both due to the 

price of such vehicles (N), the inadequate charging infrastructure (G), and concerns of 

the safety and possible health impacts of driving one (O1&2).   

6.4.1 The Auction 

Affordability is an important aspect of infringement on freedom and as a rule of thumb, 

the higher the price the higher the perceived infringement on freedom. In Sweden, 

increased road tax was perceived to infringe on the freedom to choose (Eriksson, 

Garvill, and Nordlund 2006). On the other hand, the relation between increased price 

and acceptance may not be that straight forward. Respondents in four different 

European countries stated that doubling the price of owning a car would only slightly 

decrease their quality of life. A possible explanation is that the respondents view the 

positive effects (environmental quality and safety) of the policy as compensatory to the 

negative effects (less money or material goods). This is referred as a compensatory 

decision making model by de Groot and Steg (2006).  
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In Shanghai, only 30 percent of the respondents (with an above average wage) felt that 

the price of a vehicle licence was within their finical affordability (Chen and Zhao 2012, 

43). At the time the survey was conducted (2011) the average price was 48.000RMB, 

approximately the price of the smallest car models produced in China (Chen and Zhao 

2012, 40). While the prices in Guangzhou have not exceeded the 2011 prices in 

Shanghai (see Figure 6), the fact that Guangzhou has implemented the hybrid model 

further impairs the transferability of the survey data from Shanghai. 

 

Figure 6: Auction data for private vehicles (May 2016 - September 2017)   
Source: author’s chart based on numbers from Guangzhou City (2017c) 

Li, Wu, and Zhang (2015) note that between 2013 and March 2015, the number of 

participants fluctuated around 4000 and 11,000, with bids between 10,000 and 15,000 

RMB. Although the prices seem to be increasing, the trend seems to be more or less the 

same for the more recent data presented in Figure 6. Compared to most other cities with 

VQS, the bidding prices in Guangzhou are low, not only compared to Shanghai, with 

the highest bidding prices in the country at 70,000RMB to 80,000RMB in 2015, but 

also when compared to other cities with hybrid allocation models, such as Shenzhen and 
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Hangzhou (Li, Wu, and Zhang 2015, 93-4)
49

. This is quite striking as Guangzhou is the 

third largest city (Li, Wu, and Zhang 2015, 93-4). Li, Wu, and Zhang (2015) argue that 

an important part of the explanation for the relatively low bidding prices is the lack of 

restrictions of non-local cars. Guangzhou is the only city in China with VQS without a 

NLR policy and also has the lowest quota prices in the country. The authors support this 

by showing that bidding prices are highly sensitive to the possibility of implementation 

of such restrictions. On two occasions, the possibility of implementing a restriction on 

non-local vehicles has been mentioned from officials and both times there was a sharp 

increase in quota prices. These prices dropped after it was confirmed that it would not 

be implemented (Li, Wu, and Zhang 2015, 112).  

Regardless of what the explanation of the fluctuating price is, literature strongly 

suggests that prices have an effect on acceptance. Therefore, investigating to what 

extent the average bidding price of a license represented a significant economic obstacle 

for the informants appeared a pressing question during the field work. The interview 

process demonstrated other prices associated with having a car were often rated as 

much more significant than the quota price, particularly paying for a parking space 

connected to the home
50

. Among the residents interviewed the estimated or actual paid 

price of a parking space ranged between 100 000 and 500 000 RMB (F, H, Q), which is 

similar to estimations made by experts (B, D, I). For some, the price for parking not 

only exceeds the auction price but is also higher than the price of the car. It is also 

possible to rent a space, which costs approximately 300-1000 RMB a month (G, H).  

Along these same lines, none of the residents listed the auction price to the main 

obstacle to buying a car. Other costs such as fuel, repair, and insurance were seen as 

more expensive. When explaining why he decided to wait to get a second car for the 

family, an informant listed two reasons: the price of the car in itself and the price of the 

parking lot (G). The teashop owner said:  

Participating in the auction will cost you like 20,000 RMB, but if you consider 

the other expenditures about having a car, it will cost you like 50,000 a year - the 

                                                             
49

 When the comparison was made the policy was quite new in Shenzhen, giving us only two months 
with data, yet the prices still exceeded Guangzhou at 22,173RMB and 14,565 RMB. While in Hangzhou 
the prices fluctuate between 15,000RMB and 40,000RBM in 2015.   
50

 Some Chinese cities are requiring that one must own a parking space before being eligible to buy a car 
(The Economist 2016)but this has not been implemented in Guangzhou yet, an expert informant 
mentioned 
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cost of oil, the cost of parking space and for the insurance and road fees, so in 

that regard the auction price is quite acceptable. (J) 

An expert informant agreed with the above comment:   

The quota definitely makes it more difficult to get a car. But people find a way. 

Also the other costs associated with owning a car is much higher - taxes, 

insurance, parking, maintenance. So people worry more about these things, but it 

adds another cost, right, on the top of all the other things, so it is something 

people need to take into consideration. (D) 

Most of the residents estimated the auction price to be about 20,000RMB, which was 

generally regarded to be within an acceptable range. By some, 20,000RMB was 

regarded the threshold (N, J), where they would rather get a non-local license. 

Compared to other costs of having a car, the auction price appears as manageable. At 

the other hand, compared to the average wage, 20,000 is not an insignificant amount of 

money. A transport researcher mentioned this aspect: 

It is very difficult to say how much money people make, salary is not the same 

as income in China. Take the average as 7,000 a month, it is not that much, so 

how can people afford all these things, they must get money from other places 

(B) 

The various views on the costs of owning a car can be summarized in the following 

way: the price of the quota is not a big economic obstacle for people who have the 

economic means to buy a car. As a young prospective lottery applicant noted: “I think if 

I want to buy a car this is not enough to change my decision”
51

 (F).Yet as it adds to the 

already high expenses of having a car, avoiding it is definitely desirable. Moreover, for 

people who earn less, the quota price might represent a real economic obstacle:  

For low income families with low purchasing power, who buy a car for under 

100,000, then this extra cost, of maybe 20,000, this will have some importance. 

So, for them it is regarded as unfair, because this is another cost they have to 

bear. And if they attend the lottery they would have to wait. (D) 

A car salesperson also evaluated the auction price to be a real economic obstacle for 

some car buyers:  

                                                             
51

 Recorded in English 
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If you assume that you buy a car worth like 100 000, you need to pay a tax 

around 5-6,000RMB, but you need to pay 20,000 to get a licence plate, so this is 

a much larger part in their expenditure. (O2) 

The auction prices appears as low enough to not contribute to a considerable amount of 

discontent among the residents interviewed. Yet it is important to mention that most of 

the informants had a monthly wage several thousand over the average in Guangzhou. A 

different segment of the population might therefore have provided quite different 

answers. However, as the cost of the auction is understood in relation to other costs, 

there is not considerable discontent targeted at the quota price itself, rather at the total 

expenses of having a car. The auction prices are thereby ‘crowded out’ by other prices, 

which seems to decrease the overall discontent about VQS.  

6.4.2 The Lottery 

Contrary to auction participants, there has been a sharp increase in participants in the 

lottery. As of January 2015 there were 200,000 participants. While the success rate for 

the lottery has been low for a long time it dropped to 2 percent in 2015 (Li, Wu, and 

Zhang 2015, 94). In May 2017, when most of the interviews were conducted, the 

change of winning was slightly over 1 percent in Guangzhou City (2017c).  The vast 

discrepancy between number of applications and winners is depicted in Figure 7. The 

fact that I talked to two people winning the lottery should thereby be considered a 

sampling bias. What is especially extraordinary about one of the cases what that one of 

the informants won after just one month’s participation (5b).  
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Figure 7: Lottery Applicants and COEs issued (September 2014 – August 2017) 
Source: author’s chart based on numbers from Guangzhou City (2017c) 

The chances of winning are probably made smaller by the share of participants who 

sign up without necessarily planning to buy a car. A transport researcher pointed out 

that the lottery system incentivizes risk spreading behaviour, where people participate 

just in case they will need and afford a car at the time they possibly win (B). According 

to my own observations, the registration process is user friendly, fast and free, making 

the bar for signing up very low. To what extent this was a problem differed 

considerably among the expert informants – while one called it “very normal” (B) 

another thought that it was not very normal (D). 

Despite the negligible chance of winning, several put their trust in the lottery. A young 

software engineer said that he “would wait forever” instead of switching to the auction 

(N2), while others put an estimated time limit to when they would transfer to the 

auction (J). Others again, were not in dire need of the car but stayed in the lottery to 

simply see what would happen (Q, R). Urgency was an often mentioned factor to 

influence people decision to stay in the lottery or switch to auctions or non-local license 
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(D, E, F, H, L, N, O, Q, & R). This is supported by the stated preference survey form 

Guangzhou conducted by Li, Wu, and Zhang (2015, 97), who conclude that urgency, 

followed by price, is the key factor in explaining the choice between auction, lottery, 

and non-local licenses. A researcher serving as an expert policy adviser noted that the 

lottery system can actually serve as way of making people more positive to the policy, 

as it gives hope – and at the same time reduces the growth of vehicles.  

One of the expert informants participated in the lottery right after implementation, 

which granted in him a car. One of his students’ had advised him that the chances of 

winning would decrease as more people applied so he should join as fast as possible. 

Despite this somewhat anecdotal finding, there might be indication that that certain 

people, or groups, might be better informed and therefore may get more out of the 

system. In the abstract of their upcoming paper on the lottery system in Beijing, Zhao 

and Wang (2017) conclude about the lottery policy in Beijing:  

The policy is superficially fair in three senses: 1) It only conforms to a narrowly 

conceived equality rule; 2) The government leverages the equality rule to 

improve public views without improving fairness substantively; and 3) the 

policy only creates weak connections between procedural and substantive 

fairness, and between procedural and perceived fairness. 

In terms of fairness, the lottery is perceived to be the best alternative among most of the 

informants. I asked the informants about an imagined scenario where they only could 

chose the lottery or the auction for Guangzhou. With a few exception the lottery was 

preferred due to equity concerns. Two friends agreed that the lottery would be better as 

they could not compete with people with a “fat pocket” (O). In a similar vein, an 

informant argued:  

Considering the large the middle class in Guangzhou, it will be much more 

reasonable to get much more people to buy a car by lottery, so in this way can 

ease the pressure on their personal economy (J) 

The aspect of the economic pressure on the middle class was mentioned by another 

informant:  

I think the lottery reasonable. Because it restricts the car sales, and it proved 

opportunities for the middle class to get a car with less costs, also it restricts the 

possibility for rich people to get a car (L). 
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Some of these considerations are thereby strikingly similar to official statements on the 

policy. Yet the unfairness of the auction was also expressed by the same person: “If a 

family only as a budget for buying a car on 100,000 RMB, and then if they need to go 

through the auction, they need to take that off their car budget, and that is unfair”(L). 

He therefore argued that the quota for the auction should be lower. Yet, even though the 

lottery was preferred overall many preferred to keep some quotas for auction, to enable 

car purchase if rapidly needed. 

Moreover, the personal quota aspect was by several seen as an advantage. As pointed 

out by a car owner “ Do you know why people accept the policy, it is just, fair, because 

this policy is for everyone, no matter of rich you are, even the mayor only have one 

quota.” (A) 

Both the lottery and the auction have their obvious drawbacks. However, the most 

important aspect for most informants was the possibility of choosing between both 

systems. The two allocation systems, and the non-local licenses, where not regarded as 

either or, but as an integrated system they could navigate. Rather than one of these 

contributing to acceptance, it seems that the feeling of having a choice is the key factor 

in explaining the relatively low perception of infringement on freedom.  

6.4.3 The Hybrid Allocation Model 

The theoretical discussion on allocating public goods by lottery and auction echoes in 

the official statements on the hybrid model. “The lottery embodies the principle of 

fairness, while public auctions can help those who really want to buy their cars get the 

license plates” Xian Weixiong, the director of the Guangzhou commission of transport, 

reported to China Daily (Zheng 2012). This logic seems to resonate with the public as 

one thing was made crystal clear through the interviews – the hybrid model was 

preferred by the interviewed residents over a pure lottery or pure auction model. The 

only exception was a comment made by a retiree, arguing that the more diverse system 

(i.e. the hybrid model) allowed for more corruption (C). The flexibility the hybrid 

system offered was important to people because it gave the policy a sense of being less 

rigid than its cousin in Shanghai and Beijing. As expressed by an informant: 
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The hybrid model will offer more choices for different kinds of people, for those 

who are not so wealthy can use the lottery, but those wealthy people in urgent 

need of a car will try to do it through auction (Q).  

Another informant, owning a noted:  

The hybrid model is much more human, better suited for people (..) Citizens 

hold very different points of view. Some people are in dire need of a car, so if 

their requirements cannot be met they will be very stressed out.” (J) 

A lottery participant agreed: “I prefer the Guangzhou type where you have a plan B for 

everything and that will be easier for one's life so you don’t have to waste time, you can 

pay money for the time”. (N1)
52

 

Similarly to the expert informants, several residents perceived the hybrid model to be a 

good fit with local culture. This seems to give a sense of ownership and contempt to the 

local conditions compared with other places in the country. When asked about her 

views on the allocation key of quotas, one car owner responded,  

I think the lottery should have the same share of the quota as today, but maybe 

the auction should be a bit smaller (..) In Canton and Shanghai there are different 

cultures. In Shanghai they spend money on clothes, but that is not so important 

for the Cantonese people. In Guangzhou we save money for food. We have a 

quite rational way of being, not so important with status and that kind of things. I 

think in Shanghai, they did a vote or a survey, on how to allocate the quota, and 

they chose the auction
53

 (G)  

The hybrid model seems to give people a larger sense of freedom than having only the 

lottery or auction model. City authorities across the country may have concluded this 

since more and more cities have chosen this model. However, one could speculate 

whether the lottery also creates a larger desire for owning a car. Several of the 

informants participated in the lottery without an urgent need for a car. Yet, actually 

signing up on the official lottery application web pages just might make you feel one 

step closer to having a car, and thereby create hope and desire.  
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 Recorded, English 
53

 My translator and I have not found anything to back up the claim that there has been such survey 
conducted in Shanghai.  
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6.4.4 Lack of Restrictions Non-local Vehicles  

Absence of non-local vehicle restrictions can be hypothesized to affect policy 

acceptance both positively and negatively. On one hand, it adds to the flexibility 

provided by the hybrid model, as a third option of acquiring a license. On the other 

hand, the lack of restrictions means that people paying or waiting for their license plate 

is driving side by side on Guangzhou roads. Which can lead to an irritation over “free 

riders”. According to Chen and Zhao (2012, 40) the presence of non-local vehicles in 

Shanghai is one of the factors that is having a negative impact on the public’s 

acceptance of the policy.  

Flexibility, or the option to choose between the lottery and auction, seems to be 

weighing the heaviest, even among car owners. An important aspect for people was to 

maintain Guangzhou’s identity as an “open city”. An owner of several cars mentioned 

that: “You know Guangzhou is a very open city, so they cannot restrict cars from other 

cities” (A). A successful lottery applicant argued in a similar vein: “I think that 

Guangzhou is a much more inclusive city, and the traffic situation is not bad enough to 

exclude other cars from coming” (J). A car owner highlighted the importance of the 

province’s capital being open: “I think it is good, because Guangzhou is the capital city, 

and therefore it is important for business and logistics that there are no such 

restrictions. That would have bad impact on the economy (L) Another car owner said:  

Guangzhou is the capital of Guangdong province so there is no reason to restrict 

he cars from other cities to come into the city. It is like this saying we have, if 

you have a child who wants to see his mom should not prevent that (E1) 

The importance of keeping Guangzhou an open city was thereby a widely held opinion - 

not only among the residents, but also the expert informants. Although such answers 

was not as prevailing, others seemed to be bothered that the lack of restrictions made 

the policy less effective. “Since cars registered in the satellite cities can drive in 

Guangzhou, the policy might not be that helpful “(O2). A car owner estimated the 

impact of non-local cars:  

I think it's urgent to restrict the non-local licenses to ease the traffic situation, 

because the non-local licence vehicle are everywhere to be seen in Guangzhou, 

which will render huge pressure to the traffic situation here, and also, for 
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example, the didis, there are many non-local licence drivers who drive their car 

as a didi. Maybe 3-4 in 10 car here in Guangzhou non-local (Q) 

The lack of restrictions on non-local car not only creates more flexibility, it is also 

seen as a value due keep the city open. It is interesting to note that also people who 

already have a car value the NLR-policy, despite that this groups has more to lose 

due to increased congestion due to non-local cars. Though non-local cars also 

contribute to irritation, this does not the prevailing view in the interview material.  

6.5 Freedom to Consume under VQS    

Acceptance of policies in China has earlier been explained by the need to accept the 

unchangeable due to the low influence from the public over policy processes (Nie and 

Wyman 2005). This might very well be a part of the explanation for acceptance of VQS 

among informants. Yet, this alone, I will argue is a too simplistic understanding of 

acceptance of VQS in Guangzhou. Considerable discontent regarding transport policies 

in China has been documented regardless of whether people have become used to the 

policy (Chen and Zhao 2012). It cannot be assumed that Chinese people accept 

whatever policy is forced onto them. Moreover, we should take the opinions expressed 

by the informants seriously, and not interpret this as just the Party talking. Rather, for a 

policy to grow more acceptable over time, there seems to be some minimum 

requirements on the infringement on freedom and fairness (Eliasson and Jonsson 2011). 

Several of the informants pointed to their own change in attitude with acceptance 

growing over time. Yet this might not have been the case if there were not elements of 

the policy making it more acceptable.  

It is hard to determine the degree to which VQS actually changes car consumption 

patterns. Nevertheless, given that the drop in vehicle growth cannot fully be explained 

by non-local licenses, it seems safe to say that the policy actually has affected car 

consumption for a fair share of the Guangzhou population. There is also a big disparity 

between the numbers of lottery applicants and actual winners. If the number of 

applicants is an indication of the number of people wanting a car, there certainly are 

many prospective car buyers without a COE. Despite this, the informants, for the most 

part, felt that the decision to buy a car was still very much their own. Even aspiring car 

owners in the lottery did not perceive the policy as especially important in their 
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decision. There are several possible explanations for this. First, the auction prices are 

kept low, giving people a sense of having different options for different life situations. 

Second, the lottery seems to give a sense of hope and equity to the policy. Third, the 

feeling of having a back-up plan seems to give people the impression that they still have 

agency over their car purchase. Therefore, the perception of freedom to consume seems 

to be partially maintained by the flexibility offered by the local traits of the policy.   
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7 Air Pollution and Traffic 

Congestion 
This chapter will analyse the third of the four analytical categories, perception of 

problem and policy effectiveness in relation to air pollution and traffic congestion.  

7.1 Perception of Problem and Policy 

Effectiveness 

There is a wide body of research addressing the relationship between how aware people 

are of the problems a given TDM seeks to address and how well these issues are 

understood. In other words, the literature compares people’s perception of the problems 

(hereby referred to as problem perception), and to what extent the policy is perceived as 

the appropriate tool for solving the issues (termed perceived effectiveness) (categories 

applied by for example: Cools et al. 2011, 781).  As I have mentioned earlier, the main 

issues VQS seeks to address are air pollution, and traffic congestion
54

. I explore how 

serious the residents think the problems are and whether they believe VQS can deal 

with these issues. 

In the quantitative literature, there is inconclusive evidence on the correlation between 

problem perception and acceptance of TDMs. For example in Sweden,  Eriksson, 

Garvill, and Nordlund (2006) found that “problem awareness” was related to people’s 

willingness to reduce their car use and accept TDMs. Moreover, people feel more 

responsible for environmental problems when they believe it is their moral obligation to 

address them (Steg, Dreijerink, and Abrahamse 2006: 94). Generally, pro-

environmental orientation  has been found to increase people’s willingness to change 

their travel behaviour (Eriksson 2008). Kallbekken and Sælen (2011) found that public 

support for fuel tax in Norway was best explained by people’s beliefs about 

environmental consequences. On the other hand, Fujii et al. (2004) found that there was 

no direct link between people’s level of environmental concern and their acceptance of 

road pricing. A study form Bangkok distinguished between “problem perception” on a 
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 VQS also seeks to address energy saving through reduces fuel consumption. Yet I focus on air 
pollution and traffic congestion because these have a much more direct effect on peoples’ everyday 
lives, and are more clearly stated goals by the municipal government.  
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societal and individual level. It found that the traffic situation must be perceived as 

negatively affecting one’s own life in order to perceive a measure acceptable. Though 

the problem may be affecting the society as a whole, this is not enough to make a 

measure acceptable. They also found “perceived effectiveness” to be important for road 

pricing. The authors note that these results should be understood in relation to how 

familiar people are with coercive TDMs. In Bangkok, familiarity with such push 

measures is quite low (Piriyawat, Van, and Fujii 2009). since push-TDMs are relatively 

new in Guangzhou, this observation is of interest.  

There is also some research to draw upon from China. In Nanjing, problem awareness 

was not found to be statistically significant. Even though people were aware of the 

problems caused by the increased use of cars, most of the respondents did not recognize 

the connection between their own use and the problem (Sun, Feng, and Lu 2016, 110). 

On the other hand, Jia et al. (2017, 437-8) argue that problem perception is necessary to 

increase the acceptance of license plate restriction (LPR) in Tianjin. Similarly to VQS, 

LPR can be characterized as a highly restrictive policy and the authors argue that people 

have to experience the severity of the traffic situation before such measures can be 

implemented. In Shanghai, 47 percent of the surveyed population indicated that VQS 

has solved traffic congestion problems (Chen and Zhao 2012, 43). Even though these 

numbers are interesting and quite high, they are unlikely to be generalizable to 

Guangzhou. Shanghai implemented VQS 18 years before Guangzhou, and has a more 

restrictive policy regarding the number of quotas per citizen.  

7.2 Perception of air Pollution in Guangzhou 

The literature reviewed above would seem to indicate that problem perception might be 

an important component of making a measure acceptable. This provides a background 

for the qualitative findings from Guangzhou. The overall perception of the seriousness 

of air pollution and affiliated health effects was not as high as I would have thought. It 

contrasts with what we are used to seeing in news reports from China – pictures of 

worried looking people in facemasks. Most of the resident interviewees expressed little 

or moderately little apprehension about the issue (C, E1, H, J, N1&2, O1&2, Q, &R).  

Although quantification is a very limited indicator within this research design it is 

interesting to note this findings with regard to previous research. This observation was 
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confirmed by one of the expert interviewees (B). Then again, even though the people 

interviewed for this thesis seemed to be content with the situation, this does not 

necessarily represent public perception of air pollution in Guangzhou more generally. 

According to a cross-city survey including Guangzhou, the majority of the population 

wanted higher reduction in PM2.5 than the government’s Action Plan
55

 (Huang, Zhang, 

et al. 2017) called for. 

In my own data material, two main themes were present in the explanations given by 

informants to dismiss the seriousness of the issue: space and time. They compare other 

places to Guangzhou and mentioned the improvement of air quality in recent years. 

“It is better than Beijing”   

Informants dismissed the seriousness of the problem by comparing Guangzhou to 

Beijing or other cities in China (B, E, G, H, J, O1&2, Q& R) For example, when 

asking whether the local government had done enough to prevent air pollution two 

friends agreed that they did not regard it is necessary to implement more policies 

concerning air pollution, as the air quality in Guangzhou is much better than any 

other city, especially cities in the Northern China (O1&2). Similar answers where 

given by other residents, such as: “Sometimes it's good and sometimes it's bad. You 

get used to it, it is much better than in Beijing” (Q) “It is almost the best in China” 

(E) “It is becoming better than Beijing and the Northern parts of China” (E1) and  

“It is much better than Shanghai and Beijing” (H). However, with another basis of 

comparison, the evaluation of the air quality can look quite different. As a young 

prospective car buyer put it:  

Compared to Beijing and Shanghai, Guangzhou is doing far more better and it’s 

also about the natural climate, because in the south the natural environment is 

easier to clean itself, but compared to the cities around us, in Canton, I don't 

think Guangzhou is doing quite enough for example, for Shenzhen. Shenzhen is 

next to us, like two hours away, but they are doing so much better, and they have 

high economic value for the whole city, so I think there is still a lot to do
56

.” 

(N1) 
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 State Council in China issued its Action Plan on Prevention and Control of Air Pollution from 2013 
56

 Recorded in English 
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Comparing it to neighbouring Shenzhen it would seem as though Guangzhou could 

have done more for the air quality. Yet if compared to places outside of the borders it 

might look even grimmer:   

You can see the smog, the dust, in China. In Guangzhou, sometimes, and in 

Beijing often. It is on the news. It is just affecting our lives, our child´s life, and 

our parents’ life. And I was studying in the most peaceful place called New 

Zealand, and it was totally different, you can never see that happen in New 

Zealand.
57

. (G) 

The only resident-interviewee that had lived for an extended period of time abroad 

made a gloomier comparison. Although he also compares the situation to Beijing, his 

experience in New Zealand seems to influence his perspective more strongly, resulting 

in a gloomier perspective than the accounts of others. It should be mentioned that he 

also agreed with the policy implementation.  

This serves to illustrate that even air pollution – measured numerically and fed into 

peoples’ apps in 15 minutes intervals – also has a highly relative dimension. This aspect 

is not well documented by a quantitative approach, which is the standard approach in 

much of the literature on acceptance and acceptability towards TDM. The demands and 

expectations we have about the quality of the air we breathe seems to be dependent 

upon experiences and expectations – regardless of what our lungs might feel about that. 

That is not to say that our perception of air pollution is independent of the actual level 

of air pollution. In Guangzhou, Huang, Rao, et al. (2017, 83) found that higher levels of 

air pollution are correlated with public perception of the health effects. Moreover, the 

residents of Guangzhou do enjoy better air quality than other cities that it is usually 

compared to, such as Shanghai, Beijing, Chengdu and Shenyang (Lowsen and Conway 

2016). In 2015, the average PM2.5 concentration was 40µg/m3, under half of Beijing’s 

83µg/m3
58

. Nevertheless, Guangzhou residents live with an unhealthy amount of 

pollution. WHO recommends that the daily average exposure for PM2.5 should be 

maximum 25µg/m3, and 10µg/m3 a year (WHO 2006). The values in Guangzhou also 

exceed the Chinese standard for PM2.5 concentration at 33µg/m3. Compared to other 

cities, Guangzhou is far from the best city in China. According to Greenpeace’s ranking 

of 74 cities in 2013, Guangzhou was ranked as the 55th most polluted city in China 
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 Numbers can be distorted my weather 
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(Tan 2014). When the informants make comparisons between cities, they do so between 

cities they regard are comparable by factors such as size, labour market and cultural 

diversity. In this regard, among the first-tier cities, Guangzhou can rightfully be 

described as healthier. Living there can thus, within a Chinese context, be seen as 

having your cake and eating it too. 

The way the problem is dismissed by many of the interviewees can be interpreted as an 

expression of the ‘halo effect’. This refers to the phenomena where people who live in 

one place often believe that their own community enjoys better air quality when 

compared to other communities or cities, i.e. the grass is greener on this side (Rankin 

1969 in: Xu, Chi, and Zhu 2015, 484). Yet, the halo effect might not be equally strong 

across China, and may be outweighed by extreme levels of air pollution. Huang, Zhang, 

et al. (2017, 81) found big differences in public perception of air pollution in China, 

Guangzhou, Beijing and Nanjing. The public perception of the health effects of air 

pollution in Guangzhou was statistically significantly lower than in the two other cities 

surveyed, Nanjing and Beijing (Huang, Zhang, et al. 2017). Bush, Moffatt, and Dunn 

(2001) shows how places can be discursively constructed as polluted and shape the 

identity of its residents. Moreover, that places can suffer environmental stigma without 

necessarily recently being exposed to recent heavy pollution.  By contrast, Guangzhou 

is considered a relatively clean place by the informants. In other words, air pollution 

also has a strong element of social construction.  

One of the reasons Guangzhou is considered cleaner was due to the geographical and 

climatic characteristics of the city (J). For example, a teashop owner pointed out that 

since Guangzhou was close to the sea, the pollution can spread out and will not become 

a big problem for the city. Another informant pointed out that Guangzhou, with its 

many parks and trees, was well equipped to absorb much of the pollution (H). It should 

be noted, that factors such as wind, humidity and temperature affect local air pollution 

(Lowsen and Conway 2016). At the same time, this line of reasoning does not only 

diminish VQS’ effect on air pollution, but also human involvement in creating local air 

pollution in Guangzhou generally.   

Other informants again saw government action as inadequate because the problem was 

“too big to handle”. Similarly, Xu, Chi, and Zhu (2015: 491) found low levels of worry 

of air pollution in their qualitative study in Beijing. They argue that when people feel 
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that a situation is beyond their control, they tend to be less concerned with the issue. 

Moreover, air pollution may suffer from a ‘crowding out’ effect where other issues get 

more attention
59

.  

“It is better than before” 

References to the past were also a way of dismissing the problem. A municipal 

government employee noted,   

I think the local government is doing enough to prevent air pollution (…) I feel 

that it’s much better than before, and according to the information from the 

government, there are more than 200 days where the PM2.5 is good or moderate, 

green or yellow colour. (H)  

Whether the residents can feel confident about the improvement in recent years is 

somewhat questionable. Air pollution in Guangzhou has been modestly improving since 

2008. But whether the decline is a sustainable and continuing trend is uncertain 

(Lowsen and Conway 2016, 2087). It is important to note that when the municipal 

government employee was positive about the green or yellow colour code but these 

categories allow values up to 100µg/m3 (AirNow 2016). This is four times the 

recommended exposure (WHO).  

Even though air quality data and categories can sometimes be misleading, lack of 

knowledge is an unlikely explanation for the low level of worry. The interviewees came 

across as knowledgeable about issues. Detailed knowledge about air pollution is also 

observed elsewhere in China (Ahlers and Hansen 2016). Huang, Zhang, et al. (2017) 

found that there was a higher familiarity with the problem of air pollution in Guangzhou 

than in Beijing and Nanjing.  

These results from Guangzhou are somewhat contradictory to the findings of Xu, Chi, 

and Zhu (2015) in Beijing, where the informants connected air pollution primarily to 

traffic congestion (Xu, Chi, and Zhu 2015). Air pollution has become a major topic in 

the Chinese media and a source of uproar among the public, and increasingly a political 

priority. As long as it is presented as a common national project, and not a source of 

conflict, air pollution is no longer regarded as a sensitive issue by the government 
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(Ahlers and Hansen 2016). This is not to say that low levels of concern are also reported 

in China (Xu, Chi, and Zhu 2015).  

During an interview with a representative from the ENGO Green Bike-Transit, I was 

told that their organization have been working actively to promote more openness about 

air pollution data from the government. According to the representative, this paid off 

because the release of air pollution data contributed to an increase in awareness among 

the citizens on the topic. According to him, this had in turn resulted in increased worry 

and awareness among the population in Guangzhou, rending pressure on the 

government to handle the situation: “I believe the citizen´s opinion was important in 

issuing this policy”(R). 

7.3 Perception of Traffic Congestion in 

Guangzhou 

Traffic congestion is discussed more often and with more annoyance than air pollution. 

The topic was present in many of my interviews and it was often the first thing 

mentioned: “Sorry I’m late, I was stuck in traffic!” Even though the results cannot be 

generalized, the sentiments in the interviews suggested that people were more 

aggravated with traffic congestion than air pollution. Yet the overall perception was that 

even though people thought of traffic as an obstacle in their everyday life it was not that 

bad. In Shanghai, Chen and Zhao (2012)found that 85 percent of the respondents agree 

or strongly agree that Shanghai is very congested, and 90 percent expressed that the 

Shanghai government should take further action. They note that these findings “suggest 

a potentially solid basis for public acceptance of the auction policy”(43). It should be 

noted that qualitative and quantitative findings can show very different results, as many 

informants in Guangzhou expressed opinions along the lines of “it is bad, but….”. That 

is to say, many statements where modified in manners such as this: 

I am in a traffic jam every day. It is definitely a big problem (...) I mean the 

situation is not bad enough to restrict cars from other cities, it is merely in the 

rush hours we will have traffic jam. (J) 

Similar to air pollution, the comparative aspect in relation to space was present in 

playing down the severity of the problem: “It is good for such a big city, considering 
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other cities in China (R)”. Another commented on the following: “(...) The traffic jam is 

crazy! Well Guangzhou is better, but Beijing is horrible (G),” But also in relation to the 

past: “It is a big problem (…) but in the past few years the traffic congestion is 

becoming a little bit better compared to earlier years (Q)”. A transport researcher 

agreed: 

The traffic is actually improving, so people notice it. In Guangzhou we have 

high standards of water and air quality. It is a comfortable place; people can 

have good life here (B) 

According to a report by Guangzhou Daily from 2016, the traffic situation is actually 

improving, and Guangzhou has been falling on the ranking over top congested cities in 

China. From 2015 to 2016, traffic flow did increase  - though very modestly (Richards 

2016). As of November 2016, Guangzhou was ranked 8
th

 most congested city in China 

(China Daily 2016). Yet, as already noted, measurements conducted by Li, Wu, and 

Zhang (2015)  show no significant improvement in traffic speed between 2012 and 

2014. It is difficult to find reliable numbers on this issue. A transport researcher asserted 

that the local government can be quite selective on where they chose to measure traffic 

speed to get desirable results (K). 

7.4 Perceived Effectiveness in Reducing Air 

Pollution 

Problem perception as little effect on policy acceptance as long as perception of policy 

effectiveness is low. Perceived effectiveness is commonly studied category in the 

literature regarding the acceptance of TDMs. In Bangkok, perceived effectiveness was 

found to be important for road price acceptability (Piriyawat, Van, and Fujii 2009). 

Several studies have found that problem perception loses its importance if the policy is 

seen as ineffective (for TDM see for example: Dreyer and Walker 2013, 346, for energy 

policy: de Groot and Steg 2006, 94). At the same time, de Groot and Steg (2006) point 

out that perceived effectiveness is not necessarily the same as actual effectiveness. 

Rather, TDMs are rarely effective in an objective sense and acceptable to car owners. 

For example, despite the fact that push-measures are often assessed to be more effective 

within the research community, car users often intuitively perceive pull-measures to be 

more effective (For Sweden see: Eriksson, Garvill, and Nordlund 2006, for China see: 
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Jia et al. 2017). The connection between perceived effectiveness and acceptance can be 

quite complex.  In Nanjing, Sun, Feng, and Lu (2016, 110) research, they found that 

despite the fact that a measure was perceived as effective, the measure was not 

acceptable to the surveyed population as it increased their average trip costs above a 

tolerable level. 

Perhaps even more interesting than the low worry for air pollution, was that the 

connection between VQS and air pollution was perceived as weak in Guangzhou. This 

was the case also among many of the informants who perceived air pollution as a big 

problem. Even though VQS is a part of the government’s tool box to address the issue, 

the policy was not considered a particularly important factor for the local air quality.  

As problem perception and perception of effectiveness is found to be important for 

acceptance in much of the TDM literature, this might contribute to lower acceptance of 

the measure. Comparatively, VQS is seen as less important in relation to other measures 

such as upgrading to a less polluting car pool (H) or moving factories (J, N1). An 

aspiring car owner commented: 

I still think that the main source of pollution is the factories and the production 

process, and in this perspective Guangzhou is moving a lot of heavy industry out 

of Guangzhou, it is not in the downtown area
60

. (N1)  

Her fiancée asserted that the policy’s effectiveness was tied to the promotion of New 

Electrical Vehicles (NEV) rather than being effective in reducing vehicle growth:  

About air pollution control, it [VQS] has to some extent helped improve the air 

quality, the atmosphere, and the environment because the policy does encourage 

people to get New Electrical Vehicles (..) but if you want to control the number 

of the cars on the road you first have to control the production (..)it is kind of 

like putting the trouble off, a few days or months or years, for example if we do 

not get the quota now, we will get one next year, so the congestion problem will 

only be put off . (N2) 

The focus on NEV was also apparent for a young woman attending the lottery. 

Environmental concerns were a part of her decisions on what type of car to buy. Yet, 

whether to buy a car at all was not a part of her consideration (F). This aligned with the 

national and regional focus on NEVs as a part of the solution of how to combine 
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sustained economic growth and consumption and lower emissions, or Ecological 

Civilization, in Chinese terms.  

Even though the connection was regarded as weak for most people, there certainly were 

exceptions. A car owner commented “I agree with the policy, if there was no such 

policy the traffic situation will become worse and worse” (Q). Moreover, the car owner 

with his education from New Zealand also represented an exception, 

From my view, pollution is really big topic, hard topic for China. In one way, 

you cannot stop the industry to produce, but in the other way, you have to think 

of a lot of policies for the pollution, so vehicles will be one of them
61

 (G) 

Measures that were mentioned to be more effective were also less intrusive on people’s 

lives, such as public transport development, moving factories and upgrading car pools. 

This resonated well with earlier quantitative findings that suggest that the less 

infringement on freedom there is, the more effective policies are considered to be 

(Eriksson, Garvill, and Nordlund 2006, Jia et al. 2017). When informants mentioned 

public transport development as an effective measure, this might be because they 

perceived this as minimally disruptive to their everyday practice, rather than their 

thoughts on whether the measures were actually effectives. When designing the survey 

on VQS in Shanghai, Chen and Zhao (2012) decided to take public transport 

development out of the final survey because it completely dominated the answers about 

which measures are the most effective TDMs, to such a large degree  that it was 

difficult to measure the effectiveness between the remaining policies in a meaningful 

way (Chen and Zhao 2012, 48).  

As discussed in Chapter 5, it is difficult to determine the actual effectiveness of VQS in 

Guangzhou. At the same time, the residents are probably correct in their assertion that 

VQS is not the most important policy for reducing air pollution. In the words of one of 

the transport researchers, “this policy is not so important for air quality; much more 

important is switching old, high polluting cars with new ones
62

. The old cars emit so 

much pollution!” (B). 
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7.5 Perceived Effectiveness of Reducing Traffic 

Congestion  

Similarly to air pollution, the connection between VQS and traffic congestion was by 

many perceived as weak. Informants explained this in three different ways: 1. that other 

measures were more effective, 2. the influx of non-local cars and 3. the lottery 

distributes the cars to the wrong people.  

 A lottery participant noted: 

The main problem is not about the numbers [of cars] but about the system, and 

maybe the road condition, how to design the highways and how to design the 

traffic light system, the timing , the waiting time for the traffic light, things like 

that. (14a) 

When driving around the city with an informant he noted, “There is some congestion in 

the central area. But it is mainly due to road planning (C)”. Again, the alternative 

solutions that are mentioned are of a more technical character, with lower impact on 

everyday life which might again explain their perceived effectiveness. Some of the 

informants are thereby referring to the number of cars and the level of traffic congestion 

as two separate things.  

Yet there where informants that pointed out the connection: 

In shanghai and Beijing is the same [VQS], because it is too many cars. So the 

government is thinking like all the way to stop everybody to purchase the 

vehicles and engage everybody to purchase the electronic vehicles, or mix [mix 

energy vehicle]
63

. (G) 

While the possibility to buy a non-local car provides a feeling of freedom, it 

simultaneously diminishes the effectiveness the policy, which was mentioned by several 

of the informants.  

I think it's urgent to restrict the non-local licenses to ease the traffic situation, 

because the non-local licence vehicles, they are everywhere to see in Guangzhou 

which will render huge pressure to the traffic situation here. (Q) 
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Even though, traffic congestion might intuitively seem more tangible than air pollution, 

this problem was also partly perceived as beyond the control of political action. As an 

auction-winner put it,  

It is quite restricted what the government can do. Because of the way the city is 

laid out, with the old parts and everything. And there is growth in the population, 

so there is not so much that can be done (L) 

If neither air pollution nor traffic congestion is seen as significantly improved by the 

policy, how can we understand acceptance of the policy? In the following, I will argue 

that – together with local policy characteristics - government trust is key to understand 

policy acceptance.  
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8 Government trust  
The following chapter will discuss the last of the four analytical categories in 

relation to policy acceptance, namely government trust and acceptance of VQS. 

8.1 Government Trust and Legitimacy in China 

There are various understanding and definitions of government or public trust. 

According to Zhao et al. (2017, 360) Thomas’ (1998) definition is the most suitable for 

a Chinese context;  “government trust refers to the population’s confidence in the 

government to operate in the best interests of society” (Zhao et al. 2017, 360). 

Government legitimacy depends on the government’s ability to justify its position and 

decisions. Trust and legitimacy is thereby closely related. Even though the CCP does 

not depend on re-election, these are still important considerations for the government as 

social unrest and political instability can occur if there is a lack of trust and legitimacy 

(Tong and Zuo 2013, 67, Zhong 2014).   

Although government trust in China is high compared to the global average, public trust 

is declining - not uncommon for transitional economies (Chen and Hua 2015, 41, Zhao 

et al. 2017, 359, Zhong 2014). Several studies have been conducted on government trust 

at both local and national level, but the empirical data of Zhao et al. (2017) represents 

one of the most comprehensive data sets available from urban China in recent years. 

They found that 58 percent of the population ‘trust’ or ‘strongly trust’ the central 

government, while 45 percent has the same perception of the city government
64

 (369). 

Zhong (2014)  found similar numbers in urban areas. Sixty and fifty percent of the 

population trusts the central and local government, respectively. Guangzhou is not an 

outlier. According to a survey comparing three cities, Beijing scored highest, with 

Guangzhou and Nanjing following in respective order (Huang, Rao, et al. 2017) Despite 

a decline in government trust, China is unlikely to be ‘heading to Denmark’. “The 

Chinese communist regime seems to continue to defy the conventional wisdom that 

economic development fosters democracy and to swim against the worldwide wave of 

democratization” (Zhong 2014, 34).  
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Sustained, high economic growth has wildly been acknowledged as the main reason for 

CCP’s stability and legitimacy in the past decades. This has not only translated in 

increased material welfare, it has also facilitated the continued improvement of public 

services (Balla 2017, Zhong 2014). While the growth rate between 1979 and 2011 has 

been about 10 percent on average (Lim 2014, 230-1), double digit growth rates will 

probably not be the trend in coming years.  As GDP growth and increase in material 

living standards have been characterized as a central part of government stability, it is 

particularly interesting that several local governments have taking steps to significantly 

decrease the availability of the car. As a central part of middle-class aspirations in 

urban, wealthy parts of China (Williams and Arkaraprasertkul 2017), such as 

Guangzhou, decreasing the availability of the car would seem to be politically risky.   

Yet while the growth rate is declining, the Party is looking for other sources of 

legitimacy. Many observers say that government reforms are a central part of the 

answer. This involves an array of changes, such as village elections, social welfare 

reforms, involvement of citizens in policy processes and anti-corruption campaigns 

(Balla 2017)  - the latter being one of the key issues under Xi Jingping. Such reforms 

also lie in the heart of the Guangdong ‘model’ is and Guangzhou has been a forerunner 

in many of the more recent developments (Li 2008 in: Mulvad 2014, 210). For example, 

Guangzhou has been one of the first cities to disclose the budgets of its departments, as 

a part of a national governmental project of information disclosure (Zhang and Chan 

2013, 71-73). Zhong (2014) finds that government trust is primarily performance-based 

instead of culturally determined in China;  “Good performance in public policy areas, 

governmental transparency, public participation, government efficiency, government 

workers’ positive attitudes toward service, and improvement in official corruption all 

increase public trust in governmental authorities.” (Zhong 2014, 43) Moreover, public 

services and government trust have a particularly strong connection to one another on 

the local level. The city (municipal) government provides most of the public services in 

the metropolitan areas. Poor quality public services is often thereby attributed to the 

performance of city level officials (Zhao et al. 2017, 369).  In other words, trust is not 

only bases on economic indicators and availability of commodities, but also on 

experiences with policies. Moreover it seems to be a shift it the primary basis for state 

legitimacy in China, from pro-growth to government reform. 
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Then again, we can rightfully question whether trust in the government really is 

different from trust in what the government does i.e. public policies. Trust in policy can 

rightfully be criticized as simply being an operationalization of government trust. Put in 

statistical terms: there is no correlation; you are simply measuring the same thing. 

Therefore it comes down to a question of scope or level; what is the relationship 

between the great cloud of government trust cumulated by a range of experiences in 

relation to the more tangible trust in VQS. In turn, how can we understand this in 

relation to policy acceptance? Even though VQS might be a part of what people build 

their trust in the government on, understanding how a more general idea of the state 

shapes people’s opinions about a policy is interesting. As Chen and Hua (2015, 41) 

note; “the distrust of government has been a great stumbling block to environmental 

management in China”.  

Government trust is explored by several studies on policy acceptance. Trust can be 

eroded in a number of ways:  general lack of trust in the policy-makers capabilities and 

motivations, the policy’s effectiveness, lack of transparency, the existence of corrupted 

activities, and the fairness of the system. Kallbekken and Sælen (2011) found 

government trust to be one of the most important predictors of whether people would 

support environmental taxes. People’s trust in the government’s motivation, competence 

and in the policy’s effectiveness is of key importance (Kallbekken and Sælen 2011, 

2967). Gaunt, Rye, and Allen (2007) studied a referendum where road user charges 

where voted down in Edinburg. An important reason for the lack of support for the 

measure was the disbelief among people that the policy would have achieved its dual 

objectives of reducing congestion and improving public transport. This in turn was 

based on general distrust in the city council to provide welfare for the population and 

the perception that transport had been ineffective. There is also research on the topic 

from China. Wang and Zhang (2009) study from Ji'nan observed that 40 percent of 

residents had no incentive to pay for air quality improvement. One of the most 

important reasons seems to be that the residents trust the government to address the 

issue, and therefore does not take it upon them as a personal responsibility. While in 

Guangzhou, Chen and Hua (2015) found that despite high level of concern, many where 

not willing to contribute economically to the preservation of cultural heritage trees 

because of their distrust in the  government’s ability to use the funding effectively and 

responsibly. 
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8.2 Government Trust and Trust in VQS 

There are a number of reasons why trust is particularly important for the analysis of 

acceptance of VQS. In 2016, the Guangzhou government collected over a billion RMB 

on the auctions (Guangzhou City 2017a). Even though this is not an enormous sum of 

money in a city with 6,5 million inhabitants, it still is a considerable amount. The 

auction bidders can quickly end up paying several months’ worth of salary for the 

license. Alternatively, the waiting period in the lottery can stretch for years (see next 

chapter). A rough overview of the budget is available online (Guangzhou City 2017a), 

yet whether money ends up in the assigned posts is left to belief and trust. This is 

important because legitimacy of the policy is also based on earmarking money for 

transport systems. Moreover, trusting that licenses cannot be obtained by bribing or 

personal relations is central. Though VQS restricts people’s ability to buy a car, finding 

grey areas for getting around the policy is not hard. In light of this, it is likely that that 

the policy requires a certain amount of trust for the residents to tolerate waiting for the 

lottery or bid for a license. On a more fundamental level, being confident that motives 

for the policy are sincere and not driven by personal motivations is important. As 

discussed in chapter 5, this might rightfully be questioned. 

Although the policy is implemented at the local level, trust in the policy is unlikely to be 

independent of trust in the national government as trust in city and national government 

is closely correlated (Zhao et al. 2017) and therefore also likely to affect this policy. In 

the following, trust in local and national government will be treated as government trust, 

as one category.  

Despite the previously presented findings that VQS was not regarded by the informants 

to be particularly effective in addressing traffic congestion and air pollution, overall 

there was a confidence in the government’s commitment and competence to deal with 

the problems of air pollution and traffic congestion. Several expressed that there is no 

need to worry about air pollution and congestion as it is in the process of being taken 

care of. This is also consistent with the findings of Xu, Chi, and Zhu (2015, 494), where 

the informants in Beijing felt confident that the government was determined and 

capable of solving air pollution problems. Still, many of my informants expressed an 

ambivalent attitude toward the government and the policy, both expressing trust and 

distrust during one interview.  
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The difference between government trust and trust in the policy was made particularly 

explicit by a retiree from a government position:  

It [VQS] is not a good way of controlling traffic. The important thing is that the 

government need to give people some more freedom. So the people can decide 

whether they want a car or not. In America it is different, they have a service 

government, and the government is there for the people and not the other way 

around (C)   

Later on he added:  

They [the local government] say it is for the pollution and congestion, but I don’t 

believe so, it is just another way to make some money for the government. Also 

it forces people who do not really want a car to try to get one. So if you win, you 

just sell it to your friend. What is the point?! (C) 

His general contempt of the authoritarian political system in China as a whole seemed 

to lead him to discard the government’s right to enforce the restrictive policy of VQS on 

people. Drawing on his experiences from holding various government positions, he 

asserted that VQS was a completely rotten and corrupted system implemented to 

advance personal interests and line the pockets of policy-makers. The fact that he felt 

forced to drive the car in his friend’s name seemed to further increase his annoyance 

with the system. On the other side of the “trust scale” the connection was also present. 

For example, a middle-aged women working in HR noted: 

I think the government has done enough [to prevent air pollution], because the 

past two years the air quality is becoming better and better, and the number of 

days with blue skies is increasing. (Q) 

She was particularly adamant in emphasizing her low level of knowledge, but her 

intuition told her that is was a good policy. Later in the interview, when asking her 

directly about her views on the policy she answered:  

I agree with this policy [VQS] (…) if there was no such policy the traffic 

situation would have become worse and worse. (Q) 

To find a connection between government trust and trust in VQS was hardly surprising 

and seemed to be the rule rather than the exception in the interviews. More interesting 

perhaps, is what reasons people gave for their trust or distrust.  
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8.2.1 Corruption  

The level of corruption was a reoccurring topic in the interviews. Many expressed 

satisfaction with the low level of corruption in the city administration, and assumed that 

it would translate to VQS. For example, when asking a man working in sales about the 

corruption level of the vehicle quota system, he told me that it was not a problem in 

Guangzhou (R). The subtext seemed to be that because there was a low level of 

corruption in Guangzhou there would be a low level of corruption in VQS. Another 

interviewee expressed that living in Guangzhou was relief compared to other parts of 

China: 

In my home town when some people are applying for something, like some 

official papers, they have to do something to bribe. Sending them some small 

money, like 200 to 2000 to just speed up the process (..) for example, we apply 

for the renewal of the ID-card and it takes like one week, but if you don't bribe 

them they will put it off like one month or two months so we’re paying for what 

they are supposed to do (…) I feel so lucky we moved out, in this city things go 

clearer, things are under inspection. (N1)
65

 

The lottery winners are computer generated, and for a car owner was seen as a 

guarantee for the ‘cleanness’ of the system. If someone actually could be influenced by 

a bribe, they were probably a very high-ranking official, therefore finding the “right” 

person to bribe would be a time consuming and difficult process, and in the end “that 

person can't give you a promise, a guarantee, because this just come off from the 

computer”
66

. According to his account, trying to bribe someone would result in a jail 

sentence rather than a license (G). Due to his trust in the legal system and the 

technology used to draw winners, the possibility of tampering with the system was just 

impossible. In Shanghai, on the other hand, Chen and Zhao (2012, 47) found that trust 

in the bidding format was low, with over half of the respondents expressing concern 

about loopholes and speculative activities in the bidding process.  

Even though the overall sentiment was that Guangzhou was better than many other 

places in China, especially smaller cities and rural areas, several opened were open to 

the idea that there was some level of corruption. Without seeming too worried, a young 

man commented: “There will be some corruption, because it is common here in China” 
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(N2). Overall he spoke favourably about the government’s effort to create welfare for 

the population, and that a small dose of corruption should be tolerated. A teashop-owner 

also did not seem too bothered by the level of corruption, though recognized that it is a 

problem. When asking him about the economic fairness of the lottery and auction model 

he replied: 

It is hard to say that the lottery will be much fairer because I am concerned 

whether there is any manipulation in this process (…) some people will consider 

to get the quota through  special relationships with people related to the process. 

(J) 

Even though he had not heard of any particular instances of such practice, he did not 

rule out the possibility because there were rumours about it. He exemplified his 

suspicion of the practice by the fact that many of his friends illegally bought points to 

add to their drivers’ license to avoid losing it after too many violations. According to his 

account, this is an activity that the traffic administration is often involved in. Therefore, 

he assumed that the problem also existed for the lottery system. Interestingly, he 

assumed it happened probably to a smaller degree. He also emphasized that using 

connections and buying from the black market was very normal in China - one could 

hardly expect an exception for VQS. This sentiment was emphasised later in the 

interview when I asked about the winners and losers of the policy:  

The winner will definitely be the government, because you know, every policy 

issued in China will be beneficial for the government, but it is quite hard to say 

who would be the losers of this policy, but if I had to say one; the people, the 

general public. In my point of view of the policy will not be a win-win measure 

(J).  

Despite a crackdown on corruption in China and an improvement in recent years, it is 

still a very pervasive problem in the state apparatus. However, the level and degree of 

corruption in Guangzhou has been hard to determine during my research. According to 

my translator and my own research online, there has not been any public corruption 

scandal involving VQS in Guangzhou. Yet in Shanghai and Beijing there has been 

several corruption cases. Two civil servants have been prosecuted for accepting bribes 

and illegally auctioning license plates over a period of ten years. While in Beijing, a 

former leader of the traffic management bureau was charged for taking bribes and 

cheating in the lottery process (Yang 2016b). This has happened despite the fact that the 
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lottery process in Beijing is subject to stringent supervision by notaries and the Ministry 

of Supervision to ensure transparency and fairness (Chen and Cui 2014, 13). One of the 

expert interviewees, an industry observer dealing with government policy among other 

issues, noted on the issue:   

I don’t think that is the case, that it is much corruption. My opinion is that there 

are many honest and intelligent people. I know some people working for the 

government, and they only want the best thing for people. (P) 

Yet, despite the fact that anti-corruption has been an important priority in Guangzhou, it 

is difficult to dismiss the possibility that it is a problem.  

8.2.2 Transparency and Revenue Use  

In Shanghai, Chen and Zhao (2012, 47) observes that concern about the policy has been 

increased due to the lack of transparency in detailed bidding information, and technical 

difficulties in the bidding systems. For example, many bidders have lost a bid because 

of system breakdowns, and the July 2009 auction was cancelled due to network 

paralysis. Respondents rated VQS poorly in Shanghai terms of transparency and trust in 

revenue usage, where 80 percent agree that there is a lack of transparency (Chen and 

Zhao 2012, 46). Li, Wu, and Zhang (2015) note that there are rumours in Guangzhou of 

“black-case operations”, and many believe that the bidding price is manipulated by car 

dealers and traders who hoard licenses and by traders who spread rumours of higher 

prices and/or bid a high price in the first round so the system can report the high price in 

the second round. Efforts has been made to increase transparency in Guangzhou, for 

example through posting detailed information on the exact auction time (see Appendix 

1).  Still getting insight into the policy is difficult. 

 Among the informants, the problem of openness and transparency was also mentioned. 

A man recently gaining his license through the lottery noted: 

The process is not open, so the possibility [of bribing] cannot be excluded, so 

there is a possibility (..) If there is “black box
67

” activity, the government will 

always be the gain from that. (L) 

                                                             
67

 Direct translation from Chinese (Hēixiāng cāozuò 黑箱操作) reffering to different form of 
corruption   
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A young software engineer, on the other hand, was also confident in the revenue use:  

I think it [revenues from auction] comes back to social service, I am sure that, 

or I believe that, I don't know how the financial system works but I believe that 

they have specific procedure of where the money comes form and goes to, it's 

like the system in my company when I am reclaiming for something, it will 

show where the money goes and where it is distributed and yea I think there 

must be some way to check but I don’t know the way. (N1)
68

 

Her fiancé perceived the system as open: “I think it is difficult to cheat in this system 

because it's published and open, available for the public to find information and search 

“(N2). Despite some doubts on the cleanness of the system, the tea shop owner seemed 

to trust the allocation formula: “For the distribution, I think it is decided based on a 

scientific analysis, so it might be reasonable.”(J) 

Driving around with the government retiree, I asked about his lack of confidence in the 

revenue spending of VQS. He explained with his overall view of revenue spending: 

“Well, we see no improvement. Where is all that money going? They take all this money 

for road tax, but the roads are just the same!” I asked him about a new tunnel he had 

just been talking eagerly about. He answered: “That was a long time ago, maybe they 

started construction 10 years ago. But other than that, not so much improvement”.  

People had various reasons for trusting or distrusting the policy. For example a 

successful lottery applicant mentioned that the allocation mechanism was probably 

decided on the basis of a “scientific analysis” so he did not have any objections in that 

regard. Yet later on, he opened up for the possibility of using personal relations to 

acquire a license (J). Another assumed that the lack of negative media reports indicating 

that the government was doing something right: 

I think the government is doing a quite well job in this policy since there is no 

such news in the media like they are doing a bad job or that the policy is not 

going on the right direction so probably it will be admitted by the general public. 

(I) 

Another informant based his trust in the system on the experience of his friends: “I trust 

it to be fair, because a friend of mine win, so I think there is a change for me as well” 

                                                             
68

 Recorded in English 
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(N2). In Shanghai, difficulties in finding information about the policy also seemed to 

contribute to negative sentiments about the policy, as there is no single source to find 

information, over half of the respondents state that drivers only become aware of policy 

changes after being fined (Chen and Zhao 2012, 47). In the initial interviews, I therefore 

asked about experience with finding information about such issues, yet this did not 

appear as a concern to the informants. This might be a reflection of actual differences 

between the availability of information in the two cities, or an improvement over time.  

Sitting down and applying for the lottery with an informant, she showed me how easily 

she navigated the government webpages and expressed how easy and fast the process 

was.   

8.2.3 Government Trust and Restrictive Measures 

Government trust seems to be an important aspect of understanding acceptance of VQS. 

VQS, and other highly restrictive TDMs, might not have been possible to implement in 

a low trust society. Singapore has had a top rank in government trust over many years 

(Quah 2013). People with a high level of acceptance of VQS explain this partly by a 

high trust in the government, and particularly the local government. Moreover, even 

though the policy restricts material consumption, an integrated part of the promise of 

GDP growth, it is seems as long as the perception of corruption is low, many residents 

are fine with it. In other words, if or people with a high or moderately high level of 

trust, perceiving the system as “clean” might partly dam up for restricted access to the 

car. With one exception among the informants, the fact that the availability of the car is 

decreasing does not seem to be negatively affecting perceptions of the government.  

Even though transparency is increasing - in Guangzhou generally and also some efforts 

are made particularly for VQS -  it remains low, leaving some aspects of the policy up 

to trust. People have different ways of filling this void - the overall experience with the 

city administration, the computer technology or knowing other people who have 

obtained a license in a fair manner.  As the policy also brings welfare back to people, in 

the form of public transport development, this might serve as compensating effect. This 

finding is also supported by a conclusion drawn from Zhong (2014) that government 

trust is primarily performance based. Therefore, for the people who build government 

trust on government reform, restricting consumption will in turn not be very harmful for 
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their overall trust in the government. However, this is dependent upon the perception of 

having alternatives. 
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9 Conclusions 
The vehicle quota system (VQS) represents an alternative approach to traffic congestion 

and air pollution by directly controlling ownership through quotas on a societal and 

individual level. This thesis has approached the VQS in Guangzhou in a two-fold 

manner; First, by analysing the motivations behind the policy and policy 

implementation, and second, by examining policy acceptance.  

Before revisiting policy implementation, I will conclude on policy acceptance - the 

main focus of the thesis. Four analytical categories have been used in the analysis of 

policy acceptance; 1) perceived infringement on freedom, 2) perceived fairness, 3) 

problem perception and policy effectiveness, and 4) government trust. Contrary to the 

pre-existing findings on the VQS in Shanghai, my informants expressed an overall 

acceptance for the policy in Guangzhou. This cannot merely be explained by enforced 

compliance to an authoritarian state or apocalyptic views on air pollution. Rather, it can 

be seen as a policy design that is perceived as maintaining people’s sense of agency 

own car purchase, enabled by a fundamental level of government trust.  

The frames of reference and experiences people draw upon shape their 

conceptualisation of the problem. My own data demonstrates that the hazard of air 

pollution is not understood in absolute terms, dictated by PM-measurements. Rather, the 

perceived dangers associated with air pollution are highly relative. For most of the 

informants, comparing the situation to more polluted cities in China and mentioning the 

improvement of air quality over time seems to be the way they explain, understand, and 

can be relatively pleased about the situation in Guangzhou. Additionally, traffic 

congestion is certainly a source of irritation in people’s everyday life, but is also 

perceived as better when compared to the past and other cities in China. Although both 

issues are recognized as problems, VQS is rarely pointed out as a main solution to these 

problems by the local residents. Therefore, I suggest that problem perception and 

perceived effectiveness seem to explain very little in terms of acceptance of VQS, given 

my data.  

Auction prices are kept relatively low mainly due to the lack of restrictions on non-local 

cars (Li, Wu, and Zhang 2015, 112), keeping the price range within the budget of 

people who already can afford other costs associated with having a car. In turn, this 
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provides this group with three main choices for acquiring a car; lottery, auction and 

non-local licenses. The lottery provides people with a sense of hope and gives the policy 

an economically just dimension, despite the fact that the chances of winning are around 

1 percent. The equity dimension is further supported by the fact that there is - in theory - 

one quota for everyone, limiting the number of cars owned by the wealthiest segment of 

the population. The auction provides people with a plan B if a car is urgently needed. 

Lastly, the non-local licenses offer a solution if prices go up, yet it also has an element 

of risk due to the uncertain future of non-local cars on Guangzhou roads. Although non-

local cars are a source of annoyance and irritation, the upside of having the possibility 

seems to outweigh the hampering effect on policy effectiveness. Together these three 

options create a sense of flexibility in an otherwise rigid system. The flexibility of the 

policy lowers the effect that a consumption quota might be hypothesized to have on an 

acceptance in a population. The system makes you pay for the externalities of driving 

through time or money. However, as this cost is somewhat chosen by yourself – can you 

rightfully direct anger against the system and the municipal government? In this 

manner, the policy design provides flexibility, personalizing the choice to pay.  

I have argued that government trust is particularly important for understanding VQS. 

Many of the aspects of the policy remain unknown to the population, such as revenue 

usage, level of corruption and transparency. Therefore, a minimum level of government 

trust is needed to fill the information gap. Thereby government trust seems to serve as a 

precondition for acceptance of the policy, which is then strengthened by the flexibility 

of the system. Most of the informants expressed a high level of government trust 

coupled with policy acceptance. My data also indicate that a low level of trust could 

lead to a complete dismissal of the policy. At the same time, the social contract in China 

is built on the continued increase in material welfare for the population. However, the 

policy is reducing the public’s access to an important aspect of middle class aspirations. 

Therefore, the policy is particularly interesting to analyse considering the backdrop of 

declining rates of trust in the government and the shift in legitimacy from pro-growth to 

government reform (Balla 2017, 376). In future research on policy acceptance, 

government trust may prove to be interesting to include. Also, analysing how 

consumption-restricting measures affect government trust and how such measures might 

be perceived as a break on this social contract, may be of interest. 
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Whether the municipal government has chosen VQS because of or despite public will 

remains an open question. Yet we can note that congestion charges have been rejected 

in Guangzhou mainly due to low acceptance (Sun, Feng, and Lu 2016, 104), and the 

Chinese government is responsive to public will, and in Guangzhou maybe particularly 

so. I argue that the lesson is that we cannot assume that ownership-based TDMs are 

inherently more controversial than user-based restrictions. At the same time, we should 

also recognize the possible limitations of generalizing this conclusion; the quota 

approach might be more acceptable in a Chinese context than elsewhere.  

Understanding policy-making in China is a highly complex undertaking, and not meant 

for the public’s eye (Aamodt and Stensdal 2017, 122-3). I have therefore been 

considerably less ambitious in providing answers on the motivation behind policy 

implementation. Rather, my aim has been to shed light on the issue by presenting and 

analysing various explanatios I got from expert interviews and secondary sources.  First 

off, the reason for implementation as presented by officials seems to partly align with 

the interview material; there was considerable political will to address traffic congestion 

and air pollution, and VQS was seen as a way of addressing these issues effectively and 

urgently. However, expert informants also pointed to less altruistic motives at play. The 

drop in car ownership in the city is easy to link to the policy, and therefore may seem 

particularly effective, potentially advancing the careers of the policy makers.  

Moreover, as the effects of the VQS are more or less immediate, and could be seen as 

effective, the solution fits within the five year framework of election cycles in Chinese 

politics. 

In addition to analysing the local policy design concerning policy acceptance, the thesis 

has presented explanation models for the policy outcome in Guangzhou. While the 

hybrid model is the “norm” among Chinese cities, lack of restrictions on non-local cars 

is the exception - accordingly a more puzzling issue. However, some explanation 

models were reoccurring in the expert interviews. First off, PRD, with the province 

capital of Guangzhou, has a highly intertwined urban structure and restricting non-local 

cars would thereby cause great disturbance to daily commuting and economic activity. 

Moreover, several expert informants focused on the responsiveness of local policy 

makers, which supports the academic analysis of the political culture in Guangzhou and 

the Guangdong model (Mulvad 2014).  
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Yet, to what degree the lack of non-local restrictions appears paradoxical may depend 

on the evaluation of effectiveness.  On one hand, if we deem the policy as effective in 

reducing car use in Guangzhou, municipal government seems to have managed to strike 

the balance between restrictiveness and flexibility. On the other hand, if we presume 

that the presence of non-local cars reduces the policy effectiveness drastically, the 

policy appears paradoxical. In the last instance, the policy outcome might be interpreted 

as a suboptimal outcome resulting from political compromise. It is beyond the scope of 

this thesis to fully map stakeholders and in China different interests are often 

represented within the state apparatus. Yet there is a strong indication that interests of 

the car industry, satellite cities, and public interests have been represented in one way or 

another.    

The policy design certainly contributes to the understanding of policy acceptance. Yet 

this thesis is coming up short in providing the whole story behind the lack of restrictions 

of non-local cars. In the end, I never quite came to the bottom of this somewhat peculiar 

issue - a puzzlement shared by several of the expert informants.  However, the thesis 

has provided possible explanations that can be further explored in future research, not 

only on the VQS but also regarding larger sets of policy processes in China. My 

findings serve to support the understanding of Chinese policy-making as not simply a 

top-down process designed by social engineers with the long-term perspective in mind. 

This process is also subject to compromise, conflicts of interest, personal motivations, 

local adaptations, and the scrutiny of public opinion.   
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Appendix 

 

*Several bidders have managed to bid for the minimal bidding price 

** To make the process more open and fight speculative activities, the exact time when the 

lowest winning bid is places is published.  时- hour, 分- minute, 秒 -second  

Appendix 1: Auction data from the Communication Commission in Guangzhou  
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Interview guide, non-car owners:  

- Family situation? 

- Work? 

- Do you have a driving licence? 

- How do you and your family commute now? 

- How do you plan to use the car? Who will use it? 

- What car model are you looking at? 

- How will you ty to obtain the ownership licence? Lottery, auction, NEV, non-local? 

- How long can you wait to acquire a car? 

- Can you compare how long it takes for you to get to work with car and public 

transport? 

- Did the implementation of the policy made you think twice about buying a car? 

- How did you react when you heard the quota was implemented? 

- Do you agree with the policy today? 

- What do you think is the best way of distributing the ownership licences? Quota or 

lottery? In terms of fairness? For your life-situation?  

- Today 120 000 quotas are distributed every year. 10% is allocated to new energy 

vehicles, 50% to ordinate vehicles through lottery and 40% ordinary cars though 

the actions. If you could decide, how would this equation look like? 

- If you had to choose between only lottery and auction, what do you think would be 

best for the society as a whole? And what about your life situation?  

- Why do you think the Guangzhou government chose the vehicle quota system?  

- Why do you think they chose the mix (hybrid) model? 
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- The officially stated purpose (by the local government) for having both lottery and 

auction, is to serve the goal of having both efficiency and equity, to what extent is 

his goal achieved? 

- The officially stated purpose (by the local government) for this policy is to reduce 

air pollution and congestion, how effective do you think the policy is in doing so? 

- In your opinion, is the local government is doing enough to prevent local air 

pollution? What about congestion? 

- Can you think of a better way to deal with such problems? 

- In Guangzhou, there is no restriction on non-local license, what do you think about 

that? Do you worry this kind of restriction will be implemented in the future? 

- Who wins and who loses from the policy (local government, local population, 

people with/without hukou, traffic police…) 

- Is there any information you would like to add? 

 

Interview guide: Car owner  

- How long have you owned your car? 

- What type of car do you have? 

- Work? 

- How do you commute to work, and your family? 

- How do you use your car (for example to restaurants, travel etc) 

- Family situation (children, spouse?) 

- Which method did you use to acquire the right to own a car (ownership license)? 

Lottery, auction, non-local license?  

- How long time did it get to get the ownership licence? 
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- How did you react when you heard the quota was implemented? 

- Do you agree with the policy today? 

- Did the implementation of the policy made you think twice about buying a car? 

- What do you think is the best way of distributing the ownership licences? Quota or 

lottery? In terms of fairness? For your life-situation?  

- Today 120 000 quotas are distributed every year. 10% is allocated to new energy 

vehicles, 50% to ordinate vehicles through lottery and 40% ordinary cars though 

the actions
.
 If you could decide, how would this equation look like? 

- If you had to choose between only lottery and auction, what do you think would be 

best for the society as a whole? And what about your life situation?  

- Why do you think the Guangzhou government chose the vehicle quota system?  

- Why do you think they chose the mix model? 

- The officially stated purpose (by the local government) for having both lottery and 

auction, is to serve the goal of having both efficiency
 
and equity, to what extent is 

his goal achieved? 

- The officially stated purpose (by the local government) for this policy is to reduce 

air pollution and congestion, how effective do you think the policy is in doing 

- In your opinion, is the local government is doing enough to prevent local air 

pollution? What about congestion? 

- Can you think of a better way to deal with such problems? 

-  In Guangzhou, there is no restriction on non-local license, what do you think about 

that? Do you worry this kind of restriction will be implemented in the future? 

- Should it be a national policy 

- Who wins and who loses from the policy (local government, local population, 

people with/without hokuo, traffic police…) 
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- Is there any information you would like to add? 

 

Interview guide, expert interviews 

This should be read as an approximate guide, as the expert interview guides where 

changes considerably from interview to interview.  

- Can you tell be about related work to VQS (academic, political etc.)?  

- Why do you think Guangzhou government chose this approach? 

- In what ways can VQS impact the local economy? 

- Why do you think the Guangzhou government chose the mix/hybrid model? 

- Does the mix model make the policy as a whole more acceptable? 

- Why do you think there has not been implemented restrictions on non-local 

licenses? 

- How was VQS met by the public when it was first announced? 

- Have sentiments changed considerably since then? 

- How do you regard the relation between perceived seriousness of air pollution and 

acceptance of the policy? What about traffic congestion? 

- How big economic obstacle is the price of the quota for the average car buyer? 

- How can we explain the large number of people participating in the lottery?  

- Do you have any theory of the most important factor impacting whether people 

chose lottery or auctions? 

- How is the lottery perceived? The auction? 

- How easy is it to avoid the policy? Loopholes?  
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- How effective is the policy perceived to be? How does perceived effectiveness 

change attitudes?  

- To what extent is this changing transport practices of people? 

- To what extent do you agree with the policy 

- What other policies could be more effective/better 

 

Appendix 2: interview guides  
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Table 2: Overview of resident informants: 

Nr Date Occupation  

# of 
vehicles 

/# of 
people in 

household 

How the 
vehicle was 

acquired or will 
be acquired: 

Interview 
conducted in: 

A 08.05.2017 Finance   1/3 auction English 

C 10.05.2017 

Retired; previously 
held various 
government positions  1/2 rent* English/Chinese 

E1 15.05.2017 Banking  1/3 non-local** English/Chinese 

E2 15.05.2017 
International business 
consulting 1/1 lottery English/Chinese 

F 15.05.2017 Clerk 0 / 1 lottery English/Chinese 

G 18.05.2017 Clerk  1/3 before 2012 English 

8 21.05.2017 Government planning 0 / 1 lottery English/Chinese 

J 23.05.2017 Teashop owner  1/2 non-local Chinese 

L 25.05.2017 Clerk  1/2 auction English/Chinese 

N1 30.05.2017 Software engineer 0 /2 lottery English 

N2 30.05.2017 Software engineer 0 /2 lottery English/Chinese 

O1 02.06.2017 Sales 0 /1 non-local Chinese 

O2 02.06.2017 Car dealer 0 /1 non-local Chinese 

Q 05.06.2017 HR   1/3 before 2012 Chinese 

R 07.06.2017 Anonymous  1/3 lottery Chinese 
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Table 3: Overview of expert informants 

Nr Date Role Language  

B 09.05.2017 Researcher English/Chinese 

D 11.05.2017 Researcher English 

I 22.05.2017 NGO/multiple roles English 

K 24.05.2017 Researcher/multiple roles English 

M 26.05.2017 Reseacher English 

S 03.06.2017 Industry observer English 

R 09.06.2017 

ENGO employee: Ja Jia Jun Chen at 

"Green Bike-Transit" (Bàikè 拜客) Chinese 

 

Appendix 3: overview over informants   
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Request for participation in research project 

 

 "The Vehicle Quota System in Guangzhou" 

 

Background and Purpose 
The research is conducted for Thea Valler´s master´s thesis, Centre for Development 

and the Environment, University of Oslo, Norway (UiO). The author is also a master 

fellow with the Fridtjof Nansen Institute (FNI) in Oslo, and the thesis may be published 

as a report at this institution. The student receives funding from FNI and UiO. The topic 

of the thesis tis the Vehicle Quota System in Guangzhou, but will also touch upon 

issues such as urban air pollution and traffic congestion.  

 

What does participation in the project imply? 

The data is mainly done through qualitative interviews with residents in Guangzhou, 

and experts on the policy. The data will rely on notes or recordings from these 

interviews. The thesis will also rely on secondary, written sources. The timeframe for 

the fieldwork in Guangzhou is May 2
nd

 – June 12
th

.  

What will happen to the information about you? 
All personal data will be treated confidentially. Only the student will have access to 

personal data. List of names will be stored non digitally, and away from other types of 

information regarding the project. The informants will have anonymity The project is 

scheduled for completion by November 1
st
.  The information given will be treated with 

great care and delated after submission. 

Voluntary participation 
It is voluntary to participate in the project, and you can at any time choose to withdraw 

your consent without stating any reason. If you would like to participate or if you have 

any questions concerning the project, please contact: Thea Marie Valler 

Thea.valler@yahoo.com, + 47 930 92 543, + 86 130 7676 3786 

 

 

Consent for participation in the study 

 

 

I have received information about the project and am willing to participate 

 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

(Signed by participant, date) 

 

Appendix 4: consent form 

 

mailto:Thea.valler@yahoo.com
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